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INTRODUCTION 
During the late 1960's and early 19.70's, it was 
recognized by both Federal and Massachusetts authorities 
that the six towns of the Island of Martha's Vineyard could 
not manage the tremendous qrowth pressures they were 
experiencing. Various pieces of legislation, designed in 
part to create a regional regulatory body, were introduced 
at both levels of government to accomplish what the six 
towns could not do acting independently. Federal legisla-
tion was not well received by the residents of Martha's 
Vineyard, as it was perceived as intervention into locally 
cherished home rule perogatives. 
In 1974, state efforts resulted in the creation of the 
Martha's Vineyard Land and Water Commission. The Commission 
is a regional agency uniquely empowered to regulate critical 
districts and certain types of development. The Commission 
is able to regulate sensitive areas and developments which 
are determined to be of regional importance. Hence, the 
Commission's powers are far broader than any local zoning 
ordinances and by-laws. 
This regional approach to managing growth on Martha's 
Vineyard was designed to be a pilot project for possible 
application elsewhere in the state. The Commission has been 
perceived in contrasting ways by Vineyard residents. It 
has been welcomed as a necessary approach to mitigating 
growth pressures, and abhorred as an unwelcome pariah seeking 
to supercede home rule. 
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When carrying out it's legislative mandate, the 
Commission has of ten encountered resistance from local 
authorities and interest groups. Two of the original six 
member towns have withdrawn from the Commission in an at-
mosphere of crisis resulting from the regional body's exercise 
of their regulatory authority. "Regional purpose" is 
something new to the residents of Martha's Vineyard and this 
has contributed to many of the problems encountered by this 
unique regional agency. 
Withdrawal has precipitated changes in the Commission's 
enabling legislation. An evolution is taking place where 
the Commission is being molded by the people of Martha's 
Vineyard to become a more acceptable regulatory agency. 
The Commission will perhaps become a regional instrument 
of home rule. 
Presented here is a review of significant events in 
the history of the Martha's Vineyard Commission. Events 
leading to it's creation and those contributing to the 
withdrawal of the towns will be examined with the intent of 
gleaning as much insight as is possible from these events. 
The evolving legislation will also be examined in light 
of the withdrawal of the two municipalities. To cnn:::lude, 
some general insights and observations concerning the 
Commission's future will be presented. 
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I. BACKGROUND 
The Island of Martha's Vineyard lies fives miles off 
the Cape Cod coastline. It is considered by its residents 
and others throughout Massachusetts to be the "jewel of the 
Commonwealth" due to its unspoiled and unique beauty. 
The Vineyard is the largest of the islands in Nantucket Sound, 1 
where, for many years, people have travelled to avail them-
selves of the island's diverse attractions. Aside from the 
miles of unspoiled beaches, the Vineyard offers the visitor 
a laboratory for scientific and historical study. 
Evidence of the whaling industry, which once dominated 
the local economy, can be seen as one walks the streets 
of Edgartown, where many of the whaling captains made their 
home in the sturdy, white houses which still stand. 
Archeological remnants of the Native American population 
give further historical significance. The geologist is pre-
sented with a study of glacial recession as the island is 
formed by glacial moraine and terminal outwash. The unique 
and splendid clay cliffs at Gay Head offer further study of 
glacial recession. The Vineyard is also the home of a 
state lobster hatchery, a solar shellfish hatchery, and 
possesses unique wildlife, vegetation, and ecosystems. 
Six strongly independent towns make up the 98 square 
miles of the Vineyard: Gay Head, Chilmark, West Tisbury, 
Tisbury, Oak Bluffs, and Edgartown. In recent years, these 
towns have become second-home locations for many of the world's 
celebrities and wealthy individuals. The second-home 
industry has been growing consistently over the last two 
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decades, and this has been an issue of concern in Vineyard 
affairs. 2 (Table I indicates trends in the single family 
sector of the local housing market.) 
The permanent year-round population in 1980 was 8942, 
an increase of 46 percent since 1970. 3 The seasonal summer 
population swelled to 53,000, occasionally peaking to 
90,000 on selected holidays. 4 Reports from Vineyard 
residents indicate that this was the biggest year for 
tourism ever recorded. The $14,200 median income for the 
Vineyard (Dukes County) is well below the state average of 
5 $17,900. Major industries, according to number of firms 
are: hotels and rooming houses, eating and drinkin~ places, 
building and construction firms, miscellaneous retail, and 
fishing. The towns of Oak Bluffs, Tisbury, and Edgartown 
hold almost three-quarters of the total year-round popula-
tion. (Table II indicates changes in the Vineyard's 
population and housing units ince 1970.) 
A 1970 land use inventory shows that the island was 
9 percent developed, with 11 percent dedicated as public 
open space, and the remainder considered vacant. 6 (Table III 
shows some of the changes in land use patterns over a 20 
year period beginning in 1951.) A critical issue on the 
island is it's limited supplies of fresh water. Certain sources 
indicate that the value for undeveloped land has risen from an 
estimated $7,500 per acre in 1973, to $20,000 per acre (for 
inland property) in 1980. 7 Ocean front property and land 
near tidal ponds is far more expensive. 
TABLE I 
BUILDING PERMITS FOR SINGLE UNIT, DETATCHED DWELLINGS 
'I™NS/YFAR 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
EI:X;ARKWN 75 112 92 37 32 60 121 83 
OAK BLUFFS 71 55 23 15 37 43 49 39 
CHIIMARK NR* NR NR NR NR 19 5 20 
TISBURY NR NR NR NR 21 46 35 54 
t.n 19 23 17 27 WEST TISBURY NR NR NR NR 
GAY HF.AD NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 1 
*Not reporting 
SOURCE: U.S. CENSUS OF POPUIATION AND HOUSING 
TABLE II 
POPULATION AND HOUSING UNIT CHANGES 1970 - 1980 
PERSONS HOUSING UNITS 
1970 1980 % 1970 1980 % 
CHILMARK 340 489 43.8 631 831 31. 7 
EDGARTOWN 1481 2204 48.8 1254 2255 79.8 
GAY HEAD 118 220 86.4 183 306 67.2 
OAK BLUFFS 1385 1984 43.2 1535 2306 50.2 
TISBURY 2757 2972 31. 7 1330 2089 57.1 
WEST TISBURY 453 1010 123.0 461 913 98.0 
"° 
SOURCE: 1980 U.S. CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING 
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TABLE III 
TWENTY YEARS OF CHANGE IN LAND USE ON MARTHA'S VINEYARD 
CHILMARK 
1951 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
w=t Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND 'KYI'AL 
EDGARTOWN 
Acres 
8816 
2672 
780 
NR* 
36 
NR 
12,304 
1951 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND TOTAL 
GAY HEAD 
Acres 
11896 
4484 
2204 
NR 
380 
NR 
19054 
1951 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Acres 
2528 
888 
640 
Disposal NR 
Urban Land 0 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion NR 
GRAND TOTAL 4056 
1971 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
ti on 
GRAND TOTAL 
Acres 
8635 
1574 
1435 
10 
486 
164 
12,304 
1971 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND TOTAL 
Acres 
11871 
2901 
2730 
34 
952 
566 
19054 
1971 TOTALS 
Land Uses Acres 
Forest Land 3051 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 103 
Wet Land 641 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 4 
Urban Land 180 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 77 
GRAND TOTAL 4056 
OAK BLUFFS 
1951 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND TOTAL 
TISBURY 
Acres 
3052 
992 
750 
NR 
550 
NR 
5344 
1951 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND TOTAL 
WEST TISBURY 
Acres 
3264 
488 
580 
NR 
527 
NR 
4859 
1951 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND TOTAL 
Acres 
13584 
2272 
854 
NR 
180 
NR 
16920 
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*Not recorded as such in 1951. 
1971 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND TOTAL 
Acres 
3046 
463 
805 
56 
778 
196 
5344 
1971 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND TOTAL 
Acres 
3188 
288 
622 
11 
622 
128 
4859 
1971 TOTALS 
Land Uses 
Forest Land 
Agriculture or 
Open Land 
Wet Land 
Mining, Waste 
Disposal 
Urban Land 
Outdoor Recrea-
tion 
GRAND TOTAL 
Acres 
13556 
1797 
1000 
15 
375 
177 
16920 
Source: Remote Sensing 20 years of change in Barnstable, 
Dukes, and Nantucket Counties, Massachusetts, 
1951-1971, William P. Macconnell, et.al., 
Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Research Bulletin 623, November, 1974. 
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The six towns on the Vineyard are faced with the challenge 
of protecting the island's character, and it's scarce in-
ventory of fresh water which limits the supply of developable 
land. Martha's Vineyard's economy is primarily tourist 
8 based. It has grown in keeping up with the increasing 
numbers of visitors over the last two decades. Any sub-
stantial negative alterations in the island's quality could 
have devastating impacts on the local economy. While this 
is a primary concern, there is also some interest for broad 
based economic development which will decrease the effects 
of the cyclical nature of business and reduce islanders 
dependency on tourism. 
Many islanders are informed and concerned with the issues 
they must face, and are seeking ways to solve the problems 
encroaching upon island life. These people are divided as to 
the solution: some see that their affairs are best managed 
by the towns through home rule; others feel that the powers 
of a regional agency, created by either state or federal 
legislation is the best solution; still others are indifferent 
and often unaware of the nature and magnitude of the potential 
problems facing the Vineyard. All of these factors are 
important to the discussion which follows; the feelings of 
the people involved is essential to understanding the issues 
here presented. 
II. THE CREATION OF THE MARTHA'S VINEYARD COMMISSION 
One might be inclined to think of an island as a closed 
system whose insularity would facilitate planning at a re-
gional level without the spillover effects which would occur 
on the mainland. Martha's Vineyard is very much an open 
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system and is by no means insular as the growing numbers 
of visitors from the mainland indicate. The development of 
second-homes is a year round industry on the island, and 
efforts are underway to attract "clean type" industries to 
bolster the primarily tourist based economy. 
Much attention was given to this beautiful, diverse 
island as the Commonwealth of Massachusetts began to recog-
nize the importance of using policy power regulations to 
promote good planning and avoid the consequences of poorly 
planned development. Martha's Vineyard was widely recognized 
as a valuable, unspoiled resource of statewide significance. 
The general feeling was that some efforts should be made to 
better coordinate growth and use of island resources. 9 
The earliest efforts were initiated in 1962 by Dean Swift, 
who, as a newly elected County Commissioner, sought to 
strengthen the role of the county in island affairs. Federal 
funds were sought and received and, by 1966, the Dukes County 
Planning and Economic Development Commission was operating 
as an advisory and coordinating body for the island towns. 10 
Shortly after it's creation, the Commission hired Metcalf 
and Eddy, a Boston consulting firm, to prepare a comprehen-
sive plan for the county. By April of 1971, the Comprehensive 
and Summary Reports were ready for publication. The Summary 
Report contained a stern warning which predicted that the 
Vineyard was in danger of being "raped" by developers, and 
would contract "terminal environmental cancer" by 1975 
unless appropriate action was taken. This terminology indicat-
ed that uncontrolled, intensive development would ruin the 
12 
Vineyard's character and adversely impact the limited 
fresh water supplies. It also recommended that the 
State create and fund an agency (in replacement of DCPEDC) 
which would have overriding authority in land use matters 
as well as the power of eminent domain. The report further 
recommended a federally sponsored "island trust" if the 
f · 1 d k t. . t 11 state ai e to ta e ac ion in wo years. 
This report was shelved by the Commission who refused 
to release it to the general public. Instead, a watered 
down, cleaned-up version omitting the stern warning was 
released. However, there is sufficient itimacy on the 
Vineyard not to allow secrets such as this to be very well 
kept. Eventually, The Vineyard Grapevine, one of only two 
local papers, revealed the contents of the original Summary 
Report to the alarm of many residents. 
Federal legislators were made aware of the Report in 
a letter sent to U.S. Senators Kennedy, Brooke, and Represen-
tative Hastings Keith. It called for them to sponsor 
appropriate legislation to protect the Island. This same 
letter was also published in The New York Times. 12 
While the general local reactions to a "cover-up" of 
the original Summary Report and the possibility of federal 
intervention in local affairs were hostile, public aware-
ness and concern for the Vineyard's future were also 9en-
erated. This sequence of events, beginning in 1971, was 
something of a watershed mark in Vineyard history. One 
obvious outcome was that the towns began to develop their 
own zoning ordinances and master plans. Most of these were 
13 
being enforced by 1974. The towns also moved to create 
planning boards furhter attesting to an awakening of their 
consciousness. 
Since 1967, Senator Edward Kennedy had explored 
alternatives for protecting the Nantucket Sound Islands. 
His fear was that the uniqueness and character of these 
islands would soon be lost and he felt that there was a 
compelling national interest in protecting them. 
On September 29, 1971, Kennedy introduced a bill into 
the Congress which would authorize the Secretary of the 
Interior to conduct a study of the islands to determine 
whether they should be made part of the Cape Cod National 
13 Seashore. During the Congressional debates which followed, 
it became apparent that this proposal was not appropriate. 
Public meetings on the Vineyard made it abundantly clear 
that federal intervention in island affairs would be met 
with strong resistance. 
Kennedy ignored the reactions from island residents and 
worked on a new approach to preservation and conservation. 
After secret meetings with selected islanders, Senator 
Kennedy introduced the Nantucket Sound Islands Trust Bill 
in April of 1972. 14 
The stated purpose of this bill was to preserve and 
conserve the unique values of the Nantucket Sound Islands 
for the enjoyment of future generations. If enacted, it 
would have established a trust commission with 21 members, 
all but three of whom were to be islanders. The bill 
divided the land into four categories designated by a pre-
drawn map. In the "forever wild" category, there was to be 
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no further development; the "scenic preservation'' lands were 
not to be developed beyond the existing intensity of use; 
"county planned" and "town planned" categories provided 
that land use controls would remain the province of these 
bodies so long as the ordinances controlling the uses were 
approved by the trust commission and the Secretary of 
Interior as was consistent with the purposes of the bill. 
There was also a provision for land acquisition with fully 
80 percent of the proposed funding set aside for this 
purpose. This legislation placed Dukes and Nantucket 
Counties into an all encompassing land use and conservation 
trust. It carried a suggested appropriation of $25,000,000, 
80 % of this for land acquisition, the remaining 20 % for assort-
ed development purposes. 
Island residents were generally stunned by this bill. 
In particular, real estate interests and island selectman 
reacted the most bitterly. Reactions included calling 
Kennedy "inhumane, arrogant, and high handed" to "turning 
the Vineyard into an Indian reservation." 
The Senator persisted, however, and prepared various 
amendments to the bill based on the suggestions of concerned 
islanders. 
Most of the negative reactions to the bill centered 
around the issues of: home rule; the secrecy surrounding 
the introduction of the bill; the lack of prior consultation 
with island officials; a proposed moratorium on development 
which could threaten the livelihood of islanders in the 
building trades; the fear that all beaches would be open to 
the public; the potential encroachment on private property 
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rights; and the fact that the bill seemed to be the handi-
work of "rich" summer residents. 
Some islanders were determined to get involved and 
make their voice heard. Various groups and organizations 
met with members of the Senator's staff and suggested changes 
to the bill to clarify it and to increase the measures of 
local control. However, according to an informal poll taken 
by the Dukes County Commission, most islanders were opposed 
to the federal legislation. 
Based on the suggestions from the interested groups, 
Kennedy introduced an amendment to the original bill in 
July 1972. 15 This amendment included provisions for more 
local control, a separate trust commission for Martha's 
Vineyard, the reduction of the Secretary of the Interior's 
powers to act independently, and an easing of land restric-
tions. 
During this same period, a number of island officials, 
most in opposition to the Kennedy bill, invited Massachusetts 
Governor Sargent to discuss the problems of the Vineyard . 
Governor Sargent did not take a definitive stand, either pro 
or con, on the proposed legislation. Rather, he indicated 
his awareness of the island's problems and promised to work 
with local officials to press for new state legislation that 
would help to enchance local planning and growth control 
capabilities. 
The neutral stand taken by Governor Sargent is seen as 
a way to alleviate a potentially volatile political dilemna. 
He did not want to appear to be offering a land use proposal 
16 
to counter the Kennedy bill and members of his staff were 
careful to point this out. 
Lewis Crampton, the Cornrnissioner of the Department of 
Community Affairs, met with island selectmen and asked if 
they would support the designation of the Vineyard as a 
demonstration site for formulating and testing possible 
future land use legislation which could be used statewide. 
Meanwhile, Crampton was working with local officials, 
organizations, and private citizens and other groups to 
develop a grass roots regional control agency sponsored by 
state legislation. These efforts were productive, and, 
on March 21, 1973, a draft bill was presented to the All 
Island Selectmen's Association. 
This draft bill called for the creation of a Regional 
Resource Agency consisting of twelve members: one selectmen 
from each town, three County Commissioners, the Secretary 
of Communities and Development, and one representative from 
each local conservation commission and the Martha's Vineyard 
Chamber of Commerce. The expenses would be paid by per 
capita assessments against the towns. The agency would be 
able to designate Districts of Critical Planning Concern 
and adopt regulations governing Developments of Regional 
Impact. The bill gave the Agency the power to adopt an 
official map reserving land for government purposes. 
Crampton seems to have realized much earlier that Mr Ken-
nedy the importance of gaining the cooperation of island 
residents. Frequent meetings with the aforementioned 
parties resulted in a measure of confidence for these efforts, 
17 
something which appears to have been lacking in the Kennedy 
proposal. 
Work was continuing on both the state and federal bills 
simultaneously. By May of '73, the Senator had introduced 
a fourth version of his bill. 16 In contrast to this pre-
servation bill, the state bill was essentially a planning 
bill with regulation rather than acquisition as the major 
device for controlling development. 
The state bill was reworked with extensive input from 
local officials and residents. During August of 1973, 
the State Joint Committee on Natural Resource and Agricul-
ture held public hearings on the bill and proposed further 
changes. While the legislative committee worked on it's 
version, sponsors and proponents of the federal bill were 
seeking further compromise and looked for areas of agree-
ment between the two bills. Efforts were being directed at 
developing a combined federal/state legislative program. 
Essentially, the federal bill would be a companion piece 
to the state bill which had received overwhelming support in 
an island wide, nonbinding referendum in March of 1974: 
1,305 in favor to 64 against. Again, the legislative 
committee revised the bill; this time into it's final 
version. On July 27, 1974 the Martha's Vineyard Land and 
Water Commission was created by the state through Chapter 
637 of the Acts of 1974 (see Appendix). Towns were auto-
matically members of the Commission and this membership 
was considered permanent. Funding for the agency was to 
come from federal and state agency grant money, plus an 
18 
annual assessment from each of the six towns. 
The passage of this bill was expected to boost the 
chances of the federal bill, but, as of this writing, the 
bill remains in committee limbo. While there is considerable 
doubt that the bill will ever be revived, it does offer some 
attractiveness as a complement to the state act; particularly 
with regard to the availabilities of funds for land acquisi-
tion. However, the fear of federal intervention and the 
distrust of the sponsors of the bill remain as obstacles 
to it's acceptance by the "Yankee'' independent residents of 
Martha's Vineyard. There does remain a orovision in the 
state act for the inclusion of a member of the President's 
cabinet (presumably the Secretary of the Interior) to be 
disignated as a member of the Commission. 
III. THE REGULATORY POWERS 
The Martha's Vineyard Land and Water Commission met for 
the first time on November 21, 1974 and assumed all powers, 
duties, staff, monies, and contracts of the Dukes County 
Planning and Economice Development Commission. The act 
creating this agency sets up the Commission as a public 
corporate body with jurisdiction over the island exceot for 
lands owned by the state and Indian Common Lands which 
comprise less than 1 percent of the total land area. 17 
In it's original form, the Commission consisted of 21 
members, one member from each town, appointed by or a member 
of the board of selectmen, nine persons elected at-large 
(at least one from each town, but not more than two), one 
County Commissioner appointed by the County Commissioners, 
19 
one cabinet member appointed by the Governor, and four 
persons appointed by the Governor whose principle residence 
is not on Martha's Vineyard. 
Aside from the duties assumed from the DCPEDC, the 
Corrunission is empowered to adopt regulations for and designate 
Districts of Critical Planning Concern (DCPC) and to approve, 
disapprove, or approve with conditions Developments of 
Regional Impact. These techniques are adapted from the 
American Law Institute's Kodel Land Development Code. 18 
A District of Critical Plannino Concern could be nominated 
for consideration by the Corrunission, selectmen, local planning 
boards, local boards of health, conservation commissions, 
or by a petition by twenty-five taxpayers of any island town. 
A DCPC is a geographic area which is of regional importance 
and in need of special protection and qualifies as an economic, 
cultural, or natural resource (see Appendix, Chapter 637, 
Section 9, or Chapter 831, Section 8 for specific qualifi-
cations). 
Districts of Critical Planning Concern serve to protect 
areas possessing unique, natural, historical, scientific 
features, or cultural resources of regional or statewide 
significance. Under Chapter 637, the steps for an area to 
be nominated and regulated are here included (using hypo-
thetical dates ~ee Figure I). These steps are the original 
process, not as it takes place today. These changes and 
their causes will be dealt with later. 
FIGURE I CHAPTER 637 DCPC REVIEW PROCESS 
1. MVC receives nomination for DCPC April 1, 1975. 
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A. MVC must accept or reject proposed DCPC by 
May 15, 1975 (45 days). 
2. If accepted for consideration, MVC has 60 days to desig-
nate or not designate a DCPC. 
A. With acceptance for consideration, a moratorium on 
construction begins. 
3. With designation of DCPC, MVC prepares guidelines for 
district regulations. 
A. Town boards have 3 months to draft regulations. 
4. Moratorium terminates when final regulations are in place. 
A. Towns have one year to finalize requlations. 
In most cases, DCPC's are overlay districts which are 
superimposed over existing zoning districts, zoning regula-
tions, health regulations, conservation regulations, and other 
land use regulations affecting the town. These overlay 
regulations are supplementary to such existing regulations, 
and, should there be a conflict, the more limiting regula-
tions would prevail. In towns which had no zoning regula-
tions of any kind, DCPC's have been developed to serve as 
the primary regulations for that town. At this time, the 
Commission has designated eight DCPC's. (Map II shows five 
of these districts). 
DCPC regulations must be adopted and administered by the 
towns as if they were part of their development ordinacnes 
and by-laws, even if the town should withdraw from the 
regional agency. Municipalities are prohibited from granting 
a development permit within a DCPC except in accordance with 
the regulations. They may, however, rescind or amend these 
regulations, but only in the manner provided for adoption 
and approval as is stated in the legislation. (See Appendix 
Chapter 637, Section 11, or Chapter 831, Section 10). 
21 
MAP II 
DESIGNATED DISTRICTS OF CRITICAL PLANNING 
CONCERN 
SOURCE: Martha's Vineyard Conuuission 
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The second type of regulatory power lies in the 
Conunission's ability to regulate Developments of Regional 
Impact (DRI). A DRI occurs with any change in structures, 
land, or use as defined by location, size, or type. Develop-
ments of Regional Impqct differ from Districts of Critical 
Planning Concern in that DCPC's focus on the characteristics 
of the land, whereas DRI's focus primarily on the kind of 
development being proposed. The act specifies seven con-
siderations which the Conunission must consider in adopting 
standards and criteria to determine whether or not a dev-
elopment is one of regional impact. These are: 1) environ-
mental problems, 2) size, 3) traffic, 4) number of persons 
involved, 5) extent to which a regional market is being 
served, 6) proximity to waterways or public lands and 
municipal boundaries, 7) the need for regional services. 
The Conunission has the responsibility to approve, dis-
approve, or approve with conditions any Development of 
Regional Impact. These developments are weighed according to 
their benefits and detriments, their consistency with local 
plans, regulations, and by-laws, and any conflicts with 
DCPC regulations. The legislation lists specific criteria 
to be used in weighing benefits against detriments (see 
Appendix, Chapter 637, Section 16, and Chapter 831, Section 
15 for specific criteria). 
The Conunission is permitted to receive funds from any 
state or federal agency. In addition to this funding, the 
Conunission receives an annual assessment from each member 
town. In January of each year, the agency calculates it's 
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total expenses for the following fiscal year, deducts 
estimated grants and contributions, and pro-rates the net 
expenses to each town based on it's latest equalized 
valuation for property tax purposes. This is not to exceed 
36 f h . 1 . 19 .0 percent o t is va uation. 
A main strength of this set of land use controls is that 
decision-making is still locally based. The decisions to be 
made at the regional level are clearly defined by the legis-
lation. The DCPC and DRI processes give the agency the 
ability to strike a balance among conflicting interests and 
island needs. The MVC gives the six towns a forum in which 
to work together to protect their common interests. However, 
this system will only work if the towns take some measure 
of responsibility and make an effort to solve their common 
problems. 
As was noted earlier, the six towns of Martha's Vineyard 
are very independent and believe firmly in their right to 
govern their own affaris. This was reflected in their inputs 
into Senator Kennedy's efforts and the Crampton Bill. Aside 
from the negative reactions, the primary concern was that 
the towns retain a definite voice and discretionary powers 
in the regulatory process. As will be seen in the following 
accounts, these issues would resurface numerous times after 
the passage of the Crampton legislation. The regulatory 
powers continue to evolve as do the prospects for regional 
cooperation. 
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IV. THE WITHDRAWAL OF EDGARTOWN 
The evolution of these regulatory powers, and the role 
of the Commi ssion itself, has not taken place without stress. 
Clamor over the regional agency's exercise of their regulatory 
and general planning functions were commonolace. This is 
especially true when the Commission dealth with the more 
populated towns of Tisbury, Edgartown, and Oak Bluffs. 
Horne rule sentiments seem to be the strongest among the 
residents of these towns, due, in part, to the well estab-
lished local economies in each. 
All three towns have taken votes to leave the Commission, 
usually as a result of dissatisfaction with the powers granted 
it by the enabling legislation. (see Appendix for ballot 
history). As of this date, two towns have fully withdrawn 
from the Commission: Edgartown and Tisbury. Ballot questions 
regarding the towns continued membership are non-binding. 
Once the town votes to leave the Corn._~ission, it is up to the 
State Legislature to remove them by legislative act. 
Edgartown's voters expressed their desire to leave the 
Commission at the annual town meeting in April of 1978. 20 
This was the result of a general fear and disdain for the 
regional body's ability to adopt regulations for DCPC's 
within the town's borders. The Commission's enabling 
legislation empowers it to adopt regulations for a town 
when it fails to submit it's own which conform to the 
guidelines developed for the district within a specified 
period of time (see Appendix: Chapter 637, Section 11, 
or Chapter 831, Section 10). These feelings were intensi-
25 
fied by the March 23, 1977 ruling of the Supreme Judicial 
Court of the Commonwealth in Island Properties, Inc. vs. 
h I • d • • 21 ff h d • • Mart a s V1neyar Commission. In e ect, t e ec1s1on meant 
that the Martha's Vineyard Commission cannot be limited by 
many of the state statutes which limit town regulatory 
boards. 
On December 22, 1975, the Commission designated two 
Districts of Critical Planning conern as it is empowered 
to do in it's enabling legislation; the Island Road District 
and the Coastal District (see Map II). The Island Road 
District takes in a zone adjacent to or associated with the 
major roads of the entire island and a second zone related 
to special ways. Guidelines for these zones include regula-
tions to allow for: 
safe access and travel along the roads, protect 
the visual character and historic features along 
the roads, and maintain and enhance the State 
22 Road System. 
The Coastal District is comprised of the entire coast 
line plus water bodies and wetlands bordering or feeding the 
coastal ponds. The goals of the district regulations are 
to: 
prevent flood damage, maintain water quality and 
supply, prevent pollution, promote wildlife 
habitats, protect cultural and historic sites, 
protect the character of views, prevent damage 
to structures, land, and water as a result of 
erosion, and promote the development of the 
23 Island economy. 
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The legislation gives the towns up to one year to 
finalize their regulations in accordance with the district 
. d l' 24 gu1 e ines. As was mentioned earlier, DCPC regulations 
must be adopted and administered by the towns as if they 
25 
were part of their development ordinances and by-laws. 
Residents and town officials were concerned that the 
extent of these regulations was not appropriate for Edgar-
town. There was some consternation that the town's ability 
to permit development would be limited since no permits may 
be issued in any DCPC unless it is in accordance with the 
1 . 26 regu at1ons. 
The reality that the MVC could adopt regulations for a 
town when it failed to submit them was oerceived as a serious 
threat to home rule. For the first time in history, 
Edgartown residents would be obliged to abide b y land use 
regulations which were not formulated by the town nor adopted 
at a town meeting vote. Edgartown voters were apprehensive 
of the regulations, and a special town meeting was held on 
December 2, 1976 to put the question of accepting these 
regulations before the voters. The people of Edgartown voted 
not to acdept these DCPC regulations adopted by the Commission. 
Realistically, it was not within the powers of the electorate 
to refuse the regulations. At this point in time, the 
Commission's legislation had no provisions for this kind of 
27 
action on the part of the towns. Edgartown, as a member 
town, was obliged to accept the regulations as called for 
b y Chapter 637. All during the period after the nomination 
of the districts, it was obvious to the Commission that 
27 
Edgartown would not readily accept any regulations so 
adopted. co·mnents from town residents indicated that the 
regulations might have no effect, since there would be no 
local enforcement of them. Generally, the residents 
were angry at this new "arrival", the Commission, which 
had sprung up in their midst. 
Following it's legislative mandate, the Commission 
voted, on December 16, 1976, to adopt these district reg-
ulations for Edgartown. On December 21, 1976, these 
regulations became effective for the areas of the districts 
contained within Edgartown's borders. This vote caused a 
strong reaction among many of the town's influential tax-
payers and selectmen who determined to remove the town from 
the regional agency. 
Adding to these sentiments was the Island Properties 
d . . 28 ec1s1on. This controversy was set in motion on October 25, 
1973 when Island Properties, Inc. began the formal process 
of getting approval for subdivision plans in the town of 
Oak Bluffs. This plan was for 850 building lots on 507 
acres. 
This development would be located in the vicinity of 
Sengekontacket Pond, a major tidal pond. As of October 25, 1973, 
the Oak Bluffs by-laws prescribed a minimum lot size of 
10,000 square feet. This proposed subdivision was within the 
limits established by the Oak Bluffs ordinance. On June 7, 1974, 
these plans were approved by the planning board. 
Nearly two years later, on March 4, 1976, the Commission 
designated the Oak Bluffs Sengekontacket Pond District of 
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. . 1 1 . c 29 Critica P anning oncern. This district includes the 
lands and waters adjacent to Sengekontacket Pond within Oak 
Bluffs. The density regulation for this district (if formally 
adopted) stated that: 
the number of residential dwelling units 
which may be constructed and used or for which 
building and sanitary disposal facility permits 
may be issued shall not exceed one single family 
residential dwelling unit per 60,000 square feet 
f 1 d . h. h . . 30 o an area wit in t e District. 
This regulation would severely limit the number of units 
which Island Properties would be able to construct. Island 
Properties responded to this proposed regulation with a 
legal challenge based upon the state zoning enabling act. 
Section 7A of this act says that for seven years after filing 
a preliminary subdivision plan, a developer need comply only 
with zoning laws in effect when the plan is filed. 31 The 
district regulations were formally adopted on March 3, 1977. 
At the time of this decision, nearly 80 percent of the Island 
Properties subdivision remained unfinished. 
On March 23, 1977, the Supreme Judicial Court for the 
Commonwealth ruled that Island Properties, Inc. must comply 
with the more restrictive regulations of the Martha's Vineyard 
Commission. The court stated that the freeze of local zoning 
power under the sate zoning enabling act would apply to 
amendments by local authorities of the local zoning provisions. 
The freeze does not apply to actions of the Martha's Vineyard 
Commission which is authorized by state legislation and has 
29 
regional scope and significance, regardless of the affect 
on 1 1 . . 32 oca provisions. 
Essentially, the Martha's Vineyard Commission received 
a strong stamp of judicial legitimacy. Reactions among 
Oak Bluffs residents and officials were generally supportive 
of this ruling as Sengekontacket Pond was recognized as a 
fragile resource in need of protection. However, those 
Edgartown residents unhappy with the imposition of the DCPC 
regulations, realized the significance of this decision. 
The powers of the Commission and it's regional purpose 
were recognized as superceding local authority. This came 
as no surprise to many Commission supporters, members, and 
staff. The state legislature had created the regional agency 
to accomplish the protection of the well defined region of 
Martha's Vineyard. It was created to handle problems and 
offer protection that the towns, acting independently, could 
not. Those Edgartown residents who wished the town out of 
the Commission, became very active politically, in hopes of 
ensuring their withdrawal. 
Some of these individuals formed a citizens group known 
as "Citizens for Horne Rule." Selectmen, realators, and other 
influential people were members of this organization. An 
active campaign was launched with bumper stickers, letter 
campaigns, public meetings, and editorial ads in the local 
papers. The goal was to place the question before the voters 
at the next annual town meeting in April, 1978. 
Supporters of the Commission responded to these efforts 
by forming an organization known as the "Edgartown Committee 
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to Keep the Conunission" and employed many of the same 
tactics as the "Citizens for Horne Rule''. The active 
campaigning by both groups was, at the least, successful in 
adding more registered voters to the local rolls. Apparently, 
many Edgartown residents were determined to have their voice 
heard and registered to vote on the upcoming ballot question. 
There were also some constructive efforts being made to 
change the Conunission's enabling legislation. Proposals were 
made to the state legislature through the Natural Resources 
Conunittee and local representatives to effect changes in the 
act. Even before the Island Properties decision, the General 
Court of the Conunonwealth had a number of bills before it 
aimed a changing the relationship between the towns and the 
Conunission. Among these was a bill requesting that DCPC 
regulations be approved by a two-thirds vote at a town 
. b f . ff t. 33 meeting e ore corning e ec ive. This bill would also 
place enforcement of regulations promulgated by the .M'\C in 
the regional agency's hands, and would hold the Conunission 
liable for costs to the towns as a result of any of it's 
actions. Two other bills were submitted which would permit 
Edgartown and Oak Bluffs out of the Conunission if the voters 
d . d 34 so esire . These two bills were enacted into law on 
November 4, 1977. With these acts in place, it remained 
only for the voters to so decide, and Edgartown would be 
withdrawn. 
Throughout this period, residents were reminded by the 
"Citizens for Horne Rule" that the Conunission had adopted 
regulations in spite of the wishes of the voters at the 
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special town meeting in December, 1976. In mid-April, 1978 
Edgartown residents voted to withdraw from the Martha's 
Vineyard Commission by casting their ballots in favor of 
the act of November, 1977. The vote was 675 in favor and 
554 opposed. On July 1, 1978, the MVC no longer had any 
authority over any matter in Edgartown. 
Almost immediately, the question was raised as to 
whether the regulation for the critical districts would remain 
in effect for the town after it's withdrawal. In the 
opinion of the Commission's legal counsel, the regulations 
were a part of the towns regulatory scheme and would remain 
in effect until the courts or the legislature decided other-
wise. This opinion was made in light of the Island Properties 
ruling which held that the MVC regulations were not ordinary 
zoning, but bylaws that had been adopted by a regional body. 
Edgartown officials and residents wanted to know which 
regulations would be in effect after the July 1st withdrawal 
date. It was the opinion of many officials, including select-
men, planning board members, and the building inspector that 
only the town's regulations would be in place since the town 
never adopted them and had rejected them at the special town 
meeting in 1976. The issue was to be decided by a legal 
challenge to the exercise of these regulations by the Edgar-
town planning board after the town's withdrawal! 
In 1979, South Shore Trust, a Connecticut development 
firm, sought to create 28 half acre lots fronting two roads 
in Edgartown. This development was opposed by residents in 
the area and by officials of a neighboring airstrip. They 
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said it would impede landing and takeoff patterns from the 
small airfield. The town planning board denied the applica-
tion after finding that it did not meet the requirements 
in the Island Road District regulations that there be no 
more than one entrance from a road every 1,000 feet. In 
the South Shore Trust plan, there were driveway entrances 
every 200 feet. 
Suit was brought to the Superior Court by John H. McCarthy, 
a trusteee of the development firm. 35 There, a judge ruled 
that the Commission regulations were no longer in force in 
Edgartown and ordered the planning board to endorce the 
plans. The town appealed to the Supreme Judicial Court and 
here the ruling of the lower court was reversed. This court 
ruled that a town out of the Commission's jurisdiction may 
amend or rescind such regulations only through the identical 
process on which they were adopted, or by a separate, 
unilateral action of the town voters. 
This decision settled the question of whether the 
Island Roads and Coastal District regulations were still in 
effect in Edgartown. It also provided the towns with a 
method of removing the regulations from their ordinances and 
by-laws. Only a town referendum was needed to relieve the 
town from the regulations adopted for them by the Martha's 
Vineyard Commission. This was accomplished at a special meet-
ing held in April, 1981. By a very narrow margin, 234 in 
favor, 215 opposed, the regulations were stricken from 
Edgartown's by-laws. 
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It is interesting to note how Edgartown, though 
ideologically opposed to such regulations, was willing to 
use them at their convenience. However, the convenience 
provided by these regulations no longer exists. Without 
them it is difficult to predict what success Edgartown 
will have on it's own managing growth in these unique and 
fragile areas. 
V. TISBURY AND THE STEAMSHIP AUTHORITY QUESTION 
Perhaps the most controversial and consequential 
decision of the Martha's Vineyard Commission, was that 
concerning the application of the Woods Hole, Martha's 
Vineyard, and Nantucket Steamship Authority (SSA) to 
construct an additional ferry slip on the south side of the 
existing terminal in Tisbury. Known as the ''second slip" 
issue, it has raised as much concern and interest in island 
affairs as did the introduction of the Kennedy bill in 
1972. 36 
The Commission's relationship with Tisbury has been 
one of contradiction. Prior to 1980, the town had already 
had four votes on it's continued membership in the Commission. 
(see Appendix for ballot questions). The first vote occurred 
in 1976 over the town's dissatisfaction with the Commission's 
authority to adopt regulations for towns. Sentiments were 
not as strong in Tisbury as they were in Edgartown as the 
DCPC regulations were sanctioned by affirmative vote of the 
residents. The Commission survived this first ballot. 
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In May 1977, a second vote was taken at the annual 
town meeting as anti-Commission sentiments increased in the 
wake of Edgartown's experience. The withdrawal was condi-
tioned on the withdrawal of Edgartown and Oak Bluffs based 
on the DCPC issue. Since Oak Bluffs remained in the MVC, 
Tisbury was prompted to remain, even though the voters had 
expressed their desire to get out. 
A third vote was taken in May, 1978. Again the voters 
desired to get out, but remained pending the adoption of 
certain amendments to the enabling legislation regarding 
the adoption of regulations. These amendments are discussed 
in the next section. One year after this, the voters elected 
to remain in the regional agency, apparently satisfied with 
the legislative changes. 
Throughout this period, Tisbury cooperated with the 
Commission in developing regulations, CZM water quality 
1 . d t 1 . 37 p anning, an sys ems p anninq. Although there was pre-
cedent for controversy with Tisbury, the sensitivity of the 
town to decisions regarding Developments of Regional Impact 
had never really been tested. In August of 1977, the 
Steamship Authority had the Tisbury wharf surveyed and 
found that it had seriously deteriorated and was in need of 
reconstruction. John J. Mccue, then general manager of 
the Authority, notified the Commission of these conditions 
and revealed their intentions to construct a second slip 
on the south side of the terminal as well as reconstructing the 
north slip. Mr. Mccue explained that this slip would be used 
to ensure continued adequate service to the island in the 
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event that the permanent slip was damaged or in need of 
maintenance. The cost of this project was an estimated 
38 $3,300,00. 
The rationale for this proposal was based on the 
reality that the Oak Bluffs terminal, the only other port 
of entry for the SSA, is exposed on the open ocean side 
of the island, and, given winter sea and tide conditions, 
cannot be relied upon for continuous service. Thus, in 
the event of rough seas or unusually low tides, the 
Authority would be guaranteed a reliable port of entry 
(See Map III) . 
According to existing MVC criteria and standards, 
this proposal is a Development of Regional Imapct and 
the Commission prepared for it's consideration. 39 Before 
receiving the official notification, the agency was already 
fully aware of the Authority's intentions and consulted it's 
attorneys regarding the ability of the Commisson to regulate 
lands owned by the SSA. Three months before receiving the 
letter from Mr. Mccue, the Commission was advised that 
these lands could be regulated by the agency. On the horizon 
loomed a conflict between two agencies; both created by 
state acts, and both created to serve . the people of the 
. d 40 Vineyar . 
The Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Steam-
ship Authority was created as a corporate body on October 18, 
1960 "in order to provide adequate transportation of persons 
and necessities of life for the islands of Nantucket and 
Martha's Vineyard". The Steamship Authority consists of 
36 
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three members: one resident of the town of Nantucket 
appointed by the selectmen, one resident of Dukes County 
appointed by the county commissioners, and one resident 
of Falmouth appointed by the selectmen. In addition, 
the Authority retains the staff and employees of it's 
predecessor: the New Bedford, Woods Hole, Martha's 
Vineyard, and Nantucket Steamship Authority. 41 
The purpose of creating an authority to perform a 
function which would normally be handled by an agency, 
board, department, commission, or office of the state 
bureaucracy seems to be to avoid the costly and complex 
web of legislative and executive controls needed to run the 
Authority. The Authority is also freer to act as a private 
business than a state agency would be. 42 
This Authority was not, in purpose, any different from 
the previously existing New Bedford, Woods Hole, Martha's 
Vineyard, and Nantucket Steamship Authority. The New Bedford 
Authority was abolished and certain legislative changes 
were made as a result of legal challenges to the Authority. 43 
Section 6 of the SSA enabling legislation provides that 
..... the exercies of the powers ..... will be in 
all respects for the benefit of the people of the 
commonwealth ..... and ..... the operation and 
maintenance of the steamship line by the Authority 
will constitute performance of essential govern-
1 f . 44 menta unctions. 
Section 19 of this same act states: All other general 
or special laws, or parts thereof, inconsistent 
herewith are hereby declared inapplicable to the 
38 
. . f h' 45 provisions o t is act. 
Based on these and other provisions of their 
legislation, the SSA felt it was clearly their right to 
construct a second slip with no interference from the 
Martha's Vineyard Commission. 
On the other side, the MVC had good reason to be 
secure in the regulation of SSA owned land. In Section 2 
of the Commission's enabling legislation, certain con-
stituent entities of the Commonwealth are listed as being 
excluded from jurisdiction, including: agencies, boards, 
departments, commissions, or offices. There is no inclusion 
of authorities which is significant as there is sufficient 
legal precedent and case law in Massachusetts to consider 
authorities as separate legal entities. 46 
As discussed earlier, the Commission's regulatory powers 
are an attempt to deal with the complex problems of protect-
ing the unique, natural, historical, ecological, scientific, 
cultural, and other values of the Island as well as promoting 
sound local economies. The Authority was created to protect 
the economic welfare of the island only by providing 
transportation. It was conceivable to the Commission, and 
other residents as well, that the Authority could sacrifice 
the unique values of the Vineyard when it was in their best 
economic or business interests to do so. 47 
Commission members saw this as an opportunity to get a 
handle on steamship Authority activities which would give the 
island some control over the number of visitors they would 
receive in the coming years. This is a key issue due 
39 
primarily to the limited supplies of fresh water and the 
impacts of large numbers of visitors on septic and sewerage 
disposal systems. The application for the second slip 
set the stage for a policy conflict which was probably in-
evitable in the evolution of regional cooperation. 
The town of Tisbury had recently been concerned with 
the condition and safety of the Beach Street, Water Street 
intersection through which all vehicles unloading from 
SSA vessels must pass. In looking for ways to improve this 
(See Map IV) intersection, the town hired the firm of 
Alan M. Voorhees and Associates to study and recommend 
improvements. In June of 1978, they released their report 
with this description of the intersection: 
Streets, in the area of the terminal are 
narrow and almost rural in nature, with little, 
or no, curbing and/or shoulders. Travel demands 
placed on these streets and intersections are 
far above capacity, causing congestion with 
lengthy delays and hazardous operating conditions 
for both vehicles and pedestrians. 48 
This report was noted by the Commission with concern 
for the possible impacts of two vessels unloading at once. 
Significant changes and improvements were recommended in 
this report including installation of a traffic signal, 
widening and improving roadways, and providing sidewalks. 
As of this writing, none of these recommendations have 
been implemented. 
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By Decewber of 1978, the SSA had completed it's plans 
for the project and filed a Notice of Intent with the 
Tisbury Conservation Commission as required by Massachusetts 
49 law. The notice of intent described the project and it's 
potential environmental impacts as required by the accompanying 
Environmental Data Form. Specific project plans were also 
attached. 50 
The Conservation Commission reviewed the form and plans 
and issued an Order of Conditions in February of 1979, 
which the SSA had to meet in order to proceed with the 
project. The conditions listed in this document are not 
a significant barrier to construction. Rather, they ensure 
that the environmental integrity was maintained according 
to minimum standards, and, that all procedures relating to 
the project as required by law were adhered to. 51 The 
Conservation Commission looks at a narrow definition of 
environmental impact. Although the SSA was required to 
provide information on surface water, topography, ground 
cover, soils, surface water, waste, and capacity, very little 
detail was required as to the specific impacts of the projects. 
Since the application was for a development within a 
harbor, in a water body of ten or more acres, a development 
within the ocean, for the reconstruction/construction of a 
facility designed to serve the residents of more than one 
town, and would provide facilities for transportation to or 
from Martha's Vineyard, it is a Development of Regional 
Impact. The Tisbury Conservation Commission noted this and 
duly referred the application to the MVC as required by the 
bl . 1 . 1 . 52 ena ing eg1s at1on. 
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This application was received by the MVC on March 22,1979. 
Consideration of the project was well underway before this 
time, however. In fact, on February 14, 1979, the Joint 
Transportation Committee, consisting of Commission staff 
and other individuals, had recommended approval of the complete 
SSA proposal. This recommendation included the condition that 
there would not be a decrease in the utilization of the Oak 
Bluffs facility, increase in the utilization of the Vineyard 
Haven terminal during the summer season. 
On April 19, 1979, members of the Commission and it's 
staff visited the site and inspected the deteriorated 
condition of the wharf. Later that same night a public 
hearing was held in accordance with the enabling legislation 
where the official engineering report was reviewed. In 
addition, Mr. Mccue gave assurances that the authority had 
no intention of increasing the level of service for the Island 
beyond that of the 1978 level, and stated that he would be 
pleased to place this condition in writing. Opponent of the 
proposal also testified and raised questions as to the 
impacts the second slip would have on the Beach Street, 
Water Street intersection. 
At a regular Commission meeting on April 26, 1979, 
students from the Harvard Graduate School of Design made 
a presentation concerning the impacts of the proposal. In 
late 1978, the Commission had been contacted by this student 
workshop group with the intention of studying the development's 
impacts, trends in island travel, passenger volumes, auto 
43 
volumes, employment, expenditures, auto accumulation on the 
island, and scheduling and fleet composition. The main 
conclusion of this group was that the ferry fleet was at 
seasonal capacity for automobiles and at 70 percent capacity 
for passengers and condluded that there was no impact from a 
d 1 . . h fl . . 53 secon s ip given t e present eet composition. 
On May 3, 1979, after extensive discussion, the 
Commission voted to approve the complete proposal of the SSA 
to build a second slip while reconstructing the existing slip. 
However, one week later, the Commission reconsidered it's 
May 3rd decision. They again studied the issues of auto 
and pedestrian traffic volumes, financing of the project, 
including assessment of reconstruction costs against the 
island communities in the event of the SSA's deficit, and 
the regional economic impacts resulting from potential 
increases in traffic. Of particular concern was the possibil-
ity that the Authority would be pressured from an increased 
demand to increase the level of service beyond the 1978 level, 
regardless of Mr. McCue's assurances. 
Representatives from the Tisbury Board of Selectmen 
were also present at this meeting and indicated that they 
were divided over the proposal. A representative from the 
Oak Bluffs board indicated that they had voted unanimously 
in opposition to the two slip proposal. This vote was made 
with grave concern for the long-term economic vitality of 
Oak Bluffs which is largely dependent on it's share of the 
seasonal traffic. Any interruption or decrease in the numbers 
of visitors to Oak Bluffs would have adverse effects on it's 
economy. 
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The Cormnission reconsidered it's vote and on May 10th 
voted to allow the reconstruction of the existing slip and 
not to allow the construction of a second slip. 54 
Applying the standards of probable benefits against detri-
ments, the cormnission based it's decision on three primary 
. d . 55 consi erations: 1) a single slip will insure that Oak 
Bluffs would continue to receive 12 percent of seasonal 
traffic and remain economically viable, 2) a single slip 
will insure that Vineyard Haven (Tisbury) traffic conditions 
will not further degenerate, especially in the locus of the 
Beach Street, Water Street intersection, 3) a concern that 
furture demand increase auto and pedestrian traffic to the 
island. 
In addition to these considerations, the Cormnission 
further noted that one slip would remain idle for at least 
nine months of the year and found that this was not a 
wise use of public funds. Since the people of Martha's 
Vineyard are responsible for deficit spending by the SSA, 
and Dukes County has the lowest per capita income of any 
other county in the Cormnonwealth, there was concern that 
the people could not sustain any extra financing burden which 
might be imposed upon them. (The complete text of this 
decision can be found the the Appendix) . The Cormnission 
saw that it's decision to allow only one slip would not 
interfere with the economy of Tisbury or the region, hence 
protecting and promoting sound local economies as mandated 
in the legislation. 
Events moved quickly after the reversal of the original 
decision. Two weeks after the MVC rejected the SSA proposal, 
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the steamship line put forward a plan to the MVC which would 
allow it to go ahead with the construction of the second 
slip, after agreeing to certain self-imposed conditions. 
These conditions were designed in hopes of satisfying the 
concerns of the MVC (see Appendix for full text) . 56 
In summary, the Authority would not use the second slip 
to expand service to Tisbury at the expense of traffic 
to Oak Bluffs. It would be used to avoid delays when 
Oak Bluffs was not usable, service ferry traffic while the 
first slip being reconstructed, and to service a vessel 
when the primary slip was occupied in order not to inconven-
ience patrons on board. This plan would also permit the 
Authority complete flexibility and authority to make any 
changes in the conditions if it deemed them appropriate. 
In conjunction with the proposed compromise plan, 
the SSA also filed an appeal to the decision in Suffolk 
Superior Court with the hopes that their perceived rights to 
run the boatline would persevere in court, and that meaningful 
negotiations would be stimulated between the two bodies. 
The sticking point to the compromise plan from the 
Commission's viewpoint was the ninth proposed condition which 
reserved the right of the Authority to make decisions in 
unexpected or emergency situations as it saw fit. 
During this period, the Authority received letters and 
petitions of support from the Tisbury Business Association, 
the Vineyard Chamber of Commerce, and the Edgartown Board of 
Trade. The Tisbury Association also circulated petitions and 
sent letters to the Tisbury selectmen demanding that the 
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Commission accept the second slip. 
Leaders of this association and John L. Schilling, 
chairman of the Tisbury selectmen were now saying that the 
real issue was not just the second slip, but home rule. 
It was their opinion that the second slip was necessary 
to the continued economic health of the island and that the 
Commissions decision hurt economic growth by impairing the 
Authority's ability to operate. 
At an open meeting on July 11, 1979, the MVC was 
accused of threatening economic growth by interfering with 
the island's link to the mainland. Ronald Mechur, then 
executive director of the regional body, explained that 
the decision was not an attempt to stifle business, and the 
Commission was not actually opposed to the slip itself. 
He added that it was the ninth condition of the Authority's 
compromise that was holding the two sides apart. The agency 
was requesting that the authority submit any service expan-
sion proposals for Commission approval which the Steamship 
Authority was not willing to do. It was the Commission's 
view that one means of promoting a sound economy on the 
island is to make reasonable restrictions on the major 
transportation development on or to the Vineyard. 
A spokesman for the SSA countered that the Authority 
could not relenquish the right to govern it's own situation 
as provided in it's enabling legislation. 
In October 1979, the SSA voted to begin, no later than 
January 1, 1980, the construction of a standby slip at 
Vineyard Haven and full reconstruction of the existing slip. 
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This standby slip, which would be constructed first, would 
be torn down if the MVC were to win the litigation which 
had been moved to the State Supreme Court in order to 
decide the broader question of authority and not merely the 
wisdom of the decision. 
One month later, the MVC voted unanimously to reject 
this proposal, despite the assurances of the Authority that 
the slip would be dismantled if the Commission won the litiga-
tion. This did not, however, close the door on any construc-
tion at the terminal. There was still the possibility that 
the Authority could submit the proposal to build a new south 
side slip as a DRI, go through the hearing process, and 
construct the slip. However, this would only be allowed 
if the authority proceeded to demolish the existing north 
slip. 
This decision meant that the SSA could only do emergency 
repairs to the north slip which necessitated it's closing. 
It was probably the only realistic choice the authority had 
at this time in wake of the Commission's decision to reject 
their latest proposal. The Authority announced that the 
terminal would be closed sometime in March and could remain 
so into July, which could have been disastrous for the 1980 
summer season. 
Reactions from residents were strong, particularly among 
members of the business community as this could mean economic 
disaster. Some individuals claimed shortsightedness on the 
part of the Commission, others talked of a power play and scare 
tactics by boatline officials. The latter reaction was 
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most evident after the Authority announced it would be 
willing to consider a reversal of their decision if the 
Commission would accept their compromise and allow a second 
slip pending the outcome of the litigation. 
The vote against the compromise second slip proposal 
was done at the request of the Commission's attorney, who 
advised that accepting the proposal would compromise the 
litigation before the Supreme Court. Accepting the proposal 
would overlook the legal question of the agency's ability 
to regulate SSA owned lands. 
Private citizens and members of the Chamber of Commerce 
issued pleas to both sides to compromise. The SSA was urged 
to resubmit it's compromise proposal as a DRr, and the 
Commission was urged to approve and adopt the new plan. 
Emotions were running high among many residents of Martha's 
Vineyard. 
Seeking to avoid economic diaster, the MVC met shortly 
after the SSA announcement to close the terminal and voted to 
hold a public hearing to amend the original agency decision 
of June 7, 1979, allowing only one slip. The amendments 
would allow the construction of the south slip so long as 
the existing slip was not used once the new one was readied 
for operation. 
While the MVC was willing to consider this as a com-
promise, the Steamship Authority would not allow any strings 
to be attached to it's operations. Alfred F. Ferro, the 
Vineyard representative on the SSA, announced that he would 
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urge the boatline to continue it's plans to close and 
rebuild the existing Tisbury slip. (The Vineyard is re-
presented on the Steamship Authority by an Islander who is 
appointed without compensation by the County Commissioners). 
He firmly expressed his belief that the boatline should be 
free to act as it chooses, and saw any encroachment on 
that freedom as a threat to the line's solvency and, hence, 
a threat to the Vineyard. The SSA apparently equates it's 
own economic good with that of Martha's Vineyard which is 
quite reasonable. At issue was whether the denial of a 
second slip posed a threat to their econmic well being. 
At the subsequent public hearing in January 1980, the 
MVC unanimously voted to allow the construction of the second 
slip, provided the boatline did not use both ferry slips 
before the court decision was rendered in the litigation 
between the two bodies. 
Reacting negatively, and in the expected manner, 
the SSA quickly voted to approve plans to repair the existing 
slip, closing it for up to six weeks. The Commission 
compromise was not acceptable. 
Essentially, the compromise amendment to the orignal 
DRI decision was not really an addition. It was consistent 
with the original decision in that it would allow only one 
slip to be used at any time. The original decision permitted 
only reconstruction of the existing slip; the amendment would 
permit one slip on either side of the wharf. 
Fearing severe economic consequences and perhaps 
resentful of the MVC's handling of local affairs, some 
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Tisbury voters began moving for the towns withdrawal from the 
agency. The Commission immediately recognized the unhealthy 
fiscal position this would place them in. Aside from losing 
the town's annual assessment, certain federal and state 
funding programs which base their support on the population 
served might be lost. The MVC also recognized that changes 
in the enabling legislation would also be necessary. Negotia-
tions with Edgartown were already in progress as to proposed 
changes and it's re-entry into the agency. 
In seeking to draw the support of Tisbury voters, the 
Authority published a full page "white paper'' in the 
Vineyard Gazette entitled "An Open Letter To All Vineyard 
Families" which detailed the controversy from the boatline's 
point of view. This "white paper' was a rather slanted 
account of the events here recounted and had to have some 
effects in d . d' · h 57 h · · f h' iscre iting t e agency. T e timing o t is 
letter shortly after talk of Tisbury's possible withdrawal 
is no coincidence. If the town was to withdraw at the urging 
of the voters, the DRI decision would no longer be in effect, 
contrary to DCPC regulations which become part of the local 
ordinances. 
Admid all of this political storm, the Vineyard Haven 
terminal was temporarily closed for repairs in March, 
leaving the Vineyard dependent on the Oak Bluffs facility. 
On the same day as the closing, the Tisbury selectmen voted 
two to one to refuse to sponsor a petition which would put 
the town's membership in the regional agency to a vote. This 
forced the petitioners to gather 186 signatures (10 percent 
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of the ele~torate) for a non-binding question which would 
appear on the May ballot. 
The question of Tisbury's future was placed directly 
in the hands of the voters. Implicit in this question 
was the future of the Martha's Vineyard Commission and the 
unique regulatory umbrella it provides. Should Tisbury 
withdraw, Oak Bluffs might be unwilling to bear the burden 
of funding the MVC, as they would be the only remaining town 
with a large population. While all assessments would be 
increased, Oak Bluffs would bear the heaviest load and 
should they withdraw as a result, the MVC would probably 
cease to exist. 
With the inevitability of a ballot question, both sides 
campaigned actively to get the support of the voters. News 
conferences, letters to the editor, an open house, and 
a letter campaign by the League of Women voters were used 
to gain support and reduce fear and animosity directed at 
the commission. 
The Steamship Authority's prodding of Tisbury voters 
was aided by a near disaster when the MV Islander, one of 
the authority's vessels, ripped it's hull open on a rock 
after leaving Oak Bluffs on March 19, and nearly sank in rough 
seas. While no one was seriously injured, the event stunned 
island residents and provided the SSA with a convincing, 
though disputably argument for their proposal to build two 
slips. 
On Thursday, May 8, 1980, the Town of Tisbury voted 
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556 to 378 to withdraw from the Martha's Vineyard Commission. 58 
While the recent disruptions in service, the near disaster 
of the Islander, and the inclement weather which kept the 
turnout low contributed to the Commission's defeat, the true 
reason may be laid to broader issues. Anger at the agency's 
handling of the second Tisbury slip, dissatisfaction with 
Commission members and local selectmen also contributed. 
Perhaps the most important reason was the local perception 
that the Commission's powers supercede home rule perogatives. 
The precedent for this feeling has already been mentioned 
with regards to Tisbury and the withdrawal of Edgartown. 
The twofold regulatory powers of the Martha's Vineyard 
Commission had resulted in the withdrawal of two member 
towns. The evolution of these powers was fostered out of a 
critical event. 
The result of the vote meant that a bill would go to 
the state legislature authorizing the town's removal from 
the Commission by July 1, 1980. This bill was unanimously 
endorsed by the Tisbury selectmen who, politically speaking, 
had no choice but to honor the wishes of the voters. 59 
On June 4, 1980 the State Supreme Judicial Court ruled 
that the Martha's Vineyard Commission has the power to 
regulate Steamship Authority developments on the Martha's 
Vineyard, 60 and that Commission was acting within it's legal 
authority when it considered the second slip. While the 
ruling did not deal with the specific merits of the DRI 
decision, the ruling strongly affirmed the regional agency's 
right to regulate development. 
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This decision, on it's face, appears somewhat hollow 
from the commission's point of view. However, it came during 
a time when negotiations with the towns over legislative 
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reforms were beginning and this gave the agency legitimacy 
going into this process. It also provided the agency and 
the people of Martha's Vineyard with more power over things 
which have an impact on the island. In addition, the decision 
clearly defined the limits of the SSA and formed the basis 
for a more workable relationship between the two agencies. 
In keeping with the wishes of the voters of Tisbury, 
the town was allowed by the state legislature to withdraw 
from the MVC on July 1, 1980. Aside from the fiscal impacts 
on the agency, it remained unclear whether or not Tisbury's 
withdrawal would mean that the SSA could proceed, without 
Commission regulation, to build a second slip. The Authority 
had full intentions of pursuing this course and noted with 
interest the outcome of a suit by Gregory E. Carter, who 
had been refused the right to receive building permits in 
a DRI decision when Edgartown was a member. When Edagrtown 
withdrew, Mr. Carter sued for permits for 15 lots of a 
Chappaquiddick subdivision and won. 61 
There seemed to be sufficient legal precedent, but the 
Authority was not convinced as the Commission offered no 
challenge to the Carter suit with Edgartown out of the agency. 
Realizing that sentiments were still very strong on both 
sides, and fearing a third party suit based on the original 
DRI decision, the SSA decided to refile the application with 
the Conservation Commission. The Conservation Commission 
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issued permits with a statement of concern regarding the 
potential increases in service to Vineyard Haven and the 
resultant impacts. 
While awaiting the final permits from the Tisbury 
Planning Board, two appeal petitions of the Conservation 
Commission permits were formally filed with the Massachusetts 
Department of Environmental Quality Engineering. One 
petition was signed by five Oak Bluffs residents, and the 
other was signed by ten Tisbury residents. The appeals 
contended that the Martha's Vineyard Commission's original 
DRI decision was still binding and that the Tisbury Con-
servation Commission acted improperly by issuing an order 
of conditions and permits allowing the project. The 
signers were seeking a commitment from the Authority of no 
increase in Tisbury service beyond the 1978 levels, and no 
decrease in service to Oak Bluffs. DEQE would have to hold 
a hearing on the appeal, and rule on whether or not the order 
of conditions was issued properly. 
These appeals were a potential problem for the MVC 
as there were fears that such delays could harm the negotia-
tions beginning with representatives from the six towns 
regarding agency reforms. Both agencies, the SSA and MVC, 
opened communications in an effort to find an emenable 
solution to the potential effects of these appeals. These 
actions could force the Authority to abandon it's plans to 
begin work on the second slip. 
Not willing to wait for the outcome of the appeals, 
the SSA issued bonds and ordered materials for the two-slip 
project. In November 1980, the DEQE dismissed the appeals, 
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clearing the way for the project's completion. 
The MVC and the SSA discussed the possibility of 
reforms in the agency's enabling legislation whi6h would 
provide an appeals process. These, and other changes in 
the legislation resulting from these events will be discussed 
later. As of this writing, the SSA had moved to file a bill 
in the state legislature to remove the boat line from the 
jurisdiction of the Martha's Vineyard Commission. Also, on 
a recent visit to the Vineyard the author noticed that 
substantial progress had been made on the construction of 
the second slip. 
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VI. THE EVOLVING LEGISLATION 
The legislation creating the Martha's Vineyard 
Commission has undergone significant changes since it was 
enacted. These changes are embodied in Chapter 831 of the 
General Laws enacted in 1977 as amended by 1979 Massachusetts 
Acts, Chapter 319. This amended version of Chapter 637 
is in effect today, yet, will in all probability, be amended 
in the near future. 62 
The key issue in amending the original legislation was 
the Commission's ability to adopt regulations for a town 
without it's approval. Oak Bluffs, Edgartown, and Tisbury 
had already demonstrated their concern over this issue by 
placing their continued tenure in the Commission in the hands 
of the voters. Throughout it's existence, the Commission has 
been faced with the possibility of a reduction of it's reg-
ulatory authority. 
Various bills have been introduced to the state legisla-
ture on behalf of the member towns, and also by the Commission 
itself. The withdrawal of Edgartown and the possibility 
that Tisbury and Oak Bluffs would follow over the DCPC issue 
stimulated serious negotiation. A key actor who initiated 
many of the changes which are contained in Chapter 831, 
was former Massachusetts Representative Terrence P. McCarthy. 
While representing Martha's Vineyard, and later as Vineyard 
liason for Representative Howard C. Cahoon Jr., Mr. McCarthy 
worked with state and local officials, local interest groups, 
and the MVC to negotiate changes in the act. He recognized 
the potential value of the regional agency if the bill was 
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amended to satisfy the desires of the towns without a total 
sacrifice of it's regulatory authority. 
The negotiating process may be viewed as an attempt to 
strike a balance between those in favor of the Commission's 
regulatory authority and those opposed to any interference with 
home rule perogatives. Strong support for regulation may 
be found in the towns of Gay Head, Chilmark, and West Tisbury. 63 
This is due, in part, to their desire to have their large 
inventories of open space protected from intrusive development. 
It is also due to their lack of authority and resources to 
regulate these areas as they wish. The unique regulatory 
powers of the MVC can accomplish far more in the way of 
regional environmental protection than local zoning ordinances. 
Edgartown, Oak Bluffs, and Tisbury are far more urbanized 
and have well established local economies. The protection 
and development of these local economies is very important 
to the local business communities. While growth management 
remains an important issue in these towns, it is the opinion 
of many community leaders that it is often done at the expense 
of the local economies and supercedes local authority. Many 
members of the business communities of these towns favor a 
return to an advisory agency such as the Dukes County Planning 
and Economic Development Commission. 
Various solutions have been offered to achieve this 
''balance." Presented here are specific changes that were 
made to Chapters 637 and 831 as a result of the negotiating 
process previously mentioned. While some of the amendments 
were made to make the legislation better outside of the 
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focus of land use law, most were made to eliminate further 
controversy over the adoption of DCPC regulations. 
Originally, the Commission member appointed by the 
selectmen of each town had to be selectmen or a member of a 
local municipal board or agency. The amended version allows 
any resident who is registered voter to be appointed to a 
C . . 64 omm1ss1on seat. This decreases the chances of a conflict 
of interest between the decisions of the Commission and what 
strong local interest groups may favor. It, in effect, 
reduces the political focus of many Commission decisions. 
Chapter 637 authorized the Commision to transfer monies 
from it's accounts to any town agency when that agency has 
incumbered a cost in it's enforcement of DCPC regulations. 
This act also permits the Comnission to accept gifts of, or 
interests in land, and accept contributions for acquisition. 
These two provisions have been stricken from the act in it's 
amended form. 65 
Chapter 831 clarifies the method for determining the 
assessment to be paid by each town. This amount is stated 
as not to exceed .036 percent of the latest equalized valua-
tion for property tax in each town with a penalty of eight 
percent per annum to be added if the towns do not pay within 
sixty days of notification. The original act contained no 
specific percentage, leaving the assessment open to debate. 
It also left open the possibility that a town's assessment 
could be increased to make up for the loss of another's due 
to it's withdrawa1. 66 Further, Chapter 831 states that where 
there is a conflict between local ordinances and Commission 
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regulations, the more limiting regulation shall prevail. 
This tends to clarify the Commission's regulatory role as 
their regulations are generally more restrictive than those 
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enacted locally. 
Under Chapter 637, a petition of twenty-five taxpayers 
from any island town could have nominated a DCPC for 
designation in addition to the Commission, selectmen, or 
appropriate town boards. This was chanced to a petition of 
seventy-five island taxpayers, perhaps to ensure a more 
broad based approach to nomination and to avoid indiscrimi-
. b 11 . 68 nant actions y sma interest groups. 
The amended legislation does much to clarify the role 
of the towns in developing regulations in conformance with 
the guidelines developed by the Commission for DCPC's. In 
Chapter 637, no mention was made as to what municipal agencies 
or boards would be responsible for developing these regulations. 
Chapter 831 specifically provides that the local planning 
board, board of health, board of selectmen, and conservation 
commission shall prepare proposed regulations. This helps 
to alleviate the tensions resulting from the Commission 
acting alone when formulating appropriate regulations. It 
also provides an opportunity for town residents to identify 
with the regulations as they are developed by their own local 
boards. This acts to change the perception that the regula-
tions are being imposed on a town instead of the more palatable 
local formula. 69 Further, Chapter 831 extends the time period 
for local formulation from three months to six, giving the 
towns more time and flexibility. 70 
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The power of the Conunission to adopt regulations for 
a town was retained in the amended legislation. However, 
the process of amending or rescinding the regulations was 
clarified. Under Chapter 637, no specific process was 
provided. It was only stated that it be in accordance with 
the manner provided for adoption and approval. This was 
vague and contributed to the confrontation with Edgartown. 
Chapter 831 is very specific in providing a process to 
d . d h 1 . 71 amen or resc1n t e regu at1ons. 
The process begins with a written request by one of 
the four town boards mentioned above, a petition of seventy-
five island taxpayers, or the Conunission. This is followed 
by a public hearing by all four of the town boards where a 
reconunendation is formed with input of local residents. This 
reconunendation is transmitted to the Conunission who holds 
another public hearing to form a reconunendation of it's own 
which is transmitted to the town. Ultimately, the question 
will appear on the town ballot where the regulations may be 
rescinded or amended by a two-thirds vote of the member town 
after appropriate discussion on the town floor. If the 
voters decide against the regulations, they are rescinded 
inunediately. Thus, a method for the towns to veto regula-
tions was written into the legislation. It is interesting 
to note that many of these changes were proposed before 
Edgartown's withdrawal, but were not sufficient to mollify 
the sentiments of the voters. The withdrawal of Edgartown 
was perhaps a function of bad taste left over from the 
Conunission's overturning of a town meeting vote. It was also 
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3.102 Nithin il Criticill J>L:mnin g lli :: ti·i c t , " "Y d0velorim"nl which 
qualifies ilccorcling to thi ::; c heck] i ::; t and h.:1s not b.-,c n 
specifically excluded by th e l'•.,mmiss i on , r lus any develop-
::1en t 1,hich the Commission h.1s spcci..11J y c l.> ss ified : being 
of regional impuct . 
3.20 Divisions of Land: 
3.201 Any development which proposes t o d i vide a contiguous owner-
ship of more than 30 ilcres into 4 or. more lots. 
3.202 Any developme nt which proposr. o. to d ivi<le a conti<Juous owner-
ship o f more th.:in 15 41cres, i f such pilrce l has been :; 1b-
divided, or part of a division thought not to require ilpproval, 
in the last seven years . 
3 .203 llny devclopnicnt which propos<' s tu di vi de a conti<Juous own~r­
ship of l aud into 10 or mor e lots . 
3.30 Commercinl nusiness and Indust rii-11 De vP.lonmcnt: 
Any proposed retail or wholesale business, offi ce and/ or in-
du s trial developmenL, as well as nny private recreationa l or 
educational facility which h;:is a floor ;:ir.ea greater them 
3, 0 0 0 s qua re feet ilml/or outdoor commcrc iill space gr!:! ,1 ter 
than 6,000 square feet. 
l . 40 Res idential Construction 
i\ny ;:- r oposed r c sidenti.:11 devel o pment, im:lt:• ling the r. :-:punsion 
o • " xi s t ing developments, thnt is plilnncd tu cre.:it e or accom-
~o~ate mo r e tha n 10 dwe lling unit s . 
3 SO Deve lo oment in the ll.:1rl>ors, Gr e"t <unds, 01 · Oceiln 
J. 50 l Any deve loprncn t proposed within Etlgartclh·n, Vineynrd IJ .r/€:.i , 
1-!cnemsha , o r Oak [lluffs Harbors. 
3 . 502 Any development proposed within a water body of 10 acres or 
:nore, or wi thin the ocean. 
3 . GO Public Fuc ili ties 
Any health, educationill, recreational, governmental, or other 
publicly nwned or quasi-publicly owner! facility design0d to 
serve the residents of more th<:1n one town, 
J .~ o Tra nsnortnti o n Fnci lities 
3 .7 0 1 i'.ny <l e vul <>;o men t the proposed c:-ons truction or expansion of 
which wi ll prov ide facilities for trnns port.::i.tion ~o or fron-
~artha ' s Vir1cynrd. 
) . 7 0 2 i\ny de?ve l opmcn t t he proposed cons t r.uc tion o r expan :; ion o f which 
wi ll be part of .:in int e nrnl r cg i on;:\ l transportation s ys tC''"I. 
J . 70 3 l\ 5 uscJ in ""'cc tions J .701 und J . 70 ~ , the tcr.m "develo?-i.c nt" 
shul l r~fC' :. t n f ac i li t i es f or corr: · .: r r:; i ;i l en d public tr,,nspor-
t =t ll. ~n by :"ti~- , lun<l t\ :Jti w .... Lcr, c, nd ;. h0. : l i ncl ude but P ·1t be 
li :i ~ itcd t o r 1. ~ : : \'"..:lY !:': . t o rr.iin alfl , r.loc 1: :-: , roac..ls , und rou te .... . 
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perhaps, perceived as the only way the town could realistically 
negotiate with the MVC. 
These were the major changes to the legislation made 
out of the experience of adopting DCPC regulations for a 
town. The potential impacts of the DRI decision concerning 
the second Tisbury slip were not yet foreseen. Previous to 
and after the withdrawal of Tisbury, the DRI process was being 
reviewed for proposed changes by representatives from all 
six towns, the All Island Selectmen's Association and the 
Commission. Michael Wild, the Commission's executive director, 
was particularly active in this negotiating process. 
Presently, the proposed amendments to the DRI process are 
d . f th . . 72 un ergoing ur er revisions. Generally, the intent is to 
have more discretion for the towns as to the developments 
which will be referred to the Commission for approval, 
disapproval, or approval with conditions. Also being proposed 
are a mediation process and a procedure for towns to withdraw 
and rejoin the Commission. 
It is significant to this discussion to note that the 
standards and criteria used to identify Development of 
Regional Impact became amendable under Chapter 831. Chapter 
637 made no mention of any process by which these standards 
and criteria could be changed once adopted. The process 
provided for by Chapter 831 allows for a public hearing and 
considerable input from local board's and agencies. 73 
According to Chapters 637 and 831, certain types of 
development are automatically considered as DRI's (see Figure II) . 74 
A draft of proposed changes as of November 1980 reduces the 
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FIGURE III PROPOSED DR! CHECKLIST 
AUTOMATIC: 
1. Subdivision of ten lots or more. 
2. Any solid waste disposal facility. 
3. Any hazardous waste disposal facility . 
TOWN DISCRETION: 
1. Commercial development of 3,000 square feet or more. 
2. Outdoor commercial development of 6,000 or 
more square feet. 
3. Residential dwelling units of ten or more. 
4. Development in any harbor. 
5. Development within a waterbody of ten or 
more acres. 
6. Development within the ocean. 
7. Public facility serving more than one town. 
8. Transportation facility to and from the Vineyard. 
9. Regional or island-wide transportation facility. 
10. Subdivision of four or more lots with a total 
area of 30 or more acres. 
CROSS TOWN REFERRAL: 
1. One town may refer a development with the above 
conditions occurring in another town. 
FIGURE IV PROROSED TOWN DR! REFERRAL PROCESS 
1. Applicant submits project to appropriate 
permit granting board within town. 
2. In house review by permit granting board and 
selectmen. A concurrence, by majority vote 
of each board, that it may be a DR! triggers 
a public hearing. If there is no concurrence, 
then the project is not a DRI. 
3. Public hearing with 14 days notice. If both 
boards concur, project is referred to commission. 
If not, then no referral is made. 
A. Public notice of a brief written statement 
of decision within 10 days after hearing 
by one or both boards. 
B. Date of notice triggers a 14 day period for 
possible petition override by 25 % of the 
affected town voters. 
C. Commission must concur. 
4. Review by commission. 
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FIGURE V NECESSARY STEPS TO MEDIATION 
A. Parties must agree to mediate (could be more then 
two parties) . 
1. Initiation: By applicant request and "yes" 
vote by at least two commission members within 
20 days after the decision. 
2. Withdrawal: By unilateral action of either 
party upon written notice. Receipt of notice 
starts the 20 day period for appeal to superior 
court. 
3. Limitations: Only automatic or major DRI's 
are open to mediation. Major DRI decisions 
made by a majority vote of the commission 
membership. 
B. Mediator chosen by mutual agreement between the 
parties, by state agency, local boards, and 
Commission. 
1. Mediator must be respected, a n d known by all 
actors in the process. 
are 
2. Ground Rules: Meetings, spokespersons, clarify-
ing issues, sequencing, and news releases must 
all be part of the process. 
FIGURE VI REJOINING/WITHDRAWAL 
A. Rejoining Process 
1. Town ballot vote spring 1981, majority vote to 
rejoing with assessment vote on commission 
services to start July 1. 
2. Interim town representation. 
3. Two year commitment. 
B. Withdrawal Process 
1. Annual town meeting, 2/3 vote to withdraw. 
2. Timing delay to assure budget and contract 
transition for commission. 
3. Mediation process initiated between vote out 
and actual withdrawal. 
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number of automatic referrals to three and places most of 
the referrals at the discretion of the towns (see Figure III). 
A process whereby town discretion and referral is accomplished 
has also been proposed (see Figure IV). 
The mediation process, as shown by Figure V, was proposed 
to give the MVC a method of negotiating decisions without 
the necessity of going to the courts or losing another member 
town. Mediation seems to be an appropriate process to 
alleviate the crisis atmosphere surrounding most of the dis-
agreements. This process acknowledges that both sides have 
legitimate claims, and avoids having one big winner and one 
big loser as is usually the case with a costly court battle 
or binding arbitration. It provides a healing process which 
seems to be essential to the survival of the MVc. 75 
One may only speculate that Edgartown and Tisbury would 
have remained in the Commission with a meaningful mediation 
process, yet it is probably true that many of the bad feelings 
resulting from the events furrounding their withdrawal 
would have been avoided. Providing towns with processes 
to withdraw and rejoin the Commission (see Figure VI), may 
have made the original act a more complete piece of legislation. 
Without these, the towns had to rely on the legislature to 
enact special laws which permitted them to leave. 
One must be cautious not te be overly critical of the 
original act based on hindsight. Yet, if one views the MVC 
as a pilot organization, there are obvious lessons to be 
gleaned from the regional agency's experiences. These lessons 
should be considered when applying a similar regulatory scenario 
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elsewhere. 
VII. ON REFLECTION 
It is unfortunate that the Martha's Vineyard Commission 
had to undergo fundamental changes as a result of confronta-
tion. As a pilot piece of land use legislation, it lacked the 
sensitivity to the unique environment it was developed for. 
Even with extensive citizen input into it's creation, the 
legislation was inadequate for the special needs of Martha's 
Vineyard. However, it is impossible to accurately predict 
the reactions of people to decisions which have not even been 
made! 
In looking back at the creation of the MVC, one gets 
the feeling that it may have been accepted by island residents 
as the lesser of two evils. The Commission was created in 
an atmosphere of crisis when dire predictions about the 
Vineyard's future were appearing in local and national pub-
lications. This sense of urgency was exacerbated by the 
efforts of Senator Kennedy. The fear of federal intervention 
coupled with the possible consequences of uncontrolled 
development may have resulted in a "blind" acceptance of the 
state bill. Recall that the bill was endorsed by an over-
whelming majority of Vineyard residents. Many of the same 
individuals who voted to endorse the bill, campaigned or 
voted for the Commission's demise in either of the two non-
member towns. 
There is no doubt, however, that a more comprehensive 
approach to growth management and land use regulation was 
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needed for Martha's Vineyard. The towns, especially Gay 
Head, Chilmark, and West Tisbury, lacked the resources and 
expertise to provide the types of services and regulations 
afforded by the MVC. Aside from regulating DCPC's and DRI's, 
the staff of the Commission provides many essential services 
to the towns. Among these are improving transportation 
services, establishing bike paths, developing an oil spill 
cleanup plan, technical assistance to towns concerning water 
quality, establishing a regional hazardous waste disposal 
faciltiy, and lending technical support to various community 
interest organizations and groups. 
Since the creation of the MVC, all six towns have 
significantly improved their ability to handle development 
pressures locally. Usually with the full support and 
cooperation of the MVC, the towns have improved the quality 
and scope of their zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, 
and by-laws. 
In addition to the Commision there are other organizations 
working to manage growth on Martha's Vineyard. The Vineyard 
Open Land Foundation (created in 1970), and Katama Farm 
Association can purchase sizable chunks of land or their 
development rights to remove them from residential development. 
These organizations also offer consulting services in land 
use planning and design to individual property owners, town 
agencies, and other private conservation groups involved in 
land use decisions on the Vineyard. Realistically, the 
island is much better prepared for growth pressures than it 
was at the beginning of the last decade. This increased 
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ability to mitigate the growth pressures may be reflected 
in the changes in the DRI process which gives the towns 
more discretion as to the developments which will be reviewed 
by the Commission. However, it would be inaccurate to say 
that the improved local capabilities are equivalent to the 
reductions in Commission authority and jurisdiction. Solving 
the home rule issues remains as the key to the survival of the 
MVC. 
The MVC provides regulations which cannot be matched 
at the local level, nor can the level of services. Local 
zoning ordinances imply cannot deal with critical areas 
island wide nor developments which will effect the entire 
region. Only now, after so much confrontation and expensive 
court battles, are the towns beginning to perceive the 
Commission as a regional agency which could include home 
rule. Since the island is a clearly defined region, as are 
many of the concerns and goals of it's residents, then the 
development of a regional home rule agency seems within 
reach. Unfortunately, the development of this perception 
often depends on who is in power locally. Strong anti-
Commission sentiments are still very much in evidence. Much 
work needs to be done to improve the image of the Commission 
in the minds of many residents. 
Aside from public relations efforts on behalf of the 
Commission, the most important ingredient to making it work 
is for the towns to accept the responsibility for making it 
work. Without symbiosis between the towns and the MVC, the 
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regional home rule formula can never be realized. It seems 
now that the towns are making an effot as the negotiating 
process, while not without setbacks, has been one of active 
participation by the All Island Selectman's Association and 
other appointed representatives. 
Various formulas have been proposed to achieving a 
workable solution. Apparently, Gay Head, Tisbury, and West 
Tisbury seek a strong regulatory umbrella to protect their 
large tracts of open land. Tisbury, Edgartown, and Oak Bluffs 
seek more discretion in the regulatory process. It has 
been proposed to free these three towns from the Commission's 
regulatory jurisdiction with the other three remaining. 
Whatever the proposal, many other issues are tied to it such 
as representation, assessment, and levels of participation. 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts attempted a very 
difficult task when developing this regional formula. 
Doubtless, many of the early supporters and initiators of 
the Commission would balk at implementing this appro~ch 
elsewhere within the state. At the very least, the form would 
be something quite different from that orginally introduced on 
Martha's Vineyard. There is no ''blueprint" for creating a 
regional planning agency with regulatory authority. 
Many valuable lessons may be gleaned from the experiences 
of the Martha's Vineyard Commission. Perhaps the Commission 
has been as successful as it has because the boundaries of 
the region are so well defined. In this sense, it was perhaps 
not the best place to launch a pilot project for regional land 
use legislation. If applied to the mainland, regional boundaries 
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become much more difficult to define. This raises the 
spectre of a myriad of local issues and concerns which are 
much more complicated than those of the six towns of 
Martha's Vineyard. One might easily predict that the 
evolution of regional cooperation would be equal to, if 
not exceeding, the costs of experienced by the Martha's 
Vineyard Commission. This is not to say that regional 
planning should not be attempted. It is this author's opinion 
that it should and will be as real innovation is possible 
at this level. 
The Island of Martha's Vineyard needs a regulatory 
agency such as the Commission. It is hoped that the efforts 
currently underway to achieve reforms which will make it 
acceptable to all six towns will be successful. 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. These islands can be divided into three groups: the 
Nantucket group, comprising 30,791 acres with the island 
of Nantucket accounting for all but 400 acres; the 
Martha's Vineyard group, comprising 67,200 acres with 
Martha's Vineyard accounting for all but 4,200 acres; 
and the Elizabeth Islands group, comprising 8,270 acres 
with Naushon accounting for 4,700 acres. 
2. Based on discussions with Martha's Vineyard Commission 
staff and general observations of Vineyard affairs. 
3. 1980 U.S. Census of Population and Housing. 
4. Contained in memorandum from Martha's Vineyard Commission 
to Jon Ahlbun, January 29, 1980. 
5. Population Summary excerpted by Martha's Vineyard Commission 
from 208 M.V. Water Quality Plan, October 11, 1979. 
6. Susan B. Bastress, "The Martha's Vineyard Commission: 
A Regional Approach to Controlling Growth Within Island 
Limits" Unpublished, p.3, see also S.1929, 93d Cong., 
1st Sess. (1973). 
7. Estimates provided by Martha's Vineyard Commission staff. 
8. Dukes County Planning and Economic Development Commission, 
An Economic Base Study for Dukes County, Massachusetts, 
(Fall, 1973). 
9. Bastress, p 4. 
10. The substance of this section is excerpted from Bonny Barrs, 
Sue Nelson, Edwin Taipale, "Martha's Vineyard: The 
Prospects for Regional Cooperation", Lawrence Susskind 
(Ed.) The Land Use Controversy in Massachusetts, 
(Cambridge, MIT Press, 1975), and K. Dun Gifford,"An Islands 
Trust: Leadinq Edqes in Land Use Laws~ Harvard Journal 
on Legislation: (Volume II, No. 3, April, 1974), pp. 417-61. 
11. Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., Comprehensive Plan for Dukes 
County, Massachusetts, Metcalf and Eddy, Inc. 
12. The New York Times, October 11, 1971, page 31, column 1. 
13. S.2605, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971). 
14. S.3485, 92d Cong., 2nd Sess. (1972). 
15. S.A. 1372, 92d Cong., 2nd Sess. (1972). 
16. S.1929, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973). 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
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Estimates provided by Martha's Vineyard Commission 
staff. 
The American Law Institute, A Model Land Development Code, 
The Executive Office of The American Law Institute, 
(Philadelphia, 1975) ~7. 
s 1977 Mass. Acts ch. 831 s12. 
This account is based on articles appearing in The 
Vineyard Gazette, January 1976-December 1980 except where 
otherwise noted. 
Island Properties, Inc., trustee, v. Martha's Vineyard 
Commission, Suffolk County Supreme Judicial Court, 
Civil Action No. 76-172, March 23, 1977. 
22. See The Martha's Vineyard Commission: Decisions and 
Regulations to Implement Guidelines for (Seven) Districts 
as Districts of Critical Planning Concern, 
1976-1977. Also see Appendix for regulations. 
23. Ibid. 
24. s 1974 Mass. Acts ch. 6~7 s 11. Also 1977 Mass. Acts 
ch. 831 (as amended) s 10. 
25. Ibid. 
26. Chapter 637 ~ 11. s Chapter 831 s 10. 
27. s Chapter 637 s 12. Chapter 831 ~ 11. 
28. Most of this account is from Island Properties, Inc., 
trustee v. Martha"s Vineyard Commission. 
29. See note 22. 
30. Ibid. "The Sengekontacket Pond District." 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
s G.L. c 40A, s 7A. 
Island Properties Inc. v Martha's Vineyard Commission. 
House Bill 3988. 
House Bills No. 1111 and 5604. 
McCarthy v. Planning Board of Edgartown, Mass. 
Adv. Sh. 1623 (July 2, 1980). 
This section is based on accounts of these events from 
The Vineyard Gazette, May 1978 - November 1980, except 
where otherwise noted. 
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37. According to discussion with MVC staff. 
38. See letter from SSA General Manager John J. McCue to 
MVC, dated August 9, 1978. 
39. See Appendix: Existing DR! Checklist. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
This opinion expressed in a memorandum from Donald L. Connors, 
attorney for Tyler and Reynolds and Craig, to MVC, 
dated May 5, 1978. 
s St. 1960 c. 701 s 2-1, 2-3. 
Connors,see note 40. 
Town of Barnstable v. Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard, and 
Nantucket S.S. Authority (1962) 
180 N.E. 440, 343 Mass. 674. 
St. 1960 c 701 ~ 2-6. 
Ibid ~ 2-19. 
Chapter 637 ~ 2, Chapter 831 ~ 2. 
Connors, see note 40. 
From memorandum from Alan M. Voorhees and Associates, Inc., 
Boston, Massachusetts to Town of Tisbury. June 19, 1978. 
s Massachusetts G.L. C. 131 s 40. 
See form received by MVC, February 20, 1979. 
Conservation Commissions are a legally constituted 
component of local government. They are permanent, 
standing organizations, created by local ordinances, 
and sanctioned by state enabling legislation. Massachusetts 
G.L. C. 60 ~ Sc. See also Dennis C. Muniak, "The 
Institutionalization of Local Environmental Planning 
in the Northeast United States: The Municipal Environmental 
Conservation Commission Movement." Planning and Administra-
tion. (Volume 7, Number 2. Fall 1980). 
s s Chapter 637 s 14, Chapter 831 s 13. 
Harvard University, Department of City and Regional 
Planning. An Analysis of the Impact on Martha's Vineyard 
of the Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket 
Steamship Authority's Proposed Ex pansion of Facilities. 
Harvard University, (April, 1979). 
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54. Martha's Vineyard Conunission, Development of Regional 
Impact Decision Re: Coastal Construction. 
June 7, 1979. Full text may be found in Appendix. 
55. Chapter 637 ~ 16, Chapter 831 ~ 15. 
56. The Vineyard Gazette, June 19, 1979. 
p. 8, column 4. 
57. Ibid. February 20, 1980 p. 9. 
58. See Appendix: History of Annual Ballot Questions. 
59. H.6588 authorizing Tisbury to withdraw from the MVC 
by July 1, 1980. 
60. Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket Steamship 
Authority v. Martha's Vineyard Conunission, Supreme 
Judicial Court for the Conunonwealth at Boston, 
Case No. SJC - 2036. June 4, 1980. 
61. G.E. Carter Trustee v. Anderson, Dukes Co. 
Sup. Ct. Civ. Action No. 1969. 
' 62. As of this legislative session, and "empty jacket" 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
bill was filed in the state legislature. Indications 
are that the process will not be complete until 1982. 
According to discussions with MVC staff, these towns 
favor as much regulation as the Conunission can provide. 
Chapters 637 and 831 s 2. s 
Ibid. s 4. s 
Ibid. s 5. s 
Ibid. 
Chapter 637 ~ 9 I Chapter 831 s 8 . s 
Chapter 637 ~ 11, Chapter 831 s 10. s 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
See note 62. 
Chapter 831 ~ 12. 
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74. Chapter 637 ~ 14, Chapter 831 ~ 13. 
75. The mediation process was developed with considerable 
input from Lawrence Susskind, Chairman of the Department 
of Urban and Regional Planning, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. 
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... 
THE COtvHv10N\VEAL TH Of MASSACHUSETTS 
111 drc Year One T!iousa11d N'i11t I-llu1dn:d and Scvr111v, ro\!t 
./ 
AN ACTPP.OTECTIHG LAND AND WATF..~ UN HARTllA'S V!NFYARD . 
Wh«"ts:e~. Thl' deferred operation of thi,. a c t 1.'0uld tend to drfl•at \ts puq•0 ··.• 
which 1t1, in r11rl, to pre1o<-rvc the uatural •m:I cu l tural chatucter of the t~lnnil 
of Hartha'D Vjnr.yard, therefor., it is herehy declared to be a:l r.11K:rg<mcy law, 
nt-cei:1sary for ·the imm<'lliate pr·cservotion of Lhe public conveni~nce . ___ _ 
Ile it cnact<'d bj: the Senate and llour.c· of Rcrn~sentative!> in GcN·ral Court 
aa11e111hlrd, and bv the 11uthority of t.he s.11111e, il.s follow~: 
• 
SECTION 1. Whereas, il b hereby declare-d thRt: 
(n) thr inJ.1nd o! Mllrthu'11 Vlncynrd poF.s1: s s ~i. unique 113tur11l, histor1 c :il, 
~colo1tlc11l, r. cil·nt1f1c, cullul·al, and oth~r v.1lue ~: ; and that there f. s o rci; i ona 1 
and t.t&tt'.,.iu r- 1rHc! rC'~t 1.n 11re r.1• rvin g arid e11~a11dng these values; 
(!>) these vAlue5 are l>dn& t h rcotenccl nn.i Eld ) lie 1Trever6ibly d.:1111.ir,rd hy 
unc:oot·dinatcd or inappropriate ut1ets of the lund; 
(c) the protection of the health, safety, and senerol 1oo1c.Jfnrc of lsLmd 
1·e&hlcnlt1 ond visitort.1 n~qulH! s the r. 1> t11hlishm .. nt Cl{ a rf!gicmal cv1"1!llc;~lon who 5. " 
p<lr-po9e &h e ll be l o enHurc tl1Rl hl•nceforth ttu'! lnnd u s ages ""h !ch 1.t!l l hC' p1· r111l t ('i 
ace thonc whi ch "'111 not br: unduly detrhwn t.al lo those values or to LhP r i: onomy 
of the 1.Aland; 
(d) l11" prcscrvtng and t.>11h11ncing of these valui•i,; rt>qui rci,; the designation 
of dJ stricts of « tit 1.cal plimnjng concern and tl•l' rccogriit ion c-f devcl opmf.'nt s 
of rr.g!onal impo !: t, o.nd thl' 1·eview · thf'reo( by the rc' gional co111Dission; 
( f·) 1111rh a pco~ri1m CHt1 prolf'C:t lhc n11tur.'.ll dllJracter and beauty uf H.lrth.t' •; 
Vine.ynrd ond c ru1 contribute te> th(' 111aintennn 1:c of sound local e.c!'11omie!'! And 
privalf> i;rc•pt•rcy values; 
(() t. h.~ pe o ple: of l1art.h11':• Vt.n(•yard ell<!, on Ha!'ch fourt'?<enth, nlne1rrn 
hundri'd irnd .. cvt•11ty·fout vot·c to t'ndot sl' th(' p1uvl1;it11w of thl11 act; 
1'1wn:1CJrt•, th•· purpo.!u! of the c.oanul ia. ion cr1,<1tcd by thi11 act shall bf' to 
protect the hrnlth, ~nfety, Mid r,r.nr.ral w•~ llnr., af l!!land reoidenu; and vi:iitor ,, 
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by pre~crving 1md conecrvlng for the enjoy111ent of p-rc:scnt and future Jlencrations 
tl1c unique n11tural, historical, t>cologic:al, scientific, 11nd cultural values of 
Martlla'e Vincy11rd which contribute to public enjoyment, tns;>iration nnrl scicntlf !" 
study, hy protecting thci;e valuc!I from developments a:1d uses which would impai~ 
them, and by prolllOting the enhancement of sound l c cal economies. 
SECTION 2. There is hereby crt>ated the Martha'i; Vineyard Corm1ission, 
hereinafter referred to as the commission, which shall be a ?Ublic bod y corporilt .: 
and which 11hall have the responsibilities, duties, and powere e~t.:ibl 1 slwd ht> rein 
over the la~ds and inland waters in Dukes county, with the exception of the 
Elizabeth Islands and the Indian Co111111on Lands known generally as the Cranberry 
Bog11, the Clay Cl1Ua, and Herring Creek, all situated in the town of Gay 111.' ad, 
and all lands owned by the commonwealth or any or its constituent agenc1e~. boftr~ : 
depart•cnts, co111111i1sion1, or offices. 
The coa:aisaion shall consitit of tventy·onc 111Cmbcrs; one eelectman f rt>rn cild1 
town on Hart ha' s Vineyard, appointed by the board of selectmen of ~hat lo1.'11, or •• 
member of the planning board or any other !llunicipal agency, board, department, or 
office, appointed to the comr.iission by the board of selectmen of that to1JT1; nine 
persona to be elected At large, island·vidc , provided that there shall he not lc ~ , 
than one person nor more than two per&ons elected from each tO\Jt\ on Martha's 
Vineyard and provided that said elections shall be held in accordance with the 
provisions . of the following p&ragtaph; one county commissioner of Dukes county, 
appointed by the county collllllissioncrs of Dukes county; one member of the cabinet 
appointed by the governor; and !our persons whose principal residence 1.s not nn 
Martha'& Vineyard, to be appointed by the governor, said persons to have voice 
but not vote in deciding matters before the CC•llllllission. In the event that 
legislation relev11nt to the purposes of th1s act is enacted by the Concress of 
the United States, the comIAi~sion shall consist of twenty·two members: the twent 
one persons described in the above section, and Lbe Secretary or the Interior oC 
the United State& or his dcsignee. 
The election of the ninl' at-large members of the conmd.s91on sha1 l be 
conducted at the next state e lection foll uwi ne the effective date of this act, 
and all succeeding election~ of such members shall take place at the biennial 
state election. Tht> nom1n&t1on of candidates !or election to the office of 
commission me~ber &hall be in accordance with sections six and eight of chapter 
fifty•three of the General La1Js, provided, however, that no more than ten 
11ignoturr11 of vot~n; sh:ill be required on nomination papers for ~uch office. 
-2-
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Notwithstanding the proviHione of section t co.r. c. f chapt:er fift y-t hr<:>e of the 
General Law", nomination papers for said car.d i dates l'hall be f iled wi th t hC> o t I ; ·. 
of the fltate 6ecretary on or before the tenth Tuesda~· pTeceding, t he d .~ y of th" 
election. Suc h nomination pa pers shall be i; ut>j~: c t to the p:-ovlsi an s of :;r ct L<' " 
1
11:cvcn o! said chapter fifty·three. All candi dates for i;aid o ff Jr~ a n· hE>rd• \' 
e xempted from the reporting requi re111Cnts a s provided for in Ge ct 1 : .. n s l >< t t:(· n o f 
chapter· fifty· five of the General Laws. All appointing authorit i es ~! 1al J. -" l'Pt' l : : 
persons to the commission no later than fif t e<:n days after the dat e of 1 "-'' 
election of the nine at•large co111111iasion members, and said author1 ti c!': '.;h a l l 
notify the state secretary of their appoint111ents in writing. Up on h l s "kcti u r. 
or appoint.ment to the collll!lission. each commission member shall be ~wo rn to ~ li <· 
faithful execution of hie duties by the tcwn clerk in the t (]'.'Tl 1n whi ch he re s ~ ,: :· 
provided hovever, that the four commission members who do not ha vt:> r he ir prin cl;-. : 
pl.ace of residence on Martha's Vineyard shall be sworn by the town c ; er.k o f t lw 
town on Martha's Vineyard in which they residl· . Upon the qua11f'tca ! io n c ' ! t .' 
members, but in no case later than December thirty- f irst, ninet e e n h un <l rt·ll an.J 
seventy-four, the commission membe1·s shall meet ancl organiz. c b y P. lP '.: I ~ n,~ fr <.."'' 
01110ng its meu1bers a chairllUln, v1ce·chairman, and cl e rk·trea3urer. S u v:,:,edl n ~ 
election of officers shall be held annually, at a meeting cal l ed fo r tl 1<1t ;.> u r r ( · · 
provided that the commi11sion clerk•trP.asure r s h.1l l not concurren tly :w l d t llo;> 
position of treasurer of Dukes County. 
Terms of office for the elected members of the r e'l;mi s s i'm .?:nd f o 1 rhc n c·n· 
resident taxpayr.r 111embers shall be t..,o year s . Terms of offi c e fo r mr mbe r s wh<• , .. , 
sele~tmen or the ir designees or county comm i s sioners shall be tnr c~ c y~a r a nd 
may be renewed only upon vote of the appointing body. The cahint't 'J l t l ee r 
appointed by the governor shall serve at the di s cretion of the govern o r. Te r ~· 
of office shall be computed from January first of each ye~r. 
Any vacancy in ,·m appointed position s hall he filled in thf' r:ai:.e ,-::a !\n, r 
the ori g inal appo t nt mcnt for the remainder of rhc unexpir c> d t •· rm. Any ·0:1c .-i n rc 
in the elected mc·mbership s hall be filled hy a ma jority vot e' c f th e pl :m n l n ;; 
board, or the bo a rd of selectme n in t he a h scn ct' of a plannin g boa r d , o f t I 1• r '-' "'~ ' 
in wh ich tbe f o rr 1t ~· r me ruhcr "'as a r e gi st<: rcd vo t e r; s aid vncan cy l o l> P fllll'd f r.r 
the relll41nder of the unexpired tenn. The Sc crc t '1ry of the Inter io r or hh 
desitn~c shall serve pursuant to applicable f rct~ ra l law. 
Ti1e commisr.ion may also contract f o r such :,dditional cler:l.cal, c xl'e n , Jc r . .' 
and o::hcr a!lsistai,ct• .is may he r e quired to d i scha r ?,e it:& respon~ i b l 11 t ir s a n ci rr .. :1:: 
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reimburse it a mcmb~n1 wid JJta ff (or reasonable C» .. ...: nses incurred in the pcrform.:in 
of their Guties. including cicr. is , travel and lodging. 
SECTION 3. The commission may adopt regulations for the control of di~trict 
of critical planning concern pursuant to sections nine through twelve, incl us 1 V(·, 
•' of this act and tu spe.cify conditions and modifications necessary for th~ C'onr rol 
o{ develop-nts of regional impac-t pursuant to sections thirteen through 
sevcntecL, inclusive, of this act. 
ln adoptinz such regulations. the commission m.-Jy include any type of 
regulation which may be adopted by any city or to\.111 under the following gcnernl 
lawa, as amended; chapter forty, section eight C, the Conservation Commission Ac 
chapter forty A., the Zoning 'Enabling Act; chapter forty C, the Historic Dis tr1• :1.s 
Act; chapter forty-one, sections eighty•one E through eighty•one H, as they 
relate to of!1c1al mep&; chapter forty·one. sections eighty·one K through e1ghty· 
one CC, the oubdivision ccnrrol law; chapter one hundred eleven, section t"·cnry-
1evcn 8 1 as it relates to n•gional health bo&rd!; ; and chapter one hundred thirty· 
one, sections fol·ty and forty A, as they pertain t:o the protection of' wetlands. 
Regulations adopted puri;u.~nt tn :•ection elc>vPn or conditior.s and modtf1c11tin.n 
11pec1!1cd pursuant to ~ction !'event~<:!n by the 1·ommission under the above-
mentioned general lm.is may differ froin the othend se relevant local d<!velo~ment 
ordinance,; end by-laws in their scope and magnitude when such otdinances and by· 
laws are clearly restrictive of the purposes of t.h~ co111mission. ln adopt Ing 
regulations or aped fy1nr, con-:!it ions which would not othcr.ri se be perm! L tcd or 
required by exiating local development r.;rdinancefl and hy·laws the commission !; llal 1 
describe in writing ~nd present evidencP. which demonstrates that the puhlic hL·alth 
safety, and welfare ..iould be eodange:rt'.d or that i::-rE>verr.ihle damage would r<•sult 
to natural, historic1.1l, ecological, sc:ienti!ic, or cultural v .. lues 011 Martha',, 
Vineyard hy the continuing appl1c11tion of the ~xist1ng local dev~loprucnt ordinance 
or by·law as it ap~lics to the specific: district of critical plann~ng concern or 
development of region.il impact whir.h the conunission is considering. 
The ·cOllll\issit'n may be designared by <1ny state or federal agency to p:.irUc11Ja :· , 
in or receive fund ~ ar,d technical a•;sist;mn.• from any state or f<>dc•r;il progr;un!'., 
eapecialJy as those programs relate to 1rnvironmcntal pr.otection, con,.,.• rv.:ition, 
land use plannin~. "'aler and air qu ;i lity control, economic dcvelopr.1enl, tnm~;­
portation or the 1J evr.lopmcnt of 1 ._ ;; !on-wtde public services. The comniis s ion ma >· 
nuthorlze d1' bt in antic1p.it1on 0 i r•'C·ei.pt c:of revc<iuc ns providi>d in section four. 
SECTION 4. The t: cmmis :~ 1on :; h,-.11 ;innoally ln t he month of Jcinuary l'~; timatC' th<.• 
amount or mont>y requi r•Jd t.0 pay its total expE>n•;e for the foll01dng fiscal year, 
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deduct estimatl'd contributions fT·om other s ources , an d pro rate the nC't expen s l' !' 
to each Lown on the baRis o f ils latest l'qua lized vaju11tion for propt>rty tax 
purpost's as t'stahlishcd pur .... u :m t to section ni n e o f chaptC'r Ciity·eight t' f Ch i.' 
C:cncral Laws. 7he commt.ssion r; hall certif y the amount so determine d 1 o the 
treasur<'r of each town within the commi r.5 ion' i, jurisdi ction who s h.1 J l i nclude ~I. . 
sU!ll in th<! tax levy of the yf. 'ar . 
Upon order of the comr.ii5sion, each to1o.'!1 trea s urer shall, sub J <!c t Lt> the 
provisions of i;ectionn fifty·two and fifty-six o f chapter forty·ont.' of the Grn r1. 
Laws, pay to the c o121mission treasurer the town's s hare of the co1111Ui ssi on' ~ m•.t 
PXpenscs, 
The commisi;ion iuay receive for the purposes C>f this act any funds t' r mc1nfr : 
from any source, including grants, beques t s . ~ifts. , or contr1hut1on s made by an) 
individuals, association, corporations, or by munJci p Al, county, s tnu', or fodi>r«? 
1;overn111ent1;, Monies so rcce lved s h;i ll b~ cli s hur ~; e d by the coinmlssJon creasur•· r 
upon an order voted by the cmnmi!<slon ; and the c har ge s upon all t~wn s may bP. 
reduced correspondingly upo n a l!lajority vot e C' t the me mherA i.f such mon i es w••r e 
not included in the calculation of the tovn ' ~; ne t sh ares of expen sci; f o r the 
fiacal yei.r. 
The commission may authorize debt by a maj ority vote oi the c 01nm ir. ~ ion in 
anticipation of revenue to an amoun t not in excess of that tc be recteived dur1n~ 
the current fisc:1l year from all federal, stat e , county, nnd local sources. Not. ,. ,. 
isl'ued under authority of this s ection shall be si&ned by the clerk trca >: urer of 
t he cornmtssion, and chili rman .of the comrni s!' ion slial l countersign an d approve t ,.,.., 
in toe presence of the vlce·chnirman of the corrrni1>si o n· who shall c1..:rt 1 fy to the 
fact on the face thereof. Such notes shall be payable, and i;hall he paid not 
later than one year from their dates, and shall not . be renewP.d or paid by the i s~ , 
of n~w notes, except as provided in section sevente en of chapter forty-four of t h• 
General Lawe, 
Where the imposition of a regulation promulgated by the co!IUll.issjon pursuant 
to i:;ection eleve n impose ~ cost s on a n1unic1pal agency, thP. commis11ion m11y tran ~ ;f , 1 
1oonieY fr om lt s .1 cc ounts to ! hr. ai: cu1m t " o f such a~ency i.n rci.mburst.>ml·ll t of !> u cli 
cos t!l. For the purpo!< c ~ ; of t h i " s ub s t•ctlon, the term "costs" me ans t ho s e 
Additional expc ns C's incurre d by a mu:dcipa l a r,•' ncy s olely in the performance .i f 
duties necessary t o th•? c r. fo r cc•niC'nt of rer.ulations promulgated pursuant to this 
act. 
The cumm1~ :; 1 on ina .v, upon a 111aj ori t y vo ce of i.ts 111c111ber~ , acc<'pt g l t: ts of 
land, intere r. u ; in l.111 d . a,- r.r :un,. , heque ~ tH, f,f(ts, or con"tn~ttons f o r the 
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~ntcn· ,,t1' in Jund in tru~t or .1..:L in :;ny '1!.' l'H'l•rj ;H.(.' C6!>c1c!ty in n Lru :-\., provick<.l 
Lh81 •·nlti t r111•t he f•lT the purpose cil 1trr.~ st•1· vini'. C:;:'ld con :< crv!a/'. lil~d t'll Mart·hn'~ I V il'1t'yurd . ! <ti' puh lit' \•!«' ~111 l"nJ o.vmt~nt . 
SECTION S. Nol'-'itl1!;t.r1din1,. tb(' pr1 ."i.id. 011~ l•f any uniJ.nan cE· nr ~·y -l.1w oJ (; 
thir, o..:t. J1, µ.11d;ir1g on •"t"Plh-. ;i.tiong loc devr.Jopmt>nt 1-·rrmlls relntinr, to e1reas "'~rl 
devc·lol'ui,·nl s 1.aibject tu chi!-> R:-t. A c.opy t.'f each such penoit f!t"111t.el.l liy ;my '"''cit 
ap.enr.y o!tct lhe te111pt•r11ry rourutvr:!um as ~rovJdcd in s~ction !H!Vc1~ !,h,,11 h · fikd 
11tructun· 01 111 the la;ld itH~lf; or t h(' c! i·ddl 11i: o[ J.and into p;un·l:.- •.•r :i ch1t••1:1! 
unite tu a 1.truc.turc.; ur nl tt~rntion of ;1 i.:h(•rc , t-r..:id1, l'.t'.11.ct1ost, r .i\'.~r, stream, 
lal<l", 11ontl, 01· canal, .tnclvdin~'. t;oasta] •: ono;fnlct.1'.nt; or dc"'ol1.tion nf "·•tructun:; 
rciusl! ., 
''l"<'l:clopnicllt 01t!:l1<.11n.:\." ' a.nu hy-l:JIJI;' •, any l•y-Jn-..i, ordlna11rr;, tulr, 
rr.&1llut.lon, or code ndo1 •t1."tl uy '' inun1c1pal1t v for ~be r.onttol or rq:i.:lotion of 
acti\'ilie:; related to 1:on,.,t.1ucttun, ir.•prov.-mt·nt, 1.-r nl!crntion u'<1d·~ tu hullolng.. 
CJf land witl.1n the \x.•unt!arif.•,, •>l 5<1id munld.y£1J .lt.y. 
"L•t?Vt>lop111<..'l)t. venr.lt", ony pt' rn1lt, llc<'n.'<l', ;111thorJty, or JW' tl"ls!>Lon re· 
cicvurltr1l·nt, ofU. o : , or ofl. l1:Jal rl '.al '''" " ,;t;1t 11l1.H y •.1utl 1o rit)I to ;ippr <.> v t· nr srant 
a ck~ v"' 1 opint·n t I"' 1m1 t • 
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ti 6 .'> tlF 
11.dopL1•,I hy a city or trn.m und•~ r the ~neral l.;,.,.s cnu~ratt•d In ,; ,_• cl Ju11 tltn·(• 
I 
1:.lCVl'll, 
SECTION , Upon the &·lcction .;:u1.J r0tn1. lett· oq'. anl:L11t.1nn vi Liu · ' " "911ts :'1011 
thl~rl' s\oaJ) l•l' a l.l'lll)lOl/ll")' llli>rlllorJulll ' l' l a J' t~r! od Of f'-'elvt• m<•nlh'-, Pl f,1r ;t 
coanul !J !tlon 11r~ upprove>d hy tht: i; .:> c retary o f Ct11111 11 l111lth' !I mid t:lt•w • l1.•1 •·"• ·111 ni. 
provide<l tn see r ton c.-ir,lit, whicheve r periuu b the short e r. Clurfn !; : .. 1 id 
moratorlun. p••ri <"> d lt'IWT1 ;1ut lwrili.e': !!h11ll r,rant dc•Vt• lopmt•nt pc•rmit!i u11l.y !or: 
u11e and int•·111i>ity of use of the 11lt.crcd or rl'pl.'IC:<' .. l'Ot at ruc1.u1 •: , ,. ,.,., 111,; :•uh · 
t1tantinlly nh1tl.nr t o the ucc And lntenstry o f 11!. •! uf tl11• . .,r..-vit•us :. 1 r.1u. 111n: ; 
• 
(~ 1. h•~ .:·un !: lruct ·Jor. of nuc s 111~1 .... hureil ;· dw1: llln i; ~1111 I• '.": ... ... · ·1· r ::v •·•· I .. : 
construct l i•n uf ,\ 1d111~ lt• t.Jn11.ly d1oe>l lJn1: unit tlurln!( the> )JC·rlod <•f ti"' mornr.orhrtlf, 
and all •'Pl'llr.11tions for pcrndU; to bt· t ro111tl'd 1\ul' l. n~; the 1110ntcorlu111 pc·rlod :.h;Jll 
the ~r11nt tu~ 11( !laJd pcrad t; 
~ :< llcl1 e>ther drvcJ1, p1nc·nl, cons truclio11, or improvt>l!l(·nt!. •• · · 1111• ' ' '""'°"1· : ~; 1 .... 
under tld:1 prov1 ~ 1on, ,.h;.I] 1111tl thnt tli< · pro•1l ::. i o 11 s <•f tlw ""''·•• <111••• .. , .,1u :.1 · 
of t.hls act; 
lnnd, Jn c•11L ·r 1 0 ;1.'. l ow f,,, ''"" ;;di-, t'. 111, or"'")""°'' nl lt1111J lo ;1 l'"' ' llc ur· 
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conse r ving or preserving o pen RpOCC 011 ri:nc ha ' &: Y1ney41J) O"f· \~ s~.i,t ; s i"on o.f 
land hy ;i per.son in t o not mor(' than t lt n -'.e lot s durinr. thc> moratori um p<.' rJod. Onlv 
one such sulu.livlsi<ln r.hall he npprov<!C fo r each pe rson, not1o11thstandlng thal ~- . u c lt 
per~on OIJl\ t> land in more than onE" town on H<\rtha 'f", Vinc> yard, and p nwldcd furt\i (' r , 
that t here nhall be no further s ubdivis ion hy an y perso n of the p a r et•l s ,, o 
sul>div!d c d during the moratoriUJll period ; 
(f) the construction of separat e , :incill a ry, nonr esidenti.al st 1·u c: t 1i n ·" ··.u•li 
nB garages , bnrns, greenhoui;P. ,. , othe r ai;ricultur ;;l struc t ures, stud i os , dor ks, (>! 
wharves or the construction of struct.ure i; such ;i ;; dPcks , patios, por cb!s , 1:a r.1r,t •:; , 
or studi.011 as additions to existing s truc t u r es; pr ovide d that the u ~-. c o f a n y 
structure constructed under this suh nect i on ~1 t h the e xcept i on cf a g rlcult11ra l 
11 tructurt'!s sh al 1 n ot !>1: used in any ma r. ;; r r for l:111mnr1· c 1 al act1vit1 ei. . 
Nothing in this act shall be constriled to prohibit the planning 
board of a town on Martha's Vineyard from approving any definitive 
subdivision plan pursuant to chapter forty-one of the General Laws, 
· provided that such definitive subdivision plan was duly submitted to 
said planning board prior to the effective date of this act. Nothi ll.i 
in this act shall be construed to prohibit said planning boards from 
accepting for consideration for approval after the effective date of 
this act any preliminary or definitive subdivisicn plana.pursuant to 
chapter forty-one of the General la~s, provided, however, that no 
approval on any such definitive plan shall be granted by a planning 
board before the end of the temporary moratorium, except for 
those subdivisions pEr.nitted by subptiragre.ph (e) of the first 
paragraph of this section. -
SECTJ.ON 8. rrior t o any collDlli f.s i o n a c ti on i•Un.uant to section!i ninl' or f o u r · 
teen, anJ within one year f ollowing the cffectivL· dat <;! of this uct, tlw comnii ss ion 
shnll 6Uhniit to t hr. s e crc t.·uy nf c:ounnunitl t>s ;md tkve l opment (<t ) s U st1ll«r tl s .ind 
critcrin wh ich the cornmi.ss lon propo(:i< !; to u!> e in d c tl~ l'.l11i uing whe the r 1o r i; ut a pr <> · 
po~ed an:.a 1" one of cr i tica l pl:mn in g C"on ccn·i a s th a t tl~ rru is def i nl' tl i n se c t ! on 
nine of this :ict; and (b) s t <indards a nd cri tc~ ri ;i .which the commis s ion p ropo se s t i'.' 
uee ;md t o t>L· ust!d b y municip,.l a u thoriti es in d r t c> nuining ~het h{' r ~, r 11 o t a p r op r> · ·· 
dcvr.lormr.nt li; one of rl'!g i onal impact us t h a t tt · r m i s dl'fined in s t•ctir•n rh i rt•» ·1· 
'flu!. secre tar y of c ummu11it ics ;md dcvc:l o pmcn t, 'W i th t he c.wh«nr .-11 1: .- n f .- u ; Ii 1 · 
members of the governor' & Cilb inct ~ S the ~u vcrnu r s hall dt: s !gna r c f>1r tfih p uq 111>.o 
may approve, dl s a pprov l.' or amc:nd .1nd apr r " vt• \>it l. ! h•~ .-idvi c e and ,· on :.o·nt t> f thl· 
c:orrani s ston, the .... u mdards an d .- ri t e r.! ;i r t·~ .J r <li ni: des i gna t ion u f d is t 1 i«! ·; o f 
cr1t.i c .-d pl <1nnln g r c•nccrn ; in d n ·v i c '"· of tk v. ·J or• • ., · nr~ •.' f r<:p,ion a l l111 1- •" l 1 r •. u L!• 
standard s a nd .:rJt e rl a a rr: i n rir1-c-.1 <l a n ce "'·1 th Llw µurpo:;cc s of the r.011tr.i :.:. 1011. 
The secri: tary of conm1111itt ·lp •; a rid ch- ve.l op m1.:11 t and " uch _ o ther cab1nr:t ffil •mhc n ; 
1Jc- ~ ! g n.1t.t· d by tlw g<• v•• rn o 1 ,. }i ;1) l ::p p n ivc>, d f-.a pprr·V•' • o r amend ;md <lJ •p l"<) V< '. 
standanJ:.. and c rit cr l a s uh!,ifu,. d Lo t hew 1o11th~n fort v· !iv_e , da y~ :l f u · r the rC'ct:l1 .r 
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SECTION 9 . The commission may, after notice to all munici-
palities which include within their boundaries any part of the area 
of a proposed district of critical planning concern and after notice 
and public hearing pursuant to section two o f chapter thiry A of 
the General Laws, designate specific geographical areas on Martha' s 
Vineyard as districts of critical planning concern. The designat iun 
of such districts shall be made only in accordance with the standards 
and criteria for districts of critical planning concern approved 
pursuant to section eigh t . 
A district of critical planning concern may be disignated onJy 
for (a) an area which possesses unique natural, historical, ecological. . 
scientific, or cultural resources of regional or statewide signifi-
cance; (b) an area which possesses marginal soil or topographic 
conditions which render it unsuitable for intense development; or 
(c) an area significantly affected by, or having significant impact 
on, an existing or proposed major public facility or other area of 
• 
major public investment. A major public facility is any publicly 
owned facility of regional importance except: 
(1) any public facility operated by a municipality primaril y 
for the benefit of the residents of that rnunicipality, or by any 
agency serving primarily the residents of one municipality; 
(2) any street or highway which is not recognized as or main-
tained as a part of the state or federal highway system; or 
(3) any educationai -institution serving primarily die 
residents of one municipaiity. 
·c= 
Nomination of areas for consideration for designation as 
districts of critical planning concern may be made by the commissio.1 
or by a board of selectmen, planning board, board of health, or 
conservation commission of any of the toWns affected by this act 
for any area within or without its municipal boundaries. Nomination s 
also may be made upon petition of twenty-five taxpayers of any town 
on the island. Within forty-five days of the rece~pt of a nomination 
the commission shall accept or reject the nomination for consideration , 
Nominations which are not accepted for consideration shall. be, ~~turne cl 
to their sponsors with a written explanation of the commission's 
reasons for not accepting the nomination within forty-five -days of 
submission. The commission may consolidate nominations "7hich 
---·-.I - -- ..... '- - - -- - - -
It (,'.) 1 J II 
1jtl 
SLt:TlllN 'I. T li<· c·nuunt , .. : J .. 11 m.1y, :dtC't n <• ll C: t' ' " ,111 mu 1·, tr tp ;llirJ, .. , 1.·li[1· 1. 
1· 1 ft ( , : 11 1. J:1tu1l1\r, "· ,1r1C• · rn nnd .lft.l''r u n r le .· .u t... I 1·L 1l 0 l lc.: ht ·.11 Jrir 11111 " :u :1HI L·• I ' I j, l l 
1111cl 1· 1· 11·1·riri l«c dJ•·: lr lc r :· nf 1·1itl<:.1l f) l. 111nJ11~·. 1011t:1"J1 • . 11•J' T-,.,,, , [ I'" ' """ l 0 • 
,;c ·cti1H1 i:Ji:ht. 
i l ll '.I \,Jl 11 ~ I . ,•11 ~ ~~·· :: ~ ., ·~. Utli•Jllt · 11,'1ll1r :1l, ,,l :• f11?J<·.1l. f'11.1lt 1 j ·, 1c· •• ·1 ~ ,,. ,,, lr 1, · .. . 11 
fl • ) , • '- ;1 T 1 • ,1 1 I.,' I. 
1dp,niff r;i nt ltnp.•.-· t· nn, an 1•Y. l !• li111; "" pr111•,-, ,, ,.i1111 :1i_,1· p1.tdJ1: f.1 <' tlq•1 ,_. , .. 11 .. · 1· 
rir'-"' 11f m;._\or put.l l<: Jnvc·s r.na"nl. /\ ni.1 j u t p11l,l i• r .,i. · I J It y [ ,; ;,n ·> J>•dil 11 I ... ..,11. ·d 
l11ctll1y 11f f l'g ic•n :t'I hnp.1rt :rnc1· "Y. • <'t>'- : 
• 
( 1 _l 11n y pul ] I C f1H' t 11 l '.' <>f'l' r.1l 1•d l ' \' .1 mun l" Ir•: ; 1 fl•/ pr In .. .,· I _ I' fut T 11· 
1 .. -n.,ilt ul lit" rt·~: l.d<-'nrs ol ll.:Jt 1r.11nlc:!1>;ilJ1v, n1 ' "'.' .'ti\\' l• )',i'. n•: \' . ... · r vl 11 ,· ;11!111 .. 1rll ·,. 
LI "' r .. ~ 1 ,1 .. nt!; nl eon~· a1u1dctl';dlty: 
(:') <iWf f' lrN•t or hli.J ·.l.J . lV ,.,1.i ,. 11 If. nnt 1t· ;:o1:nl?<· d ;is llt n1 ~1l111.il .. •·tl . 1 " a 1·:ill 
·. 1 ' l h. ' 
m•1111r:1r-"1 It>'. 
•t ll Jr:.11" l'L1nnlnl'. <'<'tll' C'rll mfty he m.1<ll' h~, the· cnriu1if·,;;lt•11 or hy " l>r>;.cd . 11 
,; ('ll·l· l1111 ·n, pln111dt1>1 hoard, hoard of henlth, cir c1111 .. 1.•rvatfnn <.:.cu11111l · .~11·11 "' 111 -. • • 1 
l1.:JUt1d 1 I I c· : '. -
tho" r-.•11111iJ•,: . {., 1n s hnll .1 1 1;<.- pl Clr l't!) l'C t tl.t· nuad 1lil tf .. n - foT c 0 11 ,; ld1·1 · .-1ri 1··11 f,,,. 
<l l'f: l~rt : 1! [1H ~ llfll•ll :·l 1.: .1.i• ' l' lf\' V1' : f1• t1f Jr_ ., l11t ll•\10.'1' '; . 'Jh1..· ,H"C l '[lt 'U\1 , . 111° .'& IHll 1 /f1.1f 11111 
c1f p11 11"'- :'·. cl(• :; r-1 · Jt.J , 1\·~ TLt . 1 ( ·: 1.")( 11'"" f11r . t C(< 1•Lo1ll1 l' r, f tth . 11oi.1lui1t 1 .t 11 f nr 
<· L111 • l .11 r :1 t S, 1r1 • 
fc·f ~1f • td to tl\r• l1· '•1'''f1·.111 ·. WJlh" \.: r111r11 c·· .\Jl .1 11 ;,ft,1u ''t tht1 ~ ·1t11n11l · . .. J, ,J1"· 1 . · , ;1111 · 
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arco or to nreas which are contiguous or it 111ay amend .a nomination, Nom1nat.ions 
accl~ptc>d for con11idcrut ion for dr.signation which do not receive dcsignat lon m:iy 
be r~considcrcd for dcsip,notion withfn one year of the ori~:lnal accept..,ncr for 
cnns1d~r.:it1on upon a ve>Lc of t\.lo thirds of the corr.mission members. 
Jn it11 designation of a district of critici1l planning conct>rn, the commissi ' " 
11hall specify why the arc11 is of critical concern to the region, the problems 
1111soci;itcd with the uncontrolled or in11pproprlatC' development of the area, and 
tht> adv11ntagP.s to be gained from dcvclopm(•llt of the ArC'll in a controlled manner. 
The con:mission al110 shall specify guideline!' for the development of the district . 
The is11uancc of such guidelines !ihall be based on, but need not ncce8sarily be 
limited to, the fcllowinb con~idcrntions: 
W that dcveloµml'nt of tlw district will not result in undue water. air, 
land, or noise pollution, takini; into Account the elevation of the disc:rict 
above sen level, the nnture of the solJs and subsoil~ and their ability adequatel y 
• 
to support w~stc dispos~ l. the 6lope of the lane and its effect on effluents, 
availnh1lity of streams and other conduits for disposal of effluents, and the 
applicahlc henlth, water resources and environmental regulations; 
(!!.) that Lhe existing water supply of the dli;trict .,,•ill not be unrcason.1h)y 
burdened hy any development; 
<.£) that development of the district will not result in inereast' d heach 
ero!>1on or damage to the littoral l'Cology or wetlands; 
<.!U thar dcvelopn1l'nt of th<! district will not ref.ult 1n iucrr..ased bt•ac:h 
erosion or damage to the littor.11 ecology or vetlands. 
J.n any nppllcat1on for 11 dl!velopmcnt permit which applies to an area wltl.ln 
a district of critical plnnning concern. the burden of proo! of complianc:t- with 
th~ above considerations shall he on the applicant. The coinmission 111ay nmend 
or reHcind the designation of ;1 district in the ma1;ner pro"ided for dcsi 1~naLion. 
Nominations acccptC'd for ce>n!>idcration for de~lgnation which do not receive 
dcsign~t ion from the ce>mmis~ion within sixty days e>f tht• date of acceptance sh:il l 
be returned to their spon8ors 1.;ith a written explnnation of the commission 'i; 
r<!nsons for not grantinr. the dci;i~n~tion. Init1.al. nominations for districts of 
critJcal plannlng concern sh.,J l nol be suhmitted to the commission for t\o.'clve 
months following the efft·<:tivt• date of this lcghl.Hlon, or until stand.1rds 
and crill·rla arc npprovc.-d M > provirl<'d in scc-.tion right, whichever perJod is t.hc 
ies11er. 
51'.:CTlON tO. No ni11nic1p11lit.y shnll grant 11 dcvC'lopmcnt pennit applicahlt• 
-10-
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t.1ith1n a di'ltr1~t of c.rit1c11l pl111minr, conc en1 rxccpt in accordance 1.11th 
regu1Ytioo6 promulgate~ pur su~nt to necci0n eleve n. 
Tlil'.' IH: r:ept;mcf' of ll noini:rntion ior l·o11sider.,t1011 for dN•ip,nntion of 11 
c.lit>LriC'.l of criLicn l plannln& c: onc<'Tl1 s hnl l !'IU"!'Pn<l thl• po\.·e. r of A 1mrniclpalHy 
to r,rnnt dt·vdopml'r: t pcrniits opplic:.ihlr. 1odcldn tile district; r-rovidt'<l. howcv•!T' 
that until rcg11latio~or the di':tr1.ct adopted pursu·ant to ~ection clcveri havt· 
hecome effective, a r.mnicipnlity may grant development permits, appl11. a\,lr. ,,, J.tr " " 
the district if: 
(!) t!rc type of proposed construction, i111provcment, or 11.lterar ion is 
r1.wcntinl Lv protl•ct the public health, 1wfety, And RCneral welfarr hc c .i.u s c t.f. 
an existjng emergcnl:y certified by the co:nmis~!on, and, 
~ 11 dC'vr.loprnc~ nt ordinance or by· law had been in effect irnl"C <.i1ntely prior 
to the 11ominatjon of such nrca and development per~its would have L~cn grant~~ 
under r.uch ordinance or by·law. 
StCTlON ll. After dcsii;;natJon of a district of critic.a] pl tinn tnr. r onc cn•, 
. a municipality whose boundnrieli include all or part of the distrl•:·t ct.i!y ;!d~pt 
regulations in llC CO nianr.e 1dth the ~uidC?lJ n l'S for the dcvelopmenl of thc ui ~: tfit i 
.ia eet forth in the designotion. In adopting r,11ch regulations, e ach muniC'i:'.:i~ity 
!lhall hnvr. all of lhe power:; it orherwise had under the General La1-•o;. A c:opy ·of 
regulations so adopted shall he transr•tittccl to the commission. H the comr.o1~ >'. 1 r.:, 
<.!1~tennine>s that the rcgul;1timi:o; adopted by a municipality comply w1ttr th<:> 
~u1dclirws for the devel op ment of tht> dbtrict >-rccific·d in the <.· o:ommh ~ lnns' 
tiedgnntion of tlte district, tlrt> commission shall, after notice to all 
nt1.micip~1l1tit>s which include within their houndaries any part of the d1i;tri n ~,f 
cr1t1c::il plRnnin~ conc;ern and after notice 11nd pu b lic: hearing pu1 ~; uant t c ~'.'di"n 
tivv of chapter thirty A of tiie r,eneral !.a\Js, approve or 111Dcnd and approve such 
regulRtlons. When two or more r.iun:lcipalitics m;iy, puri:u1111t to thi ' ; act, adopi 
reguLrt 1011"' for art•.1!; wit hin ;i s1ni;lc di s trict, th<' c:ommlss1.on sh e.i l t>ncour.-,r., c• 
If n m11nfclp.1llty 1o·ho::.c h o und:irics in r lttdt? ;ill or part of the· .-flstrict 
I 
fuJ ls to suhmll rc~; ulatlon•; "'hlc!i cr.n~~ly 1o•itlr tlr r. 1:ui<lel!r:cs for the d ·.·velor.m(' n t 
of thl' uJi.trict 1.;ft!Jii; tlir-. 'l! mo ntl:" .1~tcr tll<' Qt' :,j g n~tio11, the COl:l:.1J ·,!,ion :n,1y 
after notJce to ' " c h r.011nicipality ;.nd .~ftcr nr.tic e :ind Ollhlic hL' :r: in1( purs u:rn1. 
to scc~f. on t:wo of di.iprcr tldnv II of tl~l,; e ncr:il I.a ... ~. · adopt r c:r.ul11tion,. 
\ 
npplica\;le> to such ,,,., r. 1. <" ip;rlity' -. portion(!./_.\!"' distr1.ct. Such rcr,ul;itio11!:' ~hall 
spt•c1fy(tlw l'l< lf'nt t c· c.•h i c:h Ui '. ' )' ,.;ha ll s11pcr s ef"· tile nti1t:'n.-ise "-appli cab le loc.1! 
-11-
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dcvclC1pmrnt' ord ln11ncc11 r·.nd by· l.o.,,•s or be au.pp lerAl'n ttJ ry there.to. l\cg~l3U . .:i1u• ,;o 
udoptcd shull be only tM types i; p-=.cified in section three. 
/Ill n·1:ulations so adopted r;hC11l be: in.corporni:c.d, \.lithout n :i:;a.rd to the 
provii;iorrn of 3Cction t'.1irty·two of clwpt.e:r forty o f the General Laws. by the 
1nunicirulity into the o!!icial ordin1111c.~s, by·Ja1o.•i;, and mavs of the mun1c1pal.1t y 
and i;h11ll 1111l h~ cff,•ctlvc prior thereLo. Such rcg11lations shall be admlni!;t.crcd 
I 
by the mun:l.cip3lity ai-. if th11y lo'ere p<lrt of its development ordinances and by· law!· - I 
t 
lf such a rcgulntior. r equires enforcement by an adml.nistrative office or body ! 
i 
which h11s not been constituted by a 1nunicipality, the board of selectmen of the 
municipality shall enforce> said regulation. At any time after the adoption by 
the commit~sion of 1<uch regulations, the nrunicipAlity ·concerned iaay adopt 
Tegulat1ons which, if appro·1ed by the COlMlission os provided in the preceditig 
subsection, :;hall 1<uperscde any regulations adopted by the cominhsion pursuant to 
thia "ub3cction. • 
/\ 11mnicipal1ty may ame11d or rescind rP.gulations in the manner provjdcd f~r 
sdoption and DJ)proval. \ 
SECTION 12. If the con1mi s r.ion has not approve d or adopted regulation s 
applicab le. to lhe ent1 re>ty of a district \o'ithin t1.•C'lve months f!ftr-r designati~in 
of 1<uch district, the dc- n i i; n.'lt .i on of !.;uch part for which regulation i; have not 
been approved or adopted shall be torminattd. No pnrt of the area formerly 
desir,n.:itcci :.s a district sh;ill again he dei>ignated as a district for ,o l'criodlor 
SECTION 13. The comnrfi.: ,. ion !!'hall adopt and .<>ubmit for approval• p11r5u.in~ to 
lie ct ion eight, standards ;;nd criteriu 1.·hich specify the types of developnic nl 
which, hec:1use of their mil i;niLude or the mar,nitud<' of their effect on t he 
:;urrounding environment, are likely to p,+esent deve l opment issues signifi c;lllt t ( ) 
more thn11 one municipnlit y of tbc island of !-larth.1' .'- Virwyard. For the purpose-
of th1 i; :ict, such typ1~i; o f dr:vP.lnpmcnt shall he t(:.rmcd ''developm~nts o[ region.11 
imp11cl'' . 
Jn ad optin~ l;titnd:ird 1; and critt,ri a pur s u:rnt to t h is scc.tion, the comm! s ston 
.sh .111 < n 11 -;i dt•r, b u r sli nll nu t IH· lim i tt·d 1·:: , t he f o llowing considC"rn t. ions: 
(<l) t11c: extent to wld ch a type o ! developmen t would create c•r allt· v iat e 
environmt•ntal prob l c!ms , inc l udJng, but not Urr.Hcd to, air, water, and ncdsc 
pollution; 
~) the !;it•; of t li c ~d t t? to he ct' v e lo pe c ; 
90 
prl'"'cnt; 
(.-} tl1c l~xt1>nr to whi.ch i; trr~ (>f dcvel.e>p !>· .. Jtlt j. ~; i1~ t e.ndcrl r.o :-;< · !"::~ a 
regional ma rket; 
(f) the lucat:ion of R tn•c of development rw.1r ii 1,.·atcrw.:Jy , puld t cly•o1,.•1u~ d 
land, or n rounicipal bound3ry; and 
U:,> the extent to which the dcv.::l.opment. \Jculd require the prov h ion of th f' 
followioi;; municipal or n>gional !iervices: solid 1.:astc disposal, pub lit· 1.1;! t i! r 
6Upplles, ~cwage treatment facilities, ?<Irking facilities and tuur1 ~ t &~~v1c~s . 
~od public cd11c11t:ic ·11 facilities. 
SEC'fJON \4. The governmental agency 1.•it.hin each municipality which h.~s 
r.csponsihlUty for 1ssuing a dcvelopme.nt permit, or \."hen multiple permitll ar~ 
requirrd, the local plannin~ ' board, or bonr-d o! selectmen in the abs"nce of a 
planning hoard, shall in accordance 1o1ith the stnndards and criteria approved 
pursunnt to 1;cct ion eight detcnnine: \.lhether- or not a proposed devl.'lopmt'nt, for 
wh ich appl1c.:it1on for a <lcvclopmf'nt permit has been made, is one of 'tc~r,icn ;d 
impact, 1 t ~hall refc-r the appl j cation for the d t~velopr.icnt permit to the 
comnii1>F;iun. 
SECTION 15. The c:om'.'Tlission sh a ll r cv iP\J all appl1<:a t. ions for d t;vclopment 
perm!ts for developments of rer.iona l jmpact and !< hall p"1T.lit the n•f('rrin~ agen cy 
to grant a development pe rmit for such a development on l y if 1t find ~, aft~r 
notice and public hearing pursuant to section t\JO of chapter thirty A of the 
General La~s, that: 
(11) the probnble hcncf.it from the proposed development will exceed the 
probable detriment as evaluated pursuont to section sixteen; 
(b) tl1c proposed deve lopment will not substantially or unrcasona~ly 
interfere with thC' achievement of. the objectives of the general pla,n ,if any 
munic:lpality or the general plan of Dukes county; 
(c) th._.. proposed development is consistent 1.•Hh municipal devdopmcnt 
ordinnnccs and hy·lnws, or, if it is inconsistent, the inconsist~nc y i!< nec~ s ~~rv 
to enable 11 su.bst<intial .c;cr,mcnt of the population of a larger con11nunJty of 1o1ldch 
the municipality :Is a part to sccJrc adequate opportunitjes for houblng, 
cducat1on, or recrea t ion, and 
{<l) if the proposed dcvclopl'll~nt is locatecl in 1o1hole or in part 1.1!.thin a 
dc~ir.notcd district of critical. ·µ111nn1ng concern, it is consistent 1.·!Lli the 
rcgulatJons 01,prcivcd or aJopt<!d hy the commissi on pursuant to section clcv1•n 
obovc. 
-13-
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S~C'l'JON lb. ln 1111\~l.'l& a ! indl ng of the pn.,hnhk beneCits and oc:.r ir.:;~ 11t i: of 
CO!l"!d~ r ol.-o t hl! imp .1..:.t (lf t.hc pr.oposcd tlcv<>lopmL'nt on the arca:J within •Hher 
mun.lc:tp.'llities . Suc:h rn·ohnble benefits snd detrhnl:ats shal l be con:: :lderc·rl ~'' Cl'\ 
if the y arc indirect, h1tnn,;:ible or m1t teadily q11ant1fiab)c. In t".val 1.1 a.r ir.g 
I the probn.ble bl.'nefitli and detrim<'11ts of a proposed Jc"dop111ent of rc~ional :l.mpac: t, 1 
I 
the co111:1i s sion s ha 11 con!i.I det, t ogethc.r 1o1i th o tht!t' rel evant i 11ct ors, lolhet her: l 
I <.!] devclopm.~r. t 11t. the proposr.d locntion i s o r is not ei; ~· r.nti :d er ei;pecL'lll y l 
appropriat• ~ 1n vle~ of the availnhle alc~rnativc s on the island of Martha's I 
Vinl!yard; j 
r \!!l dl:ve lopmer.t in tl1c :nann~ i- prnpo s<'d. -.· i 11 hnv c a ~1ore f nvor.,bl e or ndv1~ rse ! 
r 
impact on the environment in comp.;i rison to alternative manners of dE>vclopment; 
• 
<.;J the propo~cd development w-ill f. a 'Vorably or o<hi ersely affc>ct other 
persons and property. and if so, wl1ct hc1, because of circumstances peculiar to 
the location, the effect i s like ly t o ~e g reater than is ordinarily associated 
with the ~t'vclopmonc of thP t yp ~ p r apDscd; 
(..2) thr pro1-oscd d•' Vd.op•n<'~t t ~;ill favorably or ildversely affect the supply 
()f nl'cded low and 111odl' ··:<1te inc :i:n,_· ho us ing for ir. l;:ind residents; 
(e) the propo1>ed :lcvelopmP. nt will favorabl:1• c;.r ndversely affect the 
-
provision of 111uni1:1pal services M•d Lhc burden o n t:ixp.ayers in makini; provision 
therefor; 
(.£l tl1t> proposed cicvelopnrent 1"'111 use effir ·kntly or burden unduly exist Jnr. 
public fodl:ltics or t.hosr. "'hfr h lire to be developed within the succeeding five 
years; 
(!'() thl' propusPd dcve i op mE·nt wi ll aid or 1ntC" r fort! with the .ability of the 
r:mnicip;il il y to achieve tlw ob.~ ~· c t t vP s set fonh Jn the municipal gen(>:-<Jl plan; 
nnd 
(,!;2 the pro posed dcve lt-pme .1•_ wl. ll funl:e r or contr .w ene land develop111ent 
objC"ctlve q ~nd policies developed by rcginn nl O? state aR~ncjes. 
WJ1er.P.vt·r tl.e comm1ss10n 1. '-' r·~ 11 u ir cd r.o f1nd ,.· ~ : c> t her the probable bc>ntdit 
from a prul'osed dcvelopn:e nr t' f r cs; i o:i.:.il i1np et1.: ;: 1-' il I. ~x:::ced the proli;ibl~ de tr i :ncnl, 
it sh:::ll prepar.? 11 written op l ni·1 :1 sctti nJ.\ forth tht' ground3 of · its findinp,s. 
SECllO~ 17. No rd e ning .q-::ncy shnU hrant a development permit fur a 
devclopr.Jl•nl of rcr,1on11l impact ·:> X' 1 ~ pt 1.:lth t l:l' perm1:adon or the comnlission. In 
permillfug i.:lic rcf<•rrlnr. q~ t · ~l\ i' t :> tr :m~ .1 <.l •: \'Clo pmcnt JHTil11t for a development 
i 
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tdev<.•lopt>r to '-"-o~ the permit. j_~ hf.· jn[ ir.»ued f '.~ r n . t> 09fl of 1!111d !111 r.ing 
economic, ~'clnl, 01· erw.iromn .. ntel d11?111l~< .. . 
Si':CTJ:i.m HL Any pur t y ng;~r icvcd by n dct t?rm).11.-it .! on of tht! conurd i;si.on may 
appeal co 1m:v court of co111pclcnt juri!idicLion. The court shall hear a.l.l 
pertinent evl.dcnce and ehAll unnul the d<>. t enninat1on c.f c be cn!1l'111ssion if ir 
Iindi:; thal 1-:nid dctt>nninnt1.on is un,.;upportcd hy the evidence or ,.~c~etl f; th•~ 
nuthority of lhe cOtnlllission, or it may re.111and the case for further .ir: t .lan hy r I· 
conv::!11Rion or n.ay 111ake. r.11ch other decree as ii; just and equittiblc. Co!:tr. of ti 
nppcal i;l.nl. l not l'>e 11llowed a1~a1m~t thl! commission unlei;s it shall appt•at' ro th: 
court th<.it. the commission act'-'d "':1th gross negligence, bad f-"ith or mal1c.:e. t..c,, 
of Ruch <ippNtl t;h."\ll not be a .1 lowc,d againsl tlw 1<ppellont llnless 1 t sLall apk C' '" 
to the cc•u::t that the apptd.l•rnt actr~d ia b•1d fail!'. <'< ••ith m11l ice. 
SECTION 19. r:ff1.>ctive 11por. the dnte rr the fi~st meeting ftnd up0n the 
nrsun1zat1on of the commi11r.!on. ch."lt'ter i;ix hund•<-d nnd ninety ;<f tht• 
·~~"<:Leen ht.,H.IH·d r.ud ~d.Xt}·-s~ .. is rcp1~al. t• d. All po"'r.rri and ii cs of ilCtS of t hl~ !Jukes 
County Pl."'lnning 1m<i •~conomic llt•vcl<)pment Comrn1s~ion, in1.;lut1g . thosr. :rntliorizc1J 
hy th!.! con:111c•n..ic;ilth .and tlic federal govcrnn1cnt, shall be trsnsfcrn~ e to the 
commt~1don •md the tcrm10 of office of l11c 1ncmher1> of the Dukl'fi County l'l<1nning 
nnd l'ron0111i r· lh·!vc lop1nent Cornmis~ion sllall expire at t:hl\t time. For· llw purpoio:e s 
uf cxccutine th~ function:' of tl 1e !Julws County l' l :1nning nnd Economic' fJevelopn1cr.t 
Commi.ssion as trnnsfcrred, tht' co111mj.~-:'1on bo11nd:irJt!s i;hal.1 inc. luc!~ <0ll of tl1e 
land :!.n Dui<.«s county, spccif.irally ! .. l lu¢i1•t'. thr• ElL~<>hE! th Ir.la11rls ;mrJ the 
l nd j nn Cnr.:mnn I.and 1;. 
All em11luyees of the Dukes County Pl:inning M~d Econotnic Oevelopml•nt Commi ,.; :o;l 
i 
vhc bo ld po1;itions with the Duk''" County Plann>ng a()d Economic Development 
Comn1ii;sion immcdio'.ltely prior lo the rep~: .'ll of chapter r.ix hundred :mu ninety of 
the acts of nineteen hundre<l and i>1xty-six shall he ·trans(errr.d to the ccl11!1isdon 
at t:hC' tinic of rr.pcaj of i;aid chapter sil'. hundn, J nnd ninety. Such tr11nsfer i; h<il 
be '.lithout impairmr'ilt of r.l•11iority, rctireUlcnt. or or,hcr rights or l1c1wfl.tr., 
1.dthout inl<•rruption of l:t.: n:lc.:l'• and wlthout tN1uct'iop jn compr: n.:..-iticm ~'r s<Jl.Hy 
. 
11,r.:idc notwit.lu ; t.~ndlt\::; :tny cls:rn ge th jub tltlc> or dutfr c resulting fr('\m s uch 
lr11n:;fl•r. 
All bnoks, pnpcrN, r~c:nr<l~. document~, t•q ·llpml•nt, : l.'lnds, !J:.tc>rt ·st '; 
/ 
in l<lnd, 
hu1ld111i: r;, f<lc111tie~, anil nr.l>•.'r propcrt}', both pc>rson a l and real, 1o:hich 
. ' 
in1me1!i.1tl•ly prior to tlH' ri'l" " '.l 1)f c:li:iplt' T six hundrc,,J find ninety of the acts of 
nineteen hundred nnd !li;(t)·-slx, .:ire in t.l1c cu:;tocly of the !Jukes County Pl;1nnini; 
nnd 1-:c o nor:iic IJcvt·lopm<'nt t:1>:i>1nl <,slon sh.~l l he tr;ml;ferrcc.1 to tlll' cornm!sslon .1s of 
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'·'· tthhe di!t ·~: 1~:!' tl; '-' ri!p· C•"l~ of ~.-I.id r.Li.ar•t£,r 111'L hu.1~Jr.e:•! 
~ All 1110ni~ & !wrctoforc r•i~t:'<.!~.veJ b·o:n 1111y :;oun':i: lv> i: h·Z f.iu\tc1: County r-: •. 0 n: : ' 
·j aucJ F.co11ton1ic D•weloplll'l!H Co111.ai :-i ~ ·.cn fc...- tlv..' pet·fox·1:1anc <:: (1f '.i.t6 <1 •,:1.i<; s n r:-~ 
jr cmainins unexpended on the Jnt< of the rep~ Q l of 8n t d cbop~cr •i H hundred ~r ~ 
ni nety shi\l.l b1~ trnnafcrn•d t0 the l~ 0l~l!lis s ioi: O !.> of t he dace of n~ p<• n l of !' » ! _. 
All duly c"X16~. 1ng contrac tF, len~ei.;, ;;u,d obli~ations of the Pukes Co:: n~ ;.-
~nd other proc~~d ing& duly brouRht before, Jnd ull prosecutinnH ~nd l~s~l ~ n~ 
Cori:mi11 s ion which arise from or relate to lhe exerc1,;(' of the P·~i.le.i: :~ or dut 1(·:; 
~., 
of SRl.d conm1i1u:ion and \Jerich <>r.e pending imr.:l!diatc ly IH·ior t~ tl11~ repc:1l of ~< : : t. . 
chapter six hun<ltcd a nd ninet y , shall conlinue un.:tbiitcd and rc!Ufi in in fore•: 
notwithstandj.ng the -rcpe.al of saici d1aptcr. •, / 
l.n addition to performini; its f1.;nC"t:ion s un<ll.":r thi.s ac-t,lt·he c:mmi.s s ior. 1\1;:. 
perform any function 3ss igncd to it under fcd~ral law. 
SECTlON 20. The provisions t~f tl!i ~1 3 c t .:i!'e i;cvcrablc, and if· any of i.t•, 
provi'lions 1;l:all b..: h••ld unccn s titutionnl or in\'alid by any tOIJTt of comp!.'tc:nt 
;) u i-lsdictic.m, the tleci:;ion of such court. s h all not affect or i.~a1t any of t:1•.· 
rcmAining provisions. 
House ,,f · Repr·c ,; (•ntatives, 
Pre~mbl ~ ndcpted,~~ 
Tn SP.nate, 
Preamble adopt~d, -~~-..... ---· ...  /$ 
Hill p.1s.,:i:•d t o la• 1»1 a r. t1 :d, 
J u l y 
i!t 
Jul ~-
J ulv 
/ 
, S p <' •~ ~:.. r . 
• l ~ i ~l • 
Pre~id c. · ri 1 • 
• 'C) 7 ! • . 
_Acl ,1nr, 
!"p t' ar. l · r . 
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
1977 Acts and Resolves ' 
1. Chap, 831 as amended, AN ACT FURTHER REGULATING THE PROTECTION OF THE LAND AND 
2. WATERS OF THE ISLAND OF MARTHA'S VINEYARD. 
3. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court 
4, Assembled, and by the Authority of the Same as Follo~s: 
5, SECTION 1. The island of Martha's Vineyard possesses unique natural, historical, 
6. ecological, scientific, cultural, and other values and there is a regional and state-
7, wide interest in preserving and enhancing these values. 
8. These values are being threatened and may be irreversibly damaged by uncoordi-
9. nated or inappropriate uses of the land, 
10, The protection of the health, safety, and general welfare of island residents 
11. and visitors requires the establishment of a regional coD111ission whose purpose shall 
12, be to ensure that henceforth the land uaagea which will be permitted are those which 
13. will not be unduly detrimental to those values or to the economy of the island. 
14. The preserving and enhancing of these values requires the designation of dis-
15. tricts of critical planning concern and the recognition of developments of regional 
16. impact, and the review thereof by the regional cormnisaion. 
17, Such a program can protect the natural character and beauty of Martha's· Vineyard 
18. and can contribute to the maintenance of sound local economies and private property 
19, values. 
20. The people of Martha's Vineyard did, on March fourteenth, nineteen hundred and 
21. seventy-four vote to endorse the provisions of chapter six hundred and thirty-seven 
22. of the acts of nineteen hundred and seventy-four. 
23, The purpose of the commission created by this Act shall be to further protect 
! • 
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l. the health, safety, and general welfare of island residents and visitors by pre-
2 • . serving and conserving for the enjoyment of present and future generations the unique 
3. natural, historical, ecological, scientific, and cultural v~lues of Martha's Vineyard 
4. which contribute to public enjoyment, inspiration and scientific study, by protecting 
5. these values frOlll development and uses which would impair them, and by prornotin; the 
6. enhancement of sound local economies. 
7. SECTION 2. There is hereby created the Martha's Vineyard CO!IU!lission, hereinafter 
8. referred to as the cOllllllission, which shall be a public body corporate and lihich shall 
9. have the responsibilities, duties, and powers established herein over the lands and 
10. waters in the county of Dukes County with the exception of the Elizabeth Islands and 
11, the Indian Common Lands known generally as the Cranberry Bogs, the Clay Cliffs, and 
12. Herring Creek, all situated in the town of Gay Head, and to the extent they are ex-
13. eluded from the responsibilities, duties and powers of the towns, sll lands owned by 
14. the commonwealth or any of its constituent agencies, boards, departments, commissio~s 
15, or offices, 
16. The commission shall consist of twenty-one members, except as provided further 
17. in this section; one selectman or a resident registered to vote from each town on 
18. Martha's Vineyard, appointed by the board of selectmen of that town; nine persons to 
19. be elected at-large, island-wide, provided tha~ thereshallnot be less than one person 
20. nor more than two persons elected from each town on Martha's Vineyard and provided 
21. that said elections shall be held in accordance with the provisions of the following 
22. paragraphs; one county commissioner of the county of Dukes County, appointed by the 
23. county commissioners of said county; one member of the cabinent, or his designee, 
24. appointed by the governor; and four persons whose principal residence is not on Mar-
25. tha's Vineyard, to be appointed by the governor, said persons to have voice Luc not 
26. vote in deciding matters before the commission. In the event that legislation rele-
27. vane to the purposes of this act is enacted by the Congress of the United Statas, upon 
28. certification of such enactment by the President of the United States and by the 
29. governor of the commonwealth, and one nE!!llber of the cabinet of the United States or 
. l 
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l. the designee of such cabinet member shall also be a member of the commission. 
2. The election of the nine at-large members of the commission shall be conducted 
3. at the biennial state election in nineteen hundred and seventy-eight anJ all suc-
4. ceeding elections of such members shall take place at the biennial state election. 
5. The nomination of candidates for election to the office of commission member shall 
6. be in accordance with sections six and eight of chapter f i fty-three of the General 
7. Laws, provided, however, tha t no more than ten signatures of voters shall be required 
8. on the nomination papers for such off ice. Notwithstandins the provisions of section 
9. ten of chapter fifty-three of the General Laws, nomination papers for said candidates 
10. shall be filed with the office of the atate secretary on or before the tenth Tuesday 
ll, preceding the day of the election. Such nomination papers shall be subject t o the 
12, provisions of section seven of said chapter fifty-three. All candidates for said 
13. off ice are hereby exempted from the reporting requirements as provided for in section 
14. sixteen of chapter fifty-five of the General Laws. All appointing authorities shall 
15. appoint members to the c0111111ission no later than fifteen days after the date of the 
16. certification of the election of the nine at-large co1JDDission members, and said 
17. authorities shall notify the state secretary of their appointments in writing . Upon 
18, his election or appointment to the conaission, each commission member shall be sworn 
19. to the faithful execution of his duties by the town clerk of the town in which he 
20, resides; provided however, that the four commission members who do not have their 
21, principal place of residence on Martha's Vineyard shall be sworn by the town clerk of 
22, any town on Martha's Vineyard. Upon .the qualification of its members, the commission 
23, members shall meet and organize by electing from among its members a chairman, vice-
24, chairman, and clerk-treasurer. Succeeding election of officers shall be held annually, 
25. on or before December thirty-first, at a meeti n ~ called for the purpose; provi ded that 
26. the commission clerk-treasurer shall not concurrently hold the position of treasurer 
27. of said county. 
28, Terms of office for the elected members of the conunission and for the non-resident 
29. taxpayer members shall be two years. Terma of office for members who are selectmen or 
11 I 
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1. their designees or county corumissioners shall he for one year and may be renewed only 
2. upon vote of the appointing body. The cabinet member or his designee appointed by 
3. the governor, shall serve at the discretion of the governor. Terms of office shall 
4. be computed from January first each year. Any vacancy in an appointed position shall 
5. be filled in the same manner as the original appointment for the remainder of the 
6. unexpired tenn. 
1. Any vacancy i n the elected membership shall be fill ed by a majority vote of the 
8, planning board, or the board of selectmen in the absence of a planning board, of the 
9
0 
town in which the former member was a registered voter; said vacancy to be filled f or 
10, the remainder of the unexpired term. The commission shall notify the municipaLity 
11. of any vacancy in the elected membership by notice to the town clerk and planning 
12, board at the town of residence of the elected member whose office is vacated. The 
cabinet member of the United States or his designee shall serve pursuant to applicable 13, 
14. federal law. 
15. The commission may also contract for such additional clerical, expert , legal, 
16. and other assistance as may be required to discharge its responsibilities and may 
17. reimburse its members and staff for reasonablr expenses incurred in the performance 
18, o( their duti·es, including meals, travel and lodging, 
19. SECTION 3. The commission may adopt regulations for the control of districts 
20, of critical planning concern pursuant to sections eight to eleven, inclusive, and to 
21. specify conditions and modifications necessary for the control of developments of 
22. regional impact pursuant to sections twelve to sixteen, inclusive, 
23. tn adopting such regulations, the co11111ission may include any type of r egula tion 
24. which m~y be adopted ·by any city or town under the following General Laws: section 
25. eight C of chapter forty; chapter forty A; sections eighty-one E to eighty-one H, 
26. inclusive, of chapter forty C as they relate to official maps, and sections eighty-
27. one K to eighty-one CG, inclusive, of chapter forty-one; section twenty-seven B of 
28. chapter one hundred and eleven, as it relates to regional health boards; and sect ion3 
29. forty and forty A of chapter one hundred and thirty-one, as _they pertain to the 
' l 
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1. protection of wetlands. 
2. Regulations adopted pursuant to section ten or conditions and modifications 
3. specified pursuant to section sixteen by the commission under the above-men tioned 
4. General Laws may differ from the otherwise relevent local development ordinances and 
5. by-laws in their scope and magnitude when such ordinances and by-laws are c learly 
6. restrictive of the purposes of the commission. In adopting regulations or specifyin~ 
7. conditions which would not otherwise be permitted or required by existing local 
8. development ordinances and by-laws the commission shall desc ribe in writing and 
9. present evidence which demonstrates that the r ublic health, safety, and welfare would 
10. be endangered or that irreversible da;,,age would result to natural, h·istorical, eco-
'" 11. l og ical, scientific, or cultural values on Martha's Vineyard by the continuing appli-
12. cation of the existing local development ordinance or by-law as it applies to the 
13. specific district of critical planning concern or development of regional impact which 
14. the commission is considering. 
15. The commission may be designated by any state or federal agency to participate 
16. in or receive funds and technical assistance from any state or federal programs, 
17. especially as those programs relate to environmental protection, conservation, land 
18. use planning, water and air quality control, economic development, transportation or 
19. the development of region-wide public services. The CO!lm!ission may authorize debt 
20. in anticipation of receipt of revenue as provided in section four. 
21. SECTION 4. The commission shall annually in the month of January estimate the 
22. amount of money required to pay its total expenses for the following fiscal year, 
23. deduct estimated contributions from sources, and pro rate the net expenses .to ea ch 
24. town on the basis of its latest equalized valuation for property tax purposes as 
25. established pursuant to section nine of chapter fity-eight of the General Laws. The 
26. commission shall certify the amount so determined to the town clerk and ~~ sessors 
·27. of each town within the commission's jurisdiction who shall include the sum ln the 
.28. tax levy of the year. 
29. Upon order of the commission, each town treasurer shall, subject to the provisions 
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1. of sections fifty-two and fift y-six of chapt e r forty-on e of the Genera l Laws , pay to 
2. the commission clerk-treasurer the town's share of the comm Lssion' s net expen , es . 
3. The amount so determined and levied shall not exceed • 036 pe r cent of t he lates t 
4. equalized valuation for each town. A penalty of eight p e ~ cent per annum shal l be 
5. paid by towns delinquent in payin!\ their asses sed approprlations to the c0r-r1iss i on if 
6. not paid within sixty days of the notice of payment due. 
7. The cormnission may receive for the purposes of this act any funds o r m<'n l es 
8. from an y source, including grants, bequests, gifts or contr i butions ma<le by any indi-
9. vidual, association, corporations, or by municipal, count :r , state, or fed e r a l govern-
10. ments. Monies so received shall be disbursed by the clerk-treasure.r of the com .. lssion 
11. upon an order voted by the commiss ion; and the charges upl>n all towns may be reduced 
12. correspondingly upon a majority vote of all members if such monies we re not included 
13. in the calculations of the town's net share of expenses fnr the fiscal yea r. 
14. The commission may author lze Jebt by a majority vot " of the com'11isslon in anti-
15. cipation of revenue to an amount not in exces s of tha t to be received dur i ng the 
16. current fiscal year from all federal, state, county and local sources . Notes issued 
17. under authority of this section shall be signed by the clerk-treasurer of the com-
18. mission, and the chainnan of the cormnission shall countersign and approve them in 
19. the presence of the vice-chairman of the c0111111ission who shall certify to the fact on 
20. the face thereof. Such notes shall be payable, and shall be paid, not later than 
21. one year from their dates, and shall not be renewed or paid by the issue of new notes, 
22. except as provided in section s eventeen of chapter forty-four of the General Laws. 
23. The commission shall record all receipts and disbursements in accordance with 
24. the requirements of the commonwealth which govern accounting practices for towns. 
25. All personnel, material and service charges shall be kept separately and allocated 
26. to either direct or indirect accounts by project or program. Complete annual account -
27. ing reports, prepared in the manner prescribed for towns, shall be puolist _J and dis-
28. tributed within ninety days after the · end of each fiscal year . Copies o f said annual 
29. accounting reports shall be made available to the public and copi.es s hall be sent 
u 
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1. to the town clerks and the finance committees of each town in the county of Dukes 
2. County. 
3. SECTION 5. Notwithstanding the provisions of any o rdin~nce or by-law of a 
4. municipality on Martha's Vineyard, every municipal land r egulatory agency shall be 
5. governed by the procedures, standards, and criteria estab l ished pursuant to this 
6. act in passing on applications for development permits relating to areas and deve lop-
7. ments subject to this act. A copy of each such permit granted by any such agency 
8. shall be filed with the commission. 
9. Where there is a conflict between a local rule, regulation, ordinance, by-lnw 
10. or master plan, the more limiting or restrictive requirement shall prevail. 
11. SECTION 6. The following words, wherever used in this act shall, unlefi~ the 
12. context requires otherwise, have the following meanings: 
13. "Development", any building, mininp,, dredging, filling, excavation, or drilling 
14. operation; or any material change in the use or appearance of any structure or in 
15. the land itself; or the dividing of land into parcels; or a change in the intensity 
16. of use of land, such as an increase in the number of dwelling units in a structure; 
17. or alteration of a shore, beach, seacoast, river, stream, lake, pond, or canal, in-
18. eluding cqastalconstruction; or demolition of a structure; or the clearing of land 
19. as an adjunct ot construction; or the deposit of refuse, solid or liquid waste or 
·20. fill on a parcel of land. 
?l. "Development ordinances and by-laws", any by-law, ordinance, rule, regulation, 
22. or code adopted by a municipality for the control or regulation of activities related 
23. to construction, improvement, or alteration made to buildings or land within the 
24. boundaries of said municipality. 
25. "Development permit", any permit, license, ·authority, endorsement, or permission 
26. required from a municipal agency prior to the commencement of construction, improve-
.27. ment, or alteration made to buildings or land. 
28. "Municipal land regulatory agency", any municipal agency, board, commission, 
29. department, office, or official that has statutory authority to approve or grant a 
• I 
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1. development permit. 
2. "Person", an individual, corporation, governmental agency, busines s trur: t , 
J. estate, trust, partnership, association, two or more pcrscns having a joint or com-
4. mon interest, or any legal entity. 
s. "Regulation", any ordinance, by-law, rule, regulation or code which may be 
6. adopted by a city or town under the General Laws enumerated ln section three of this 
7. act and which is adopted or approved by the commission under the provisions of ~ cc-
8. tion ten. 
9. SECTION 7, The commission shall submit to the secretary of the executive office 
10. of environmental affairs standards and criteria which the commission proposes to use 
11, in determining whether or not a proposed area is one of critical planning concern as 
12. that term is defined in section eight; and standards and c riteria which t he commission 
13. proposes to use and to be used by municipal authorities in determining wheth~r or not 
14. a proposed development is one of regional impact as that term is defined in section 
15. twelve. 
16. The secretary of the executive office of environmental affairs, with the con-
17, currence of such other members of the governor's cabinet as the governor shal l desig-
18. nate for this purpose, may approve, disapprove, or amend and approve with the a1vice 
19, and consent of the commission, the standards and criteria regarding designation of 
· 20, districts of critical planning concern and review of developments of regional impact 
21. if such standards and criteria are in accordance with the purposes of the commission. 
22. The secretary of the executive office of environmental affairs and such other · · binet 
23. members designated by the governor shall approve, disapprove, or amend ~ . · app. ·e 
24. standards and criteria submitted to them within forty-five days after the - cceipt o~ 
25. such standards and criteria. 
' 26. The standards and criteria submitted by Martha's Vineyard Commissior · s tablished 
27. under chapter six hundred and thirty-seven of the acts of nineteen hundred a nd s eventy-
28. four, and by the secretary of communities and development on September eighth, nineteen 
29 • hundred and seventy-five shall be de.,1111?d in full compliance with this section and 
I l 
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1. shall continue in full force and effect until such time as they are amended by the . 
2. commission and approved, or amended and approved, by the secretary of the executive 
3, office of envirorunental affairs in accordance with this section. 
4. SECTION 8. The conunission may, after notice to all municipalities which include 
5, within their boundaries any part of the area of a proposed district of criti cal plan-
6, ning concern and after notice and public hearing pursuant to section two of chapter 
7. thirty A of the General Laws, designate specific geographi cal areas on Martha ' s Vine-
8, yard as districts of critical planning concern. The designation of such distri cts 
9. shall be made only in accordance with the standards and criteria for districts of 
10. critical planning concern approved pursuant t o section seven. 
11. A district of critical planning concern may be designated only for (.!!_) an area 
12. which possesses unique natural, historical, ecological, sc ientific, or cultural 
13. resources of regional or statewide significance; (!!_) an area wh i ch pos sess es marginal 
14. soil or topographic conditions which render it unsuitable for intense development; 
15. or CE) an area significantly affected by, or having signif icant impact on, on existing 
16. or proposed major public facility or other area of major public investment. A major 
17. public facility is any publicly owned facility of regional importance except : 
18. (1) any public facility operated by a municipality primarily for the benefit 
19. of the residents of that municipality, or by any agency serving primarily the residents 
· 20. of one municipality; 
21. (2) any street or highway which is not recognized as or maintained as a part of 
22. the state or federal highway system; or 
23. (3) any educational institution serving primarily the residents of one ~unici-
24. pality. 
25. Nomination of areas for consideration for designation as districts of critical 
26. planning concern may be made by the co11D11ission or by a board of selectmen, planning 
27. board, board of health, or conservation conlftission of any of the towns a ffected by 
28. this act for any area within or without its municipal boundaries. Nominations also 
29. may be made upon petition of seventy-five taxpayers of any town on the Island. 
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l. Within f orty-five days o f the r eceipt of a .1nination t he commis s ion shall accept 
2. or reject the nomination for consideration for designation upon a majority vote of · 
3. its members. The acceptance of the nomination for consideration for designa t i on 
4. shall be accompanied by a general s tatement of purpose , des c ribing the rea~cn s for 
5. acceptance of the nomination for consideration. Nominations which are not accepted 
6, for considerat ion shall be returned to their sponsors with a written explanation of 
7. the commission's reasons for not accepting the nomination within forty-five da ys of 
8, submission. The commission may consolidate nominations which pertain to t l · ~ s ame 
9. geographical area or to areas which are contiguous or i t may .imend a nomi na t"Lon . 
10. Nominations accepted fo r cons iderat i on for designa t ion which do not receive designa-
11. tion may be recons i dered for designation within one year of the original accept ance 
l2. for consideration upon a vote o f two-thirds of the commission members. 
13. In its designation of a d i strict of criti cal planning concern the co~.m i ssion 
14. shall specify why the area i s of critical concern to the r eg ion, the problems a - ,o-
15. ciated with the uncontrolled or i nappropriate development of the area, and the advan-
16. tages to be gained from developm~nt of the area in a controlled manner. The commis -
17. sion also shall specify broad gu i delines for the developmen t of the di strict. The 
18. 
19, 
20. 
21. 
22. 
'23. 
24, 
25. 
26. 
issuance of such guidelines shall be based on, but need not necessarily be limited 
to, the following considerations: 
(.!_) that development of the district will not result in undue water, air, land, 
or noise pollution, taking into account the elevation of the district above sea level, 
the nature of the soils and subsoils and their ability adequately to support was te 
disposal, the slope of the land and its effect on effluents, availability of streams 
and other conduits for disposa l of effluents, and the applicable health, water r e-
sources and environmental r egulations; 
(_£) that the existing water supply of the district will not be unreasonably 
27 , burdened by any deve lopment; 
· 28. (_£) that development of the district will not result in increased beach erosion 
29. or damage to the littoral or wetlan~s environments; 
30. (!J) that development of the district will not result in undue harm to r ·1ltural, 
13l. economic, or historic values . 
I 
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1. In any application for a development permit which applies to :111 area within a 
2. district of critical planning concern, the bur~cn of proof of compliance with the 
3, above considerations shall be on the applicant. The commission may ame nd ~r rescind 
4, the designation of a district in the manner provided for designation. 
5, Nominations accepted for consi deration for designation which do not receive 
6. designation from the commission wi thin sixty d~ys of the da te of acceptance shall be 
7 • return ed to their sponsors with a written expLnation of the commission's r easons for nc 
8. granting the designation. 
9. SECTION 9. No municipality shall grant a development permit ;ipplicablc wlthln 
10. a district of critical planning concern except . in accordance with regulations promul-
11. gated pursuant to section ten. 
12. The acceptance of a nomination for consideration for dea lgnation of a dis trict 
13. of critical planning concern shall s us pend the power of a mLnicipality to grant de-
14. velopment permits applicable within the distr ict; provided , however, that until regu-
15. lations for tlu!- district adopted pursuant to section ten have I . _,, 
16. m,/"icipality may grant development permits, applicable within 
17~ (!!_) the commission has certified that the type or class 
become effective, a 
the dcstrict if: 
of proposed construction, 
18. improvement, or alteration is essential to protect the public health, safety, and 
19. general welfare because of an existing emergency certified by the commission; and, 
20. (~) a development ordinance or by-law had been in effect immediately prior to 
21. the nomination of such area and development permits would have been granted under 
22. such ordinance or by-law. 
23. SECTION 10. After designa tion of a district of critical planning concern, a 
24. municipality whose boundaries include all or part of the district may adopt regula-
25. tions in conformance to the guidelines for the development of the district as set 
26. forth in the designation. In adopting such regulations, each municipality shall have 
27. all of the powers it otherwise had under the General Laws. A copy of regulat Lons so 
28. adopted shall be submitted to the commission. 
29. Pursuant to the issuance o ( broad guidelines for the development of the d lstrict 
• 
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1. by the commission in its dcslgnatlon of a district of cr itical planning conc~rn. 
2. four town boards, the town planning board, the board of ht,alth , the boarc.J of select-
3. men and the conservation commission shall prepare propos l'<l regulations which con-
4. fo= to the guidelines. Said proposed regulations shall be transmitted to t he 
5. commission by the boards of the town concerned. 
6. If the commission determines that the proposed regulations, or regul.'.lt Lons 
7. amended by the commission, ·submitted conform to the guidelines for the developmen t 
a. of the dis trict specified in the commission's designation o f the dis trict, the 
9. commission shall, after notice to all municipalit ies which include within their 
10. boundar i"s any part of the district of critical planning concern an_d a fter notice 
11. and public hearing pursuant to section two of chapter thirty A of the General Laws, 
12. notify the four town boards of conformance to the gu idelines. When boards from more 
13. than one town shall, pursuant to this act, submit propos ed regulations for arc.'.ls 
14. within a single dtstrict, the commission may encourage such bo.'.lrds t o submit com-
15. patible regulations, notwithstanding the differences between the municipal !ties . 
16. If the commission determines that said proposed regulations arc not in confor-
17. mance to the guidelines, the commission shall specify to the four town board r. why 
18. the regulations fail to conform to the guidelines. The four town boards may then 
19. submit to the commission proposed .'.llllended regulations. Upon the approval. by the 
20. commission of proposed regulations or proposed amended regulations, the munici?ality 
21. in whose boundaries the district was designated, may adopt the regulations or amended 
22. regulations by a two-thirds vote on a town ballot, with discussion of the q~estion 
23. on the town meeting floor at the discretion of the moderator. A failure to adopt by 
24. a two-thirds vote of a town meeting constitutes a rejection of regulations. 
25. If a municipality whose boundaries include all or part of the distri c fails 
26. to submit regulations which conform to the guidelines for the development o f the 
27. district within six months af ter the designation, the commission may after .io ti ce t o 
28. such municipality and notice and public hearirg pursuant to section ~wo of chapter 
29 • thirty A of the General Laws, adop t regulatio11 5 applicable to such municipality's 
i. 
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1. portion of the district. 
2. The adoption of such r egulations shall specify the extent to which they nhnll 
3. supersede the otherwise applicable local deve! ipment ordinances and by-laws o r be 
4. supplementary thereto. Regulations s o adopted shall be only the t ypes specified in 
5. section three. 
6. All regulations so adopted shall be incorporated, without regard to the ~rovl-
7. sions of section thirty-two of chapter forty of the Genernl Laws, by the municipa lity 
8. into the official ordinances, by-laws and maps of the mun ic ipality and shnll not be 
9. effective prior thereto. Such regulations shall be administered by the munic ipality · 
10. as if they were part of its development ordinances and by-laws. If ·such a regula-
11. tion requires enforcement by an administrative office or body which has not been 
12. constituted by a municipality, the board of selectmen of the municipality shall en-
13. force such regulation. At ' '"Y time after the adoption by the commission of such 
14. regulat ions, the municipality concerned may adopt regulations which, if npp roved by 
15. the commissi on as provided in this section, s hall supersede any regula tions adop ted 
16. by the commission pursuant to this section. 
17. A municipality may rescind regulations in the manner provided. The process to 
18. rescind regulations may be initiated by a written request by the commission or by 
19. the board of selectmen, planning board, board of health, or conservation commission 
20. of the town affected, or by a petition of seventy-five island taxpayers. 
21. The written request for rescission shall be presented to the following four town 
22. boards: board of selectmen, planning board, board of health, and conservation commis-
23~ sion. The four town boards shall hold a public hearing with due notice. 
24. Following the hearing, the boards shall transmit to the commission, c rccommenda-
25 • tion for its consideration. The commission shall hold a public hearing with due no-
26. tice and shall make a recommendation for town meeting consideration. 
27. The board of selectmen of the town concerned shall place upon the town ballot a 
28. question regarding rescinding of regulations. Regulations shall be rescinded by a 
29. two-thirds vote on a town ballot, with discussion of the question on the town floor 
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1. by discretion of the moderator, or at a special hearing cn l l cd for the purpn~e by 
2. the board of selectmen in whi~h town the question will tak e place. Regulations so 
3. rescinded shall immediately be removed from the local development ordinnnces and 
4, by-laws and shall not be supplementary thereto. 
5. SECTION 11. If the conunission has not approved or adopted regulations appll-
6. cable to the entirety of a district within twelve months after designation of such 
7. district, the designation of such part for which regulations have not been approved 
8. or adopted shall be terminated. No part of the area formerly designated as a dis -
9, trict shall again be designated as a district for a period of twelve months from the 
10, date of such termination. Notice of such termination shall be given · in the same man-
11. ne~ as provided for designation. 
12. SECTION 12. The commission shall adopt and submit for approval, pursuant to 
13. section seven, standards and criteria which spec ify the t ypes of development which, 
14, because of their magnitude or the magnitude of their effect on the surrounding en-
15. vironment, are likely to present development issues significant to more th3n one 
16. munic ipality of the island of Martha's Vineyard. For the purpose of this act, such. 
17. types of development shall be termed developments of regional impact. 
18, Notice shall be given by the coamission at least fourteen days prior to n 
19. public hearing on amendments to the criteria and standards for development of cegional 
20. impact. 
Zl. Said notice shall be given by certified mail by the commission to but not limited 
22 • to the following town boards or officials of each town on Martha's Vineyard: board 
23. of selectmen, board of health, planning board, building official, conservation com-
24 • mission, and board of assessors. 
25. Within ninety days following the public hearing the commission shall consider 
26. changes to the standards and criteria, which shall be submitted in accordance with 
27. section sev~n. 
28.~ In adopting standards und criteria pursuant to this section, the conuni 0 ~ ion 
29. shall consider, but shall not be limited by the following considerations: 
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1. (;!) the extent to which a type of development would create or alleviate 
2, envirorunental problems, includ i ng , but not limited to, air, water, and noise 
3. pollution; 
4. (~) the size of the site to be developed; 
5, (~) the amount of pedestrian and vehicular traffic likel y to be generated; 
6, (~) the number of persons likely to be residents, employees, or otherwise 
7. present; 
8. (~) the extent to wh ich a type of development is i nt ended to se rve a regional 
9. market; 
10. (.£) the location of a type of development near a waterway, publicly-owned 
11, land, or a municipal boundary; and 
12. (_g_) the extent to which the development would require the provision of the 
13, following municipal or regional services: solid waste disposal, public water 
14. s upplies, sewage treatment facili ties, parking facilitie s and tourist s ervices , 
15. and public education facilitie s . 
16, The standards and criteria shall be reviewed at least every two years. 
17. SECTION 13. The governmental agency within each municipality which has re-
18, sponsibility for issuing a development permit shall in accordance with the stand-
19. ards and criteria approved pursuant to section seven determine whether or not a 
20. proposed development, for which application for a development permit has been 
21. made, is one of regional impact; if so, it shall refer the application for the 
22. development permit to the commission. 
23. SECTION 14, The commission shall review all applications for development per-
\ 2~. mits for developments of regional impact. Notice and public hearing pursuant to 
25. section two of chapter thirty A of the General Laws shall be required, except 
26. that only fourteen days rather than twenty-one days of prior notice shall be 
27. required and a copy of said notice need not be sent to t he state secret~ ry. The 
28, commission shall permit the referring agency to grant a development permit for 
29. such development only if it finds after such public hearing that: 
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1. (~) the probable benefit from the proposed development will exceed the 
2. probable detriment as evaluated pursuant to section fifteen; 
J. (£_) the proposed development will not s ubstantially or unreasonably int er-
4. fere with the achievement of the objectives of the genera l pl~ :i of any mun i c ipal i ty 
5. or the general plan of the co.unty of Dukes County; 
6. (~) the proposed development is consistent with municipal development ord i -
7. nances and by-laws, or, if it i s inconsistent, the inconsistency is necessary to 
8. enable a substantial segment o f the population of a l a r ger community of which t he 
9. municipality is a part to s ecur e adequate opportun i ties for hous i ng , education or 
10. recreation; and 
11. (~) if the proposed development is located in whole or in part within a 
12. designated district of critical planning concern, it is consistent with t11e r egu-
13. lations approved or adopted by the commission pursuant to section ten, 
14. Th e commission shall hold the public hea ring within thirty days afte r rece i pt 
15. of the referral, or application. The commission shall make the required findin g 
16. and noti f y the referring agency and applicant of its decision within sixt y days af t er 
17. the public hearing. These time limits may be waived by mutual agreement between 
18. the commission and the applicant for the development. 
19. SECTION 15. In making a finding of the probable benefits and detriments of 
20. a proposed development, the commission shall not restrict its consideration to 
21. benefits and detriments within the municipality of the ref erring agency, but sh~ ll 
22. consider also the impact of the proposed development on the areas within other 
23. municipalities. Such probable benefits and detriments shall be considered 0.Ven i ' 
24. they are indirect, intangible or not readily quantifiable. In evaluating the prob-
25. able benefits and detriments o f a proposed development of regional impact th0 com-
26. mission shall consider, together with other relevant factors, whether: 
27. (~) development at the proposed l oca tion is or is not essential or especi al-
28. ly appropriate in view of the available alternatives on the island of Martha' s Vine-
29. yard; 
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1. (~) development in the manner proposed ill have a more favorable or adverse 
2. impact on the environment in comparison to alternative manners of development; 
3. (.s_) the proposed development will favorably or adversely affect other per sons 
4. and property, and if so, whether, because of circumstances peculiar to the locat ion, 
5. the effect is likely to be greater than is ordinarily associated with the development 
6. of the types proposed; 
7. (~) the proposed development will favorably or adversely affect the supply 
8. of needed low and moderate income housing for island residents; 
9. (_~) the proposed development will favorably or adversely affect the provision 
10. of municipal services and the burden on taxpayers in making provision there for; 
11. (!) the proposed development will use efficiently or burden unduly exist i ng 
12. public facilities or those which are to be developed within the succeeding five years; 
13. (g) the proposed development will aid or interfer e with the ability of the 
14. municipa l ity to achieve the objectives set forth in the municipal general plan; and 
15. (_!!) the proposed development will further contravene land developreent objec-
16. tives and policies developed by regional or state agencies. 
17. Whenever the commission is required to find whether the probable benefit from 
18. s proposed development of regional impact will exceed the probable detriment, it shall 
19. prepare a written opinion setting forth the grounds of its findings. 
20. SECTION 16. No referring agency shall grant a development permit f or a develop-
21. ment of regional impact except with the permission of the commission. In permitting 
22. the referring agency to grant a development permit for a development of regional im-
23. pact the c011D11ission may also specify conditions to be met by the developer to whom 
24. the permit is being issued for the purpose of minimizing economic, social, or environ-
25. mental damage. 
26~ SECTION 17. The con"11ission may enforce any decisions, conditions or restrictions 
27. it may impose upon a development by recording certificates of noncompliance with 
28. appropriate plan or title references in the registry of deeds. The co11'!1lission mny 
29. commence such other actions or proceedings as it may deem necessary to enforce its 
l, decisions, conditions or r es trictions. 
2. SECTION 18. Any party aggrieved by a determination of the commiss i on may 
3, appeal to the superior court within twenty days after the commission has sent the 
4. development applicant writt en notice, by certified mail, of its decision and has 
5, filed a copy of its decision with t he town clerk of the town in which the propos ed 
6, development is located. The court shall hear all pertinent evidence and shall annul 
7. the determination of the corrunission if it find s that said determinat ion is un sup-
8. ported by the. evidence or exceeds the authority of the corrunission, or it may r ~mand 
9. the case for further action by the commission or may make such other decree as is 
10. just and equitable. Costs of the appeal shall not be allowed agains.t th e commission 
11. unless it shall appear to the court that the commission acted with gross negligence, 
12. bad faith or malice. Costs of such appeal shall not be allowed aga i •·,s t the appellant 
13. unless it shall appear to the court that the appellant ac ted in bad f a ith or with 
14. malice. 
15. SECTION 19. I n addition to performing its f unctions under t his act, the com-
16. mission may perform any function assigned to it under federal law. 
17. SECTION 20. All petitions, hearings, and other proceedings duly brough t before, 
18. and all prosecutions and legal and other proce P.dings duly begun by, any person, mu-
19, nicipal land regulatory agency, local board or official or the Martha's Vineyard Com-
20. mfssion, established by chapter six hundred and thirty-seven of the acts of n1neteen 
21. hundred and seventy-four, as amended, which arise from or relate to the exercise 
22. of powers or the performance of duties under said chapter six hundred and thir ty-
23, seven and which are pending or incomplete immediately prior to the effective date 
24. of this act, shall continue unaba ted and remain in full for ce and effect notw cth-
25. standing the passage of this act, and shall t hereafter be comple ted in accordance 
26. with this act. 
27, All or ders, actions, guidelines, standards, and crite ria, designations, pro-
28. cedures, by-laws, development ordinances and by-laws, regulat i ons, conditions and 
29. modificat±ons and decisions duly made, and all licenses, permits, authorit ies , 
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l. permissions, certificates, approvals and endorsements duly granted, by any munici-
2. pality, municipal land regulatory agency, local board or official of the said 
3. Martha's Vineyard Commission, as so established, which arise from or relate t o the 
4. exercise of powers or the performance of duties under said chapter six hund reci and 
5. thirty-seven and which are in effect immediately prior t o the e ffective date of th is 
6. act, shall continue in full force and effect and the provisions thereof shall there-
7. after be enforced, until superseded, revised, rescinded or cnncelled in accord<>nce 
8. with this act and any o ther applicable law. 
9. SECTION 21. All books, papers, r ecords, documents, equipment, l and s, interests 
10. in land, buildings, facilities and other property , both personal and . real, ;;hich 
11. · immediately prior to the effective date of this act, are in the cus tod y of the Mar-
12. tha's Vineyard Commission, established by chapter six hundred and thirty-seven of 
13. the acts of nineteen hundred a nd seventy-four, as ·amended, and which relat~ to or 
14. are maintained for the purpo se of the exercise of powers or the performance of duties 
15. unde r said chapter s i x h~ndred a nd thirty-seven are hereby he l d b;• t he M;irtha ' s 
16. Vineyard Commission es t abli shed und er the prov isions of this ac t. 
17. SECTION 22. All duly existing contracts, leases and obligations of the Ma rtha's 
18. Vineyard Commiss ion, established by chapter six hundred and thirty-seven of the ac ts 
19. of nineteen hundred and seventy-four, as amended, which relate to the exercise of 
20. powers or the performance of duties under said chapter six hundred and thirty- seven 
21. shall hereafter be obligations which are assumed and performed by the Martha's Vine-
22. yard Commission established under the provisions of this act. 
23. SECTION 23 All assessments made by the Martha's Vineyard Commission esta-
24. blished by chapter six hundred and thirty-seven of the acts of nineteen hundred and 
25. s even t y-four, as amended, and all monies heretofore received or to be received from 
26. any source by said commission for the performance of its duties and which remain un-
27. expended on the effective date of this act shall immediately be transferre:I to t h" 
28. Martha's Vineyard Commission e s tablished under the provisions of this act and shall 
29. be available for expenditure by said commission. Any such ass essments unpa id on the 
l1 
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1. effective date of this act shall be due and owing to the Martha's Vineyard Co~.rnis-
2. sion es tablished under the provisions of this act. 
3. SECTION 24. The members of the Martha's Vineyard Commission establi shed by 
4. chapter six hundred and thirty-seven of the acts of nineteen hundred and seventy-
5. four, as amended,. in office on the effective date of this act shall continue in 
6. office as members of the Martha's Vineyard Cormnission established by this act for 
7. the duration of the term for which they were originally elected or appointed . 
8. All employees of the Martha's Vineyard Commission established by sa id chapter 
9. six hundred and thirty-seven immediately prior to the effective date of this act 
10, shall be transferred to and become employees of the Martha 's Vineyard Commission 
11. established by this act, Such transf er shall be without impairment of seniority , 
12, retirement, or other rights or benefits accruing to the employees and without in-
13. terrup t ion of service or reduction in compensation or salary grade. 
14. SECTION 25. Chapter six hundred anJ t hirty-seven of the acL: of nineteen 
15. hundred and seven t y-four, as most rtcently amended by chap ter two hund r ed and n l ne-
16. teen of the acts of nineteen hundred and seven ty-six, i s hereby repealed . 
17. SECTION 26. The provisions of this act ~ re severable, and if any of its 
18. provisions shall be held unconstitutional or invalid by any court of competent 
19. jurisdiction, the decision of such court shall not affect or impair any of. the re-
20. maining provisions. 
21. SECTION 27. This act shall take effect upon it s passage. 12/21 /7 7 
22 • (This draft incorporates the amendments of Chapter 319 of 6/ 25/79.) 
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THE MARTHA·s VINEYARD COMMISSION 
DISTRICTS OF CRITICAL PLANNING CONCERN REGULATIONS FOR THE TOWN 
OF EDGARTOWN - ADOPTED BY THE MARTHA'S VINEYARD COMMISSION 
DECEMBER 21, 1976 
A Administration 
1. These regulations are overlay requlations. overlay regula-
tions are separate regulations which are superimposed over 
existing zoning districts, zoning regulations, health reg-
ulations, conservation regulations and other land use reg~ 
ulations affecting the town. These overlay regulations 
are supplementary to such existing regulations. Where 
there is a conflict the more limiting regulations shall pre-
vail. These regulations apply to all land, all development, 
all uses and all permits and approvals within the following 
districts: Coastal District, Island Road District and 
Special Place s Districts, (the "Districts"). 
2. For applications for Special Permits within Districts, 
where the Zoning By-Law does not specify a Special Permit 
Granting Authority, the Planning Board shall be the Special 
Permit Granting Authority. 
a. Prior to g ranting a Special Permit within the 
Distr icts, the Special Permit Granting Authority 
sha ll determine that the proposed development com-
plies with the goals of the appropriate District 
and a ssures protection against adverse environ-
me ntal impact including the following where ap-
pl ic:able. 
-pollution of surface or ground water or of water 
bodies; 
-salt-water intrusion of public or private domes-
tic water supply wells; 
-inadequate water supply to meet the anticipated 
demand of the proposed activity or use or re-
duction of or interference with water supply a-
v a ilable to other properties; 
-air and noise pollution; 
-destruction of wildlife habitats and damage to 
wetlands or littoral ecology; 
-damage to marine fisheries and shellfish; 
-unnecessary interruption of the visual amenities 
of the site by construction which is not in har-
mony with the landscape type; 
-erosion resulting from or caused by development; 
c 
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-deleterious impacts of development on the state 
road system. 
In granting a Special Permit, the Special Permit" Granting 
Authority may impose such. conditions and safeguards as it 
deetns appropriate. · 
~. All special Permits applicable within the Special 
Places and Coastal District shall be reviewed by 
the Plan Review Committee. The Special Permit 
Granting Authority shall refer applications to the 
Conunittee for this purpose. The Plan Review Com-
mittee's report to the Special Permit Granting 
Authority shall be in writing, and comment on how 
the application conforms to the goals of the Dis-
tict and the guidelines for decision whj.ch the 
Special Permit Granting Authority must consider. 
Failure of the Plan Review Committee to report 
to the Spe•~ial Permit Granting Authority within 
l! days after receipt of the application, shall be 
constru.:d as a recommendation of Approval: 
The Plar1 Review Committee is established by order 
of the f. electman and consists of a member from and 
appo i. nted by at least two of the following organi-
zati0~s: Conservation Commission, 
Board t>f Selectmen, Planning Board, Martha's Vine-
yard C·:nn:·1ission, Building anu Zoning Inspector. 
Until tht! Plan Review Committee is so established 
the BoarC. of Selectmen is the Plan Review Committee. 
B. The Coastal Dist~ ict 
l. The Coastal Distr: ct includes the land, streams and wetlands 
of Edgartown whicl lie below ten (10) foot elevaticr~ above 
mean sea level, 01: within five-hundred (500) feet of mean 
high water of a co<.stal water body exceeding ten (1'1) acres, 
or the ocean; all l~nd within one-hundred (100) feet of 
streams and ,,.otland5 draining into the coastal Great Ponds. 
Exemption: 'I'l",e land bounded on the south by Atwood Circle 
extended to Edgartown Harbor; on the north and east by the 
walkway to th1~ Li •J htho;1se and North Water Street to Starbuck 
Neck Road and •~aines Wav to where it intersects the ten (10) 
foot contour 1 :.ne. 
2. Goals of the Co~stal D1~ trict 
The goals of th<· >.:oasta l u.l~trict are to: prevent flood 
damage, maintaiL water qua1. :! . ~-Y and sup;:ily, prevent pollu-
tion, promote wild1 Lfe habit:c:\:s, protec.:t cultural and his-
toric sites, pr•J':ec ~: the r.:hax '> •;ter of vi<1• ... ·s, prevent damage 
to structures, land and ,rater L\3 a result of erosion, pro-
mote the development of the l:3l c: 1~d economy. 
3. Establi s hment of '.~oni ~ s i.~ the Coa !'l+. 'il Distri ·~t 
a. Shore Zonr. : Consisting 0 t: the land f r oa mean low 
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water to one-hu,1dre:l (100) feet inland ·of the inland 
edge of any beach t .. r marsh grasses, and one-hundred 
(100) feet inland of the crest of any bluff exceed-
ing a height of fifteen (15) feet, or within 100 
feet of any stream or wetland draining into a coastal 
great pond. A bluff sh;;ill mean land adjacent to a 
beach or coastal wetlands which shows the effects 
of wave erosion or other d9wn slope erosion causing 
it to be steeper than the dtherwise natural slope 
of the land. ' 
' b. Inland Zone: Consisting of all land within the 
Coastal District except the Shore Zone. 
4. Permitted Uses 
a. Shore Zone: Only those uses permitted in Section 
13.4a of the zoning by-law, and which are consistent 
with the fragile nature of the area, such . as outdoor 
recreation, agriculture, fishing and conservation 
purposes. 
b. Inland Zone: All uses permitted in the Shore Zone 
as well as detached single family dwellings and 
non-habitable minor accessory structures normally 
used for personal, family and household purposes; 
subject to the restriction of Section B.6 of these 
regulations and of the underlying zoning district. 
5. Uses Allowed by Special Permit 
The Spe cial Permit Granting Authority may grant a 
Soecial Permit in accordance with Section A of these 
regulations. 
a. Shon~ Zone: A!; in Sectim• 13.4.b. of the Zoning 
By-law except that municipal uses must be associated 
with beach stabilization or drainage projects. 
b. Inland Zone: Uses allowed by permit or special 
permit by the Zoning By-law subject to the require-
ments of B.6 of these regulations. 
6. Regulations and Restrictions 
The regula~ions and restrictions of the respective 
underlying Zoning District shall apply, subject to 
the following: 
a. Height of Structures 
Maximum height of structures as measured vertically 
from the mean natucal grade level shall be as follows: 
24 feet for a pitcned roof and 13 feet for a flat or 
shed t·oof (which is a roof with a pitch of l in 4 or 
less). 
The Special Permit Granting Authority may grant a 
Special Permit, in accordance with the provision of 
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Section A., to modify the height restrictions of the Coastal 
District, up to the maximum allowed in the underlying Zoning 
District. 
b. Except by Special Permit, no road shall exceed ten (10) 
feet in width. 
c. Except by Special Permit, all utility installations 
shall be placed underground. 
d. Any ground water well shall require a permit from the 
Board of Health before installation, and shall be located 
at least two-hundred (200) feet from any sanitary disposal 
facility, and two-hundred (200) feet from any salt water 
body. 
e. Any sanitary disposal facility shall be located a minimum 
of two-hundred (200) feet from any salt water body. 
f. There shall be a minimum separation of two-hundred (200) 
feet between sanitary disposal facilities. 
g. No portion of a sanitary disposal facility shall be lo-
cated less than five (5) feet above minimum ground water 
elevation. 
h. No s~~itary disposal facility shall be located less than 
six-hundred (600) feet from a public water supply well 
nor less than two-hundred (200) . feet from any domestic 
water supply well. 
i. Where compliance with these regulations is not possible 
due to the dimensions of a lot existing in separate own-
ership from adjoining lots befo1·e December 22, 19 76, the 
requirements (e-i) may be n-odif i ed by the Board of Health. 
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C. Island Road District 
1. Major Roads; consisting of the area lying within two-
hundred (200) feet of the right of way of the following 
roads; 
- the West Tisbury-Edgartown Road from the Chase Road 
intersection west to the town boundary. 
- the Beach Road from the intersection with the Edgar-
town-Vineyard Haven Road north and north westerly to 
the Town boundary. 
- Chappaquiddick Road, to and including Wasque Road, 
School Road and Dyke Road, from the ferry landing to 
the boundary of the Trustees of Reservation's property. 
Katama Road from the intersection with Herring Creek 
Road south to and including Atlantic Drive. 
- Herring Creek Road. 
- the Edgartown-Vineyard Haven Road from its intersec-
tion with the Beach Road, westerly to the town boundary. 
2. Goals of the Island· Road District 
The goals of the Island Road District are to: allow for 
safe access and travel along the roads; protect the 
visual character, and historic features along the roads, 
and maintain and enhance the State Road system. 
3. Permitted Uses 
Any residential (including home occupational), business, 
recreational, agricultural or open space uses as per-
mitted in the respective Zoning District subject to the 
regulations and restrictions set forth in Section c. of 
these regulations. 
4. Regulations and Restrictions 
a. No stone wall shall be moved, removed or other-
wise altered, except for repair, except for 
Special Permit of the Planning Board. 
b. For all new accesses, applications must be made 
to the Planning Board. 
c. Any additional vehicular access to the public 
road ·. must be at least 1, 000 feet, measured · on 
the same side of the road from any other vehicu-
lar access, except that if this requirement would 
prevent at least one (1) access to a public 
road from each lot held in separate ownership 
from the lots 
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CC«ttiguoL1;; r hereto as of December :' 2, 1 S 7(.. 
each such lot .:;hal l be allowed a single c..c r:f,S S 
which shall be located as far as practicab l e f rom 
all other such ways loc ated on eithe r side o f the 
road e xcept where a rrangements have b ean maJ e 
to share existing a ccesses . 
No l rind shall hereafte r be divided , or sold , if 
such l ot or lots would no t be entitled t o a way 
to provi de vehicular access to a public wri.y a s 
provided herein. 
The Pl a nning Board may grant a Special Permit to 
a l low accesses at a closer interval than pro-
vided herein. 
d. Height o f Structures 
Except by Special Permit, the maximum h1".!igh t of 
structure s as measured vertically f1:o m . the mean 
natural grade level s ha ll be as f ollows: 24 fee t 
for a pitched roof a nd 13 feet for a flat or 
shed roof (which is a roof with a pitch of 1 in 
4 or less). 
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T H E NfARTHA'S VINEYARD COMMISS I ON 
DATE: June 7, 1979 
TO: Conservation Conunission of the Town of Tisbury 
FROM : Martha's Vineyard Commission 
SUBJECT: DEVELOPMENT OF REGIONAL IMPACT DECISION 
RE: COASTAL CONSTRUCTION 
APPLICANT: Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket Steamship 
Authority 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY 
The Town of Tisbury Conservation Conunission (the "Conservation 
Commission•) is hereby permitted to approve the Woods Hole, Mar-
tha's Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority's application for 
development permits provided that such permits are limited with 
regard to ferry slips to reconstruction of the existing Vineyard 
Haven terminal ferry slip, and in accordance with the conditions 
contained herein. The Conservation Conunission may, if authorized 
by local development ordinances and by-laws, place additional con-
ditions upon the application for development permits or disapprove 
the application in its entirety. 
DECISION OF THE MARTHA'S VINEYARD COMMISSION 
On December 26, 1978, and January 31, 1979 the Woods Hole, 
Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority (the •Appli-
cant") filed with the Conse~vation Commission an application for 
development permits for a coastal construction approval in the 
Town of Tisbury (the "Application"). The Application was set forth 
in Notices o.f Intent dated December 26, 1973 and January 31, 1979 
filed by John J. Mccue, the Applicant's General Manager, together 
with a plan entitled "Plan Accompanying Petition of the Woods Hole, 
Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority - To reconstruct 
and maintain existing pier, transfer bridge and dolphins, and to 
construct and maintain a reserve slip with a transfer bridge, dol-
, 
phins and dredging for the Vineyard Haven Terminal of Vineyard 
Haven Harbor, Town of Tisbury , County of Dukes, Mass. - Sheets 7/7 -
12/13/78 - prepared and registered by· George L. Wey". By such 
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plan and Notices of Intent, the Applicant proposes the reconstruc-
tion of the existing Vineyard Haven terminal ferry slip and dock 
and the construction of a new standby ferry slip together with 
dredging at the Vineyard Haven 3teamship Authority ferry terminal. 
Inasmuch as the Application is for development within Vine-
yard Haven Harbor, will be within a water body of ten (10) or more 
acres, or within the ocean, is for the reconstruction and/or new 
construction of a facility designed to serve the residents of more 
than one town and is a development which will provide facilities 
for transportation to or from Martha's Vineyard, the Conservation 
Commission correctly determined that the Application is for a 
Development of Regional Impact under the Criteria and Standards 
for Developments of Regional Impact No.'s 3.501, 3.502, 3.60, and 
3.701. Therefore, this Application was referred to the Martha's 
Vineyard Commission (the •commission") for approval pursuant to 
Chapter 831 of the Acts of 1977 (the "Act"). The Application was 
received by the Martha's Vineyard Commission on March 22, 1979. 
Prior to receipt of this referral, the Commission had beea 
made aware by the Applicant of the proposed project by a letter 
dated August 9, 1978. That letter indicated that the Applicant's 
project is part of a larger proposal, and the Applicant cited the 
urgency of the reconstruction, the total projected proposal costs 
of $14,820,000, its pending application for Urban Mass Transporta-
tion Act (•UMTA") funds and the need for $3,300,000 for the recon-
struction of the Vineyard Haven Wharf portion of the entire pro-
posal. The Applicant had indicated at that time that in order to 
be eligible for UMTA funding, it needed to be incorporated within a 
transportation development plan for the region. 
Having been made aware of the Applicant's anticipated propo-
sal, the Commission on August 10, 1978 formed a Joint Transportation 
Committee, consisting of members of the Commission, representatives 
of the Applicant and other individuals, to•consider the Applicant's 
overall proposal. In addition, in accordance with the Commission's 
mandate under the Act, the Commission in late 1978 was contacted 
I, by the Harvard Graduate School of Design - Graduate Student Work-
shop concerning the development's impacts, trends in Island travel, 
passenger volumes, auto volumes, employment, expenditures, auto 
accumulation on the Island, scheduling and fleet composition of the 
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Applicant. Members of the School of Design have been working on deter-
mining the impacts of the Applicant's overall proposal since that date. 
On February 14, 1979 the Joint Transportati.on Cammi ttee recom-
mended approval of "the renovation of the Vineyard Haven Terminal 
including a permanent second slip with the understanding that there 
will not be a decrease in the utilization of the Oak Bluffs facili-
ty and there will not be a substantial increase in the utiliza tion 
of the Vineyard Haven terminal during the sununer season" . 
On April 19, 1979 the Applicant presented an on-site inspec-
tion of the proposed development for members of the Commission and 
its Land Use Planning Committee. 
On April 19, 1979 a hearing was held before the Commission 
pursuant to the Act and Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 30A, 
Section 2, at 8:00 p.m. at the Commission's Offices, Olde Stone 
Building, New York Avenue, Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts, upon public 
notice to consider the Application. Benjamin Moore, Chairman of 
the Commission, chaired the hearing. The public hearing was 
opened by Mr. Moore and then moved to the Martha's Vineyard Regional 
High School, Edgartown-Vineyard Haven Road, Oak Bluffs, Massachu-
setts. Public notice had been provided in local newspapers re-
garding the change of the hearing location. Copies of the notice 
of public hearing, and notice relating to the change of location 
are incorporated herein. 
The Applicant made a presentation in favor of the development 
by John J. Mccue, its General Manager. Mr. Mccue presented a re-
port entitled •Report on the Investigation of the Condition of the 
Vineyard Haven Steamship Terminal" prepared by George L. Wey, En-
gineering Consultant, and indicated that the reconstruction of the 
existing ferry slip would take approximately nine months and that 
the proposed second slip would be used during the reconstruction 
of the existing facility. Mr. Mccue gave assurances to the Commis-
sion that the Applicant had no intention of increasing the level 
of service for the Island beyond that of the 1978 level, and stated 
that the Applicant would be pleased to place this condition in 
writing. George L. Wey, Engineering Consultanti' for the Applicant, 
also spoke as to the need for reconstruction, the basic engineering 
designs and the information set forth in his report. 
Opponents of the Applicant's proposal also testified. Mr. 
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Harry Weiss, Vineyard Conservation Society, spoke nnd reviewed 
traffic impacts which would result from the development making 
reference to the 1978 study -of the five corners intersection pre-
pared by Allen M. Voorhees and Associates, Inc. for the Town of 
Tisbury Traffic Committee. Mr. Weiss indicated that the consul-
ants concluded that "in addition to significant demand levels, 
the intersection suffers from sub-standard roadway geometrics." 
The five corners intersection is the major terminus for the Ap-
plicant's auto traffic in the Town of Tisbury. Ur. Robert Fultz 
expressed concern about the increasing fuel costs and the Appli-
cant's bonded indebtedness. West Tisbury Selectman John Alley 
favored use and winterization of the Oak Bluffs facility and 
commended the Applicant for adding one summer boat trip to Oak 
Bluffs and reducing one trip to Tisbury. James Weisman addressed 
concern for the architecture of the proposed terminal building. 
West Tisbury Planning Board Chairman Ronnee Schultz discussed the 
long term impact of the projects relating to growth. 
Mr. Mccue responded to the opponents' testimony .. and dis-
cussed an alternative to the proposed development which would be 
use of the Oak Bluffs facility. However, Mr. McCue said that in 
poor weather conditions that port could not be used. 
Mr. David Dunham asked for alternatives in the event of a 
disaster. Mr. Robert Woodruff raised concern over conflicting 
statements regarding an additional passenger vessel from Hyannis. 
Mr. Douglas, an abuttor, discussed his site investigation from his 
skiff at low tide and his conclusion that the need for major re-
construction was unfounded. Mr. Arthur Danvers, Mr. Arthur Dixon, 
Mr. Kevin Coughlin, Mr. Greg Gonsalves, and Mrs. Judith Miller also 
raised questions concerning the Application. 
There was a general discussion regarding a suggestion that a 
second slip not be built and that only the existing slip be re-
paired. Mr. Mccue stated in response to this that if the Commission 
found that construction of only one slip was permissible, the 
Applicant would go forward on that basis making whatever adjustments 
to its proposed plans as necessary. 
There was no further testimony and the hearing was closed at 
11:30 p.rn. 
The Application was placed on t.Le Commission's agenda for its 
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meeting of April 26, 1979 at which time the Harvard Graduate 
School of Design - Graduate Student Workshop made a presentation 
concerning development impacts. The presentation concluded that 
the ferry fleet was at seasonal capacity for automobiles and at 
70% capacity for passengers and concluded that there was no impact 
from a second slip given the present fleet composition. 
On May 3, 1979 the Commission extensively discussed the Ap-
plication and the Commission voted "to approve the ORI as proposed 
by the SSA to build a second slip while repairing the first slip 
and continued revitalization of the Vineyard Haven dock subject to 
conditions set forth by the MVC." 
On May 10, 1979 the Commission reconsidered its action of May 
3, 1979 and again reviewed the matter of automobile and pedestrian 
traffic volumes, financing of the project, including the assessment 
of reconstructions costs against the Island communities in the' 
event of the Applicant's deficit, and the regional economic impacts 
resulting from potential increases in traffic. The Commission was 
particularly concerned about future pressures upon the Applicant to 
use the second slip, if built, notwithstanding its present assur-
ances that the Applicant would not increase the level of service 
beyond that of the 1978 level. 
There was also discussion regarding a letter received by the 
Commission on April 23, 1979 from Craig J. Kingsbury, Chairman of 
the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Tisbury, which described the 
Board of Selectmen's support for the Applicant's proposal. Mr. 
James Lobdell, a member of the Board of Selectmen of the Town of 
Tisbury and Martha's Vineyard Commissioner, indicated that this 
letter was not from the Board of Selectme~,and that the present 
Board opposed two slips in Vineyard Haven Harbor. Mr. David 
Ferraguzzi, Martha's Vineyard Commissioner representing the Oak 
Bluffs Board of Selectmen, indicated that the Oak Bluffs Board of 
Selectmen voted unanimously in opposition to the two slip proposal 
citing Oak Bluffs significance as a regional economic port and the 
possible long-term detriments to Oak Bluffs arising from two slips 
in Vineyard Haven. Serious concern was also expressed that the 
matter of freight shed location and type of service has not been 
resolved by the Applicant. 
After extensive discussion the Commi·ssion reconsidered its 
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vote of May 3, 1979 and voted "that the Commission approve the SSA 
DRI Application for UMTA funds to rebuild or replace the present 
transfer bridge and ramp in the shortest reasonabl e time and then 
to rebuild the adjoining dock with no second slip." 
Pursuant to Sections 14 and 15 of the Act, the Commission has 
weighed the probable benefits and detriments of the Applicant's 
proposal, has considered each factor enumerated in those sections 
and has considered its own standards and criteria and is mindful of 
its obligations to concern itself with local economies and the 
special qualities that represent Martha's Vineyard. The Commission 
therefore finds that the probable benefits of the proposal will 
exceed the probable detriments only if the existing slip is ~eno­
vated and no second slip is constructed and if the work proceeds 
at se~ forth in this de~ision: it further finds that the probable 
benefits would not exceed the probabl~ detriments if thP develon-
ment werP. to gn forward with construction of a second slip. 
In evaluating the probable benefits and detriments the Commis-
sion has considered the long term benefits of the construction of 
a single slip versus those of a second slip. Oak Bluffs and Vine-
yard Haven serve as major points of entry to the Island during the 
summer season, and a single slip will insure tha t Oak Bluffs, which 
receives 12\ of seasonal traffic, will remain economically viable 
as a port of entry and will continue to realize a reasonable 
economic activity attributable to steamship operations. Similarly, 
a single slip will insure that already serious Vineyard Haven traf-
fic conditions will not further degenerate and will possibly im-
prove. rhe Commission has been deeply concerned about the future 
pressures on the Applicant to increase pedestrian and vehicular 
traffic to the Island and has considered the impact on local econo-
mies and the region that would result from increased traffic. Fur-
ther, the development of a single slip will not eff ect the year 
round business activity of the Town of Tisbury inasmuch as ferrv 
service to Oak Bluffs is not available beyond the fall of any year. 
The Commission has also considered alternative development in 
alternative locations around the Island. The Commission has 
weighed the cost of the alternative proposals and finds that a de-
velopment which is more limiting in scale, which has fewer long 
term maintenance costs associated with it and which gives assurances 
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for a mixed financing approach, better serves local, regional and 
state-wide interests than the Applicant's proposal for two ferry 
slips in Vineyard Haven. Obviously, restricting the Applicant to 
one ferry slip will reduce the cost of construction. ln aaait1Qu, 
it two slips were to ue permitted, one slip would remain idle for 
at least nine months of the year. The Commission finds that this 
use of pub~ic fu.~ds, from wnatever source, is not sound from a 
local economy basis. The people of Martha's Vineyard are fiscally 
responsible for deficit spendina by the Applicant, and the people 
of Martha's Vineyard already have the low~st per capita income of 
any county in the Commonwealth of Ma~sachusetts. The Island's 
people could not sustain the extra burden of solely financing the 
Applicant's proposa~, and the recreational resort - tourist oase of 
the Island, which serves reqional and state-wide su"!!ll\er interest, 
would likely suffer. 
The Commission also considered the Applicant's proposal to 
move the present services of handling freight on the Vineyard Haven 
dock to an off-site location. To date, however, the Commission has 
not received any assurances from the Applicant regarding location, 
type of service, volume to be handled or building form, material or 
size. Therefore, to assure continuing service to meet the needs of 
the Island businessmen and visitors and residents, and in order to 
insure the enhancement of sound local economies, the Commiss:i_on has 
concluded that the present freight handling convenience must be 
maintained. The Commission, may, however, at some future date, and 
in accordance with the conditions of this decision, approve an alter-
native proposal which is more clearly defined. 
The Commission has also considered the unique cultural, aesthe-
tic and historical values associated with this Application. The 
present proposal for structures lacks sufficient architectural de-
tail from which to reach a conclusion as no sections, elevations, 
or perspectives have been provided. The structures represent a 
major arrival point to the port of Vineyard Haven. and to the Island 
as a whole. The Commission is aware that as part of securing UMTA 
funding the Applicant intends to prepare more detailed engineering 
and architectural plans for the construction of a single slip. 
Therefore, as part of its approval, the Commission will review those 
future plans for the structures for traffic flow, design, and re-
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lated matters. However, such review process will not delay con-
struction as proposed by the Applicant. 
In light of the foregoing, t he Commission finds that the 
development proposal as approved will be more beneficial than 
detrimental when compared to alternative manners of development or 
development occurring in alternative locations. 
The Commission finds that the proposed deve:opment is consis-
tent with local development ordinances and by-laws to the extent 
it is required to having only the Application before it at this 
time. The Applicant must, consistent with this decision, apply 
to the appropriate Town of Tisbury officers and boards for any 
other development permits which may be required together with any 
development permits required by law. 
The Commission finds that the Application as approved will 
not interfere substantially with the achievement of any general plan 
of the Town of Tisbury or of Dukes County or violate any local de-
velopment ordinances and by-laws. Further, it will promote the 
P-nhancement of .;onnd local eco11omies. 
The Commission hereby permits the Town of Tisbury Conservation 
Commission to grant applicable development permits to the Applicant 
consistent with the Commission's decision of May 10, 1979 to allow 
only the reconstruction of the existing slip, together with the 
other work set forth in the plan and Notices of Intent, all subject 
to the following conditions: 
l. The Applicant shall maintain the "dolly freight" concept 
so that consumers and small businessmen can deliver ar.d 
pick up freight with no loss of the convenience now pro-
vided by the dolly freight system. 
2. No development permits shall be issued by the Town of Tis-
bury for the construction of structures by the Applicant 
until the Commission has reviewed the Applicant's plans 
and specifications identifying location, siting, materials, 
size, waste disposal and other criteria identified in the 
Commission's Information Lists for Developments of Regional 
Impact. 
This decision is written consistent with the vote of the 
Commission of May 10, 1979. 
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SSA PROPOSED COMPROMISE CONDITIONS 
FLEET CAPACITY: The Authority will not increase the total 
capacity of the fleet beyond the capacity of the five vessels 
presently in use. 
"DOLLY FREIGHT": The Authority confirms its October 1977 
vote to continue dolly freight service to Island patrons. In 
continuing such service, the Authority will pursue, in accord 
with its management judgement, a change in the method of 
handling such freight which will involve the use of trucks and 
off site freight handling terminals, off-site from the Authori-
ty's docks, for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of 
ferry terminal operation and to reduce congestion in ferry 
terminal areas. The change in the method of providing such 
service will be reviewed with the Commission at a public 
hearing in advance of implementation, to enable the Authority 
to have the benefit of the views of the Commission. 
SECOND SLIP USE: (a) The second (standby slip) will not be 
used: 
1. to expand scheduled service to and from Vineyard 
Haven 
2. to decrease Oak Bluffs summer schedule service The 
Authority will continue to split summer season 
service between the ports of Vineyard Haven and Oak 
Bluffs as in 1978 scheduling. 
(b) The second slip will be used to: 
1. service ferry traffic while the primary slip is being 
reconstructed 
2. provide service when the primary slip is disabled 
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by any sort of casualty and awaiting or under repair 
3. during summer schedule, when and if the Oak Bluffs 
ferry slip is disabled because of weather, casualty, 
or awaiting or under repair 
4. service a vessel arriving in Vineyard Haven when 
the primary slip is occupied by another vessel, 
rather than delay or inconvenience patrons on board 
5. to lay up a vessel when not in use; particularly 
in the off-season 
SCHEDULING: The Authority will not increase the capacity of 
service provided in the summer season of 1978. 
REVIEW OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS: The Authority will review 
final construction contract plans and specifications as soon 
as prepared, with the Commission before finalizing such plans 
and specifications for bid, to enable the Authority to have 
the benefit of the views of the Commission. 
FINANCING: If federal grant assistance is not obtained to 
assist in the financing of reconstruction of the terminal, 
the Authority will return to the Commission for a public 
hearing to review: 
1. alternative financing for the project prior to making 
any commitment to construct 
2. the economic impact of the reconstruction on the 
Authority and the economy of the Island and any 
proposed bond issue by the Authority for the project 
ANCHORAGE AREAS: No additional space shall be taken by the 
Authority from present anchorage space in Vineyard Haven 
harbor to service the second slip. Conversely, no additional 
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anchorage areas in Vineyard Haven will be established which 
infringe on present navigation lanes open to the Authority's 
terminal. 
The foregoing are without prejudice to or waiver of 
the rights of the Authority or the Commission, and both 
expressly reserve their rights under their respective 
enabling acts. 
In the event of circumstances beyond the Authority's 
control or changes in transportation needs, competitive 
conditions, or equipment not forseen at present, or other 
conditions or circumstances that indicate the desirability 
to the Authority of changes from the foregoing, the Authority 
shall review such changes with the Commission before 
implementation. The Authority reserves the right to make 
such changes as it deems appropriate under the authority of 
its enabling act, and the Commission reserves the right to 
enter under such order or render such decision as it may 
deem appropriate under the authority of its enabling act. 
The intent of the foregoing is to endeavor to 
reconcile differences between the Authority and the Commission 
without litigation, to determine their respective rights, and, 
in the spirit of accomodation, to endeavor to reconcile such 
differences as now exist without compromise of the responsibility 
and authority of the Authority under its enabling act. 
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HISTORY OF /\NN U/\L B/1.0,LOT QUEST I ON REG/\RDI NG 
THE MARTHA'S VJ:NEYARD COHMISSION 
MVC 
5/2 1/ 80 
.ANNUAL BALLOT - MAY 1976 TISBU'.".Y 
Question: Shall the Town of Tisbury direct the Selectmen to take 
the necessary ste~s to withdraw from the provisions of 
Chapter 637, Acts of ~974 which created the Martha's 
Vineyard Commission. 
Yes 527; No 566; Blanks·81 
ANNUAL BALLOT - MAY 1977 - 'l'IS !JmW 
Question: Should the Town of Tisbur~ t a ke the appropriate action 
to withdr aw from the Murtha's Vine yard Commission pro-
vided that the Towns of.Edgartown and Oak Bluffs are 
successful in withdrawing from the Martha's Vineyard 
Commission. 
Yes 547; No 372 
ANNUAL BALLOT - MAY 1978 - TISB nRY 
Question: Shall the Town of Tisbury Q:'.i~ect the Selectmen to take 
all required legal steps to enable the Town to withdraw 
from the provisions of Chapter 637 of the Acts of 1974 
and Chapter 831 of the Acts of 19J6, as amended, which 
created the Martha's Vineyard Commission without thP. 
necessity of a further vote -of the Town. 
Yes 620; No 563 
Chapter 306 (Approved June 28, 1978) 
Section 1. The jurisdiction of the Martha's 
Vineyard Commission shall not include the 
Town of Tisbury . Said town shall not be 
represented in the membershi p of said Com-
mission. 
Section 2. This act shall take effect on 
July first, nineteen hundred and seventy-nine . 
ANNUAL BALLOT - MAY 1979 - TISBURY 
Question: Shall proposed legislation pend ing in the Mas s achusetts 
General Court, entitled "An Act Clarifying the Law 
Relative to the Protection of the Lands and Waters of 
the Island of Martha's Vineyard", which makes certain 
amendments to Chapter 831 of the Acts of 1977 and which 
will continue to include the Town of Tisbury in the 
membership of the Martha's Vineyard Commission, be ap·· 
proved without further vote of the town. 
Yes 599; !Jo 559 
ANNUAL BALLOT - MAY 1980 - TISBURY 
Question: Shall the Town of Ti sbury vote t o inst r uct its rep re-
sentative to the General Court to fi le the following 
petition in the legislature: 
autho r izing the Town of Tisbur y t o withdraw from 
membership in the Martha's Vineya r d Commissicin. 
This act shall take effec t as o f Ju l y 1 , 1980. 
(By Pe tition - This Quest ion i s No t Bind i ng ) 
Ye s 556; No 378; Blanks 30 
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ANNUAL BALLOT - APRIL 1976 - SDGARTOWN 
Question: Shall the Town direct Selectmen t:o take necessary steps 
to withdraw from the prQvisions of Chapter 637. 
. . . 
Yes 283; No 249 
Approved (Chapter 836 of Acts of 1977) by 
Legislature Decemb~r 1977 to be put on the 
April 1978 ballot of Edgartown for voters 
acceptance to withdraw from Martha's Vine-
yard Commission July 1, 1978. 
ANNUAL BALLOT - APRIL 1978 - EDGARTOWN 
Question: Shall an act passed by the General Court in the year 
nineteen hundred and seventy-seven, entitled 'An Act 
authorizing the Town of Edgartown to withdraw from 
membership of the Martha's Vineyard Commission' be 
accepted. 
Yes 675; No 554; Blanks 15 
ANNUAL BALLOT - APRIL 1979 - EDGARTOWN 
Question: ( 1} 
Shall the Board of Selectmen-and/or their designees 
enter into negotiations with the Martha's Vineyard Com-
mission in an attempt to modify the legislation creat-
ing the Martha's Vineyard Commission in such a way as 
to make Edgartown's re-entry into the Martha 's Vineyard 
Commission acceptable to the majority of Edgartown's 
voters . 
Yes 529; No 265; Blanks 54 
Question: ( 2) 
Should the jurisdiction and the membership of the Mar-
tha's Vineyard Commission be expanded to include the 
Town of Edgartown, and shall the Selectmen be instructed 
to petition the General Court for legislation in the 
following form: 
Section 1. The jurisdiction and the membership of the 
Martha's Vineyard Commission shall be expended to in-
clude the Town of Edgartown if and when a bill currently 
pending before the General Court, entitled 'An Act 
Clarifying the Law Relative to the Protection of the 
Lands and Waters of the Island of Martha's Vineyard' 
(H.4022), filed on behalf of Tisbury which will make 
certain amendments of Chapter 831 of the Acts of 1977, 
is enacted by the General Court and becomes effective 
Section 2. This Act shall take effect without further 
vote of the Town of Edgartown. 
Ye s 350; No 435; Blanks 63 
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ANNUAL BALLOT - APRIL !'976 - OAK BLUFFS 
Question: Shall the Town direct the Selectmen to take the neces-
sary steps to withdraw ~rom the provisions of Chapter 
637, Acts of 1974; wbich created the Martha's Vineyard 
Commission. 
Yes 287; No 282; Blanks 149 
Approved (Cha'Pter 0831 of Acts of 1977) by 
Legislature Dece~b~r 1977 to be put on the 
April 1978 Ballot of Oak Bluffs for voters 
acceptance to withdraw from Martha's Vine-
yard Commission .Tul.y 1, 197fl. 
ANNUAJ, BALLOT - APRIL 1978 - OAK BLUFFS 
Question: Shall an act passed by the General Court in the year 
1977 'An Act Authorizing the Town of Oak Bluffs to 
Withdraw from membership in the Martha's Vineyard Com-
mission' be accepted. 
Yes 356; No 426; Blanks 81 
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